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The University Calendar 
1935 
Spring Recess begins 
Spring   Recess ends 
"Mo hcr's Day" 
Comprehensive examinations 
(seniors) 
Memorial Day (holiday) 
Final  Kxaminations 
Meeting of the Board ofTrustecs 
Alumni Day 
President*!  Reception 
Baccalaureate Sermon 
Commencement 
Summer School begins 
Summer  School ends 
Friday March 29,4 P.M. 
Monday Aprils. SAM. 
Saturday-Sunday May 11-12 
Thurs.-Wednesday May 2S-2*) 
Thursday May JO 
Friday-Friday May 31-June 7 
Saturday June 8 
Saturday June K 
Saturday June 8 
Sunday June 9 
Monday June 10 
Thursday June 12 
Friday AllRllst 9 
COLLEGE YKAK 1935-103n 
Fust  Semester opens 
Preshman Week 
Registration of Former Students 
Registration ol New Students 
I organized 
First Convocation 
I lome Coming 
Thanksgiving  Recess begins 
Thanksgiving Recess ends 
i hristmaa Recess begins 
Monday 
Monday-Thursday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Wednesday 
Monday 
Prida) 
September 16 
September 16-19 
September 18 
September \'> 
Sept. 20. 8 A.M. 
Sept. 20.10 A.M. 
October 19 
NOT. 27,12:30 P.M. 
Dec. 2. 8 A.M. 
Dec 20,4 P.M. 
1936 
Christmas Recess ends 
Mid-year Examinations 
Second  Semester begins 
(ration of aD Students 
Spring Recess begins 
Spring Recess ends 
Comprehensive Kxaminations 
(seniors) 
I'in.il Examinations 
Commencement 
Monday 
Thursday-Friday 
Monday 
Monday 
Friday 
Monday 
Jan. 6,8 A.M. 
January 23-31 
February 3 
February 3 
April 3,4 P.M. 
April 13.8 A.M. 
Thurs.-Wednesday May 28-Junc 3 
Thursday-Friday June 4-12 
Monday June 15 
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To ALL NEW STUDENTS: 
Dcnison University extends to you a hearty 
welcome. To qualify for entrance to Denison in- 
dicates a high level of previous achievement. We 
welcome you. therefore, for what you have done 
and for what you are. 
We welcome you also because of our high 
hope tliat having begun well, you will continue to 
achieve distinction. To quote an ancient friend 
of man. "lie not weary in well doing!" We wel- 
come you to all the factors in our community life 
which will contribute to the development of your 
best and largest self. We assume that in coming 
to this school, you are ready to become a helpful 
member of our co-operative community, made up 
of students, faculty, administrative officers and 
citizens of Granville. You stand at the open door 
of a great opportunity, a real land of promise. 
What you may win from it depends almost wholly 
on yourself. If your attitude is one of "getting 
by", with the least effort and co-o|>eration, then it 
is not worth while to start. We believe, however, 
that you will come all the way in at the beginning, 
and will be constantly asking "How can 1 make 
the most of these opportunities?" With that at- 
titude you will find everyone ready to help you 
gain the utmost of the riches waiting for you here. 
A. A. SHAW, 
President. 
INTRODUCTORY NOTK 
The Denison catalog is prepared especially for the use of 
atndents now in college and for the prospective student. This 
purpose has determined the arrangement of material. 
The reader will find general information concerning Denison, 
the campus, bindings, student life, and organizations, followed by 
information concerning admission to Denison and requirements 
for a degree. I he outlines of special courses and a general state- 
ment about expenses should be read with care. It further infor- 
mation i- desired, write to the Registrar, Denison University, 
Granville, Ohio. The well-balanced requirements for entrance 
and lor graduation have been set up after years of experience. 
They are in accord with the development in the leading education- 
al institutions in this country. 
The courses offered by the several departments of study are 
given m detail on pages 62 to 108. Departments are listed in 
alphabetical order. With each course will be found the number 
of semester hours of credit it gives, the class hours and the semes- 
ter in which it l- given. This information is sufficient to enable 
a -indent to plan hi- courses for the entire four years. Diligent 
study of the entire curriculum i- highly recommended. 
A special section regarding our Conservatory of Music will 
be found on pages 110 to 120, 
Names of trustees, administrative officers, faculty, alumni of- 
ficers, graduati ei i students will be found at the back 
of the catal 
The complete index on inside back cover is a helpful feature 
foi  frequent use. 
The Catalog Committee. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
HISTORICAL NOTE* 
On December 13, 1831, The Cranz-ille Literary and Theo- 
logical Institution opened its doors to students. The purpose of 
the founders, as expressed in an address of the next year, was "to 
furnish the means of obtaining a thorough Classical and English 
education, which shall not be inferior to what can be obtained in 
any institution, of whatever name, in the Western country." The 
Institution was the creation of a group of earnest men who in 
1830 had formed the Ohio Baptist Education Society. These 
founders were men of deep religious convictions; they saw the 
need of an educated ministry but they envisaged a college which 
should have more than the training of ministers as its purpose. 
Their spirit was Christian rather than narrowly sectarian; the 
college lias grown on this tradition. 
In 1832, the next year after the founding of the institution for 
young men. a private school for young women was organized. 
Mr. Charles Sawyer, a merchant of Granville, was instrumental 
in its establishment by erecting two buildings for the school on 
the present lower campus. After existing more than fifty years 
as a private enterprise and being firmly established eventually by 
Dr. D. Shepardson, this school was turned over to the baptist 
denomination in 1887 and affiliated with Denison. In honor of 
its donor, a zealous advocate of women's education, the new de- 
partment was called Shepardson College for Women. An endow- 
ment was raised for its maintenance. In 1900 a closer union of 
the two institutions was formed by the co-ordination of Shepard- 
son College with Denison University. Eventually the incorporation 
of Shepardson College with the University was effected by a 
change of charter in 1927. Thus Shepardson College ceased to 
exist as a separate institution and was merged with the University. 
•Fur a complete history of the institution see Denison University. A Cen- 
tennial History, by Francis W. Shepardson, LI..D. Published by the Uni- 
versity. Oranville, Ohio. 
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The women students enjoy the same scholastic advantages as the 
men of Denison and receive the same recognition on completion 
of the course. 
In 1855 the present site "ii the lull north of town was secured, 
and the college was moved to the new location. This was the 
beginning of more rapid growth. A small endowment fund was 
raised, and the name was changed to Denison University. The 
Universitj was fortunate in having in the Faculty and the Board 
of Trustees men of faith and courage, who brought it success- 
fully through the trying experiences of the early years. 
In the period following the Civil War the University grew 
more rapidly. The end) wment fund was douhlcd. reaching the 
sum of $100,000. and several buildings were added to the equip- 
ment. The curriculum was extended, and faculty and students 
increased in numbers. 
During the last thirty years the University has shared in the 
general intellectual stimulation and has expanded rapidly in ma- 
terial and scholastic resources. Its standing as one of the strategic 
institutions of the country lias attracted private and public bene- 
ficences which have greatly increased its endowment fund and 
physical equipment. The endowment and other property have 
more than doubled in that period. 
Denison University is maintained and controlled by a Board 
of Trustees comprised of thirty-six men.   See page 121. 
PRESIDENTS OF DENISON 
John Prait 1831-1837 Alfred Owen 1879-1886 
Jonathan Going 18.17-1845 Galmha Anderson 1887-1889 
Silas Bailey 1846-1852 Daniel B. Purinton 1890-1901 
Jeremiah Hall 1853-186,1 Emory W. Hunt 1901-1913 
Samson Talbot 1863-1873 I   „k w. Chamberlain 1913-1925 
E. Benjamin Andrew 1875 1879    Avery A. Shaw 1927- 
ACCREDITING 
I lenison University is accredited by the North Central As- 
sociation of Colleges and Secondary Schools as a degree-granting 
AIM AND IDEAL 9 
institution. It was placed on the association's first published list 
of accredited institutions in 1913, It is recognized and approved 
by the Association of American Colleges, the Association of Amer- 
ican Universities, the Ohio College Association, the Ohio State 
Department of Education, the American Association of University 
Women, and the American Association of University Professors. 
AIM AND IDEAL 
Denison University is a Christian college in the sense that 
all its instruction is motivated by Christian principles. Christian- 
ity is accepted as the supreme ideal of life. There is no attempt 
to force religion into a particular denominational expression and 
all the advantages of the institution are offered without any re- 
ligious distinction. Through the chapel observance, the regular 
services of the local churches and in several student associations 
a large opportunity is given for religious activities and the devel- 
opment of Christian character. 
The courses of instruction are based on the purpose of im- 
parting a liberal training in the arts and sciences. Students are 
encouraged to build a broad foundation of knowledge, to form 
an acquaintance with several fields of thought, as a preparation 
for later specialization. While the entire course is planned for 
general rather than vocational training, it is found in practice 
that this procedure gives the best foundation for all kinds of 
professional careers. Professional schools prefer and in many 
cases demand it of their students. Provision is made at Denison 
to prepare students for the professional courses and for a start in 
many technical employments. 
LOCATION AND ENVIRONMENT 
Granville, founded among the Licking Hills by colonists from 
Massachusetts in 1805, has been an educational center for over a 
century. The natural beauty of the place and the high moral and 
intellectual quality of life in the village make a permanent im- 
pression on the minds and spirits of those who spend their col- 
lege years in this environment. 
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The approximate location of Granville in the Mate of Ohio 
ma) be seen from the map on page 4. Its railroad is the Toledo 
and Ohio Central division of the New York Central Railroad. 
The Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & I Ihio railroads arc reached 
at   Ne« seat  of   Licking  County,  -seven   miles cast 
of Granville.   C bus service can be made with New- 
ark, Delaw I olumbus.    Greyhound busses east and west 
connect with more distant points, 
are two excellent hotels in Granville: The liuxton 
tavern is a comfortable hostelry whose establishment antedates 
the College; the Granville Inn i- an excellent modern hotel, favor- 
ably known throughout the state, Under the same management is 
the Granville Golf Course, a Donald Ross 18-hole course, con- 
sidered one of the best in the state. Its facilities can be enjoyed 
by  Denison students     i ith. tvailable  for small  fees are 
swimming in a new pool within walking distance from the village 
and horseback riding. 
CAMPUS AND BUILDINGS 
THE CAMPUS 
Denisoi is f< rtunate in that her campus is given a licautiful 
setting by nature.    It is situated on a hill, high, yet low enough 
'" '"■ '" - i terms with it- neighbors across the valley.    The 
mail •  the campus  facei   south,  looking  down on the 
wooded valley, at to thi mistj -lop,-, beyond. The campus 
hill swings around t the north at both end-, forming a giant 
horseshoe On tb. east in. President's home, the chapel, and 
observatory fact the south. One passes them over a brick walk 
that is lighted by replicas ol colonial street lamps to the new 
section of the women's campus. This includes the hospital and 
two women's dormitories These Georgian colonial buildings are 
in themselves attractive, and they look to the east from a wooded 
hill. To the west, tliej look beyond the Deeds athletic field in 
'hi   valley,  to  fraternity  Hill.    Beyond  Fraternity   Row  is  a 
CAMPUS—BUILDINGS 11 
natural amphitheatre. Blessed with trees and hills, enriched by 
shrubs and walks, ornamented with terraces and plantings, the 
campus, comprising altogether three-hundred and fifty acres, is so 
laid out that the student is at no time out of sight of beauty. 
DEEDS FIELD 
The athletic field, named in honor of the donor, Colonel 
Kdward A. Deeds, vice-chairman of the Board of Trustees, was 
dedicated November 4, 1922. The football field occupies a natural 
amphitheater under the shelter of College Hill. It is in the form 
of an oval, open towards the east, flanked by a concrete stadium 
with seating capacity of 6000. The north side of the stadium is 
constructed so as to enclose a field house, containing dressing- 
rooms, shower baths, lockers and other accommodations for the 
players. Recently installed flood-lights make possible night foot- 
ball. A cinder track Ixirdcrs the oval, and outside of this are 
cement walks, with concrete shelters on the north side for visit- 
ing teams. The varsity baseball field has been pre|«red on the 
lower terrace, and ample s]>acc is left on the north side of the 
campus for other sports. The eastern side has been recently laid 
nut with an oval running track and a hockey field for the women's 
athletic department, liy the development of Deeds Field it is now 
possible for every member of the ITniversit] to enjoy some form 
of daily exercise. 
RESIDENCE HAMS 
Dormitories for Men—Marsh and Talbot halls are used in 
part as dormitories for men. The rooms in Marsh Hall are o)>en 
to those who are members of the American Commons Club. The 
up|>er floors of Talbot Hall accommodate forty men. Rooms in 
fraternity houses are open to members. Private houses In the 
village provide satisfactory rooms for many. 
Dormitories for Women—Sawyer Hall and Mary Thresh- 
er Beaver Hall are the new dormitories opened for use in 1926. 
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They are the first buildings to occupy the site of the women's cam- 
pus. The two halls, identical in construction, are of the colon- 
ial style of architecture. The rooms are en suite and completely 
equipped. Each hall accommodates 65 students. Burton Hall, 
King Hall, and Stone Hall, located at the foot of College Hill on 
the lower quadrangle, facing Broadway, furnish accommoda- 
tions for one hundred and twenty-eight young women, together 
with reception parlors, reading rooms, and apartments for faculty 
women. Parsons House, formerly the chapter lodge of Beta 
Tlieta Pi fraternity, and Gilpatrick House, former home of Prof. 
J. L. Gilpatrick, have been renovated and rearranged for the ac- 
commodation of women students. AH the halls and houses arc 
supervised under uniform rules by teachers and matrons. 
Women's Dining Halls—The Commons, erected in 1893, 
is the dining hall for the women students resident on or near the 
lower campus. Colwell House, former home of an honored pro- 
fessor, is used as a dining hall of the women resident in Sawyer 
ami Beaver Halls. Mast Cottage, West Cottage, and Gilpatrick 
Hall, each accommodating fifteen to twenty students, arc operated 
on the co-operative basis. The students share the duties of ad- 
ministration and thereby reduce the cost of board. 
ACADEMIC HALLS 
Swasey Chapel—College Hill is crowned with this state- 
ly edifice, provided by the beneficence of Dr. Ambrose Swasey. 
It was dedicated April 18, 1924. It is colonial in style, faced 
with six Ionic columns supporting the portico. The graceful tower 
is electrically illuminated at night, and contains a chime of ten 
bells, in memory of Mrs. Swasey. The auditorium has a seating 
capacity of 1300. Behind a semi-circular screen in the apse is 
built a three-manual Austin organ. Standing in the center of the 
group "i buildings which the new Denison occupies, Swasey 
Chapel typifies the supreme place of faith in the educational ideals 
of the College. 
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Barney Memorial Hall -Thil hall was built and equipped 
for the College by the late Eugene I. Barney, LL.D., of the Board 
of Trustees, in memory of his father, Eliam E. Barney, who was 
one of the most generous and devoted supporters of the institu- 
tion in its early .lays Science Hall, as it is familiarly called, dat- 
ing from 1894, was rebuilt in 1906, after being jartially destroyed 
by fire. The new building is fireproof. It lias four floors, con- 
sisting of lecture rooms, special libraries, and offices, 
principal!} for the departments of Physics. Geology, and Engi- 
neering Science. It also houses the departments of Education and 
Psychology. The Library Reserve Reading room is on the second 
floor. 
Doane Administration Hall This i- a gift, in 1894. of the 
late I>r. W. I! Doane, member of the Hoard of Trustees. Since 
19_'8 this hall i> now wholly devoted to administrative and in- 
structional uses of the Colll 
The Officers of Administration, including the President, the 
Dean • •! Men and Dean of Women, the Registrar, the Bursar, 
occup -.Hid floors.   The third floor, used 
by the Department if Speech, consists of a large assembly room, 
seating ab i" 
Talbot Hall The two lower floors of this hall are taken 
up with class i iratories and department offices.  The 
two upper Boors are arranged as a dormitory for men. 
Cleveland Hall This Hall was erected in 1904 with 
fund- provided bj certain Cleveland benefactors. It represents 
the care taken for the physical needs of the men students. SwAHCV 
GYMNASIUM occupies the mam part of the building.     It consists 
of a largo floor for athletic games, a running track, swimming pool 
and locker rooms. Trophy Room is a commodious hall, adorned 
with picture-, prizes and other souvenirs of intcr-collcgiate games. 
Several loom- arc   used fur instructional pur|mses. 
BUILDINGS 15 
Chemistry Cottage—The Department of Chemistry is housed 
in a building with three large, well-equipped laboratories which 
provide desk space fur about 230 students. A large lecture room, 
a departmental reading room, an office, two private laboratories, 
balance room, store rooms, and lecture preparation rooms, give 
ample space for the activities of the department. For courses in 
Chemistry see pige 67. 
Doane Gymnasium—The gymnasium for the young 
women of Shepardson College was donated by Dr. Doane. It is 
equipi>cd with swimming pool and has a large floor for class 
athletics and sports. 
Swasey Observatory—The Observatory was erected in 
1909 through the generosity of Ambrose Swasey, Sc.D., former 
President of the Board of Trustees. It is of white Vermont 
marble and is equipped with modern astronomical instruments of 
the best quality. 
Conservatory of Music—The large residence of former 
Professor A. U. Thresher is used as the main building for the 
Conservatory of Music. It marks the site of the first Baptist 
Church built in Granville. in which the college was opened in 1831. 
For courses in the Conservatory see page 110. 
Recital Hall—Adjoining the Conservatory is the Recital 
Hall arranged for the public musical recitals. It contains a pipe 
organ and grand pianos, anil other equipment for entertainments. 
Denison Wigwam—This is a temporary structure used pri- 
marily  for basketball and intramural contests.     It has a  seating 
capacity of 1650. 
Whisler Memorial Hospital—This memorial hospital, 
which came into use in February, 1929, is the gift of Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles F. Whisler, of Hillsboro, Ohio, in memory of their 
laughter, Helen, of the class of 1920, who died in 1918. It occu- 
pies a secluded site on the slope of Prospect Hill, overlooking the 
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village and the picturesque valley. Built of ta|>estry brick and 
Indiana limestone, the hospital is complete and modern in every 
respect. The normal capacity is 16 patients, with facilities for 
28, should occasion require. Modern hospital practice has been 
followed in detail, giving comfort, cleanliness, quiet and conven- 
ience.    Provision is made for isolation of contagious cases. 
\ modern clinic room, a well-equipped kitchen, ami eight 
home like wards foi rw each make the hospital an excel- 
lent health center, where students may .Mine for consultation and 
rpitalitation  whi nevei nece 
STUDENT HI: .I.III  Si avid 
From the tuition and the -jiccial hospital fee an amount is -<■! 
partially to cover the expense of the student health service 
Ihi- i- a di-tinct department of the University and is supervised 
in tin- college medical officer an I two registered nurses. 
All its activities are centered in the Whisler Memorial Hos- 
pital. Here is located the college clinic, where students may 
have unlimited medical attention. The medical officer is available 
at certain hours i>.: consultation, examination and treatment, when 
dutj at all time-. 
In case of need each -indent i> entitled to 3 days of care in 
the hospital, with no additional char;;.-. For periods in excess of 
this time, a nominal charge of S2.00 per day is made. Only un- 
usual medical Ol surgical treatment is charged against the student 
Tin-  includes  '.'ill- at  student rooms, special nurses, or unusual 
medicines or applfa 
The college medical officer co-operates with both the depart 
ments ol physical education in the matter of physical examina- 
tion-, health education and advice, and care of the  members of 
athletic teams 
CHAPEL SERVICES—LECTURES AND CONCERTS 17 
CHAPEL SERVICES 
In recognition of the ideals of the institution and for the 
cultivation of the community lfe of the college in a definitely 
religious atmosphere, services of worship are held in Swasey 
Chapel on Monday and Wednesday throughout the year. As- 
sembliefl are held in Doane Assemhly Hall for women on Tues- 
day and for men on Thursday. During the first semester assem- 
blies are held on Fridays for rreshmen only. 
W-spcr Senices—During the college year a vesper service is 
held once a month on Sunday afternoon in Swasey Chapel. Not- 
able preachers of the country are the speakers, with messages ap- 
propriate to college students. 
Wetk of Prayir—"The week of prayer" is observed each 
\iar. usually in February, under the direction of the two Chris- 
am Associations. A speaker of national reputation addresses the 
student body for three days at chapel, at special evening services 
and in smaller discussion groups.     The speaker  HI   1935  will be 
McNeil Poteat, of Raleigh, North Carolina. 
LECTURES AND CONCERTS 
In co-operation with the Granville Festival Association a 
series of concerts and lectures are arranged to which all students 
are admitted without further charge upon presentation of their 
Student Activity Ticket. During the year 1934-35 the following 
were heard: Dr. Anna Strong, lecturer, Harold Samuel, pianist, 
I'hradie Wells, soprano, the Iiudapest String Quartet, Ibsen's 
'■hosts by Mme. Borgny Hammer and her company. In addition 
many concerts are given by the Conservatory, and the Festival 
Association presents Handel's "Messiah" and a Spring Festival, 
Elgar's "Dream of Gerontius". Additional lectures are presented 
•luring the year by the Scientific Association, Phi Beta Kappa. 
and other organizations. 
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PERSl INNEL WORK 
Personnel work al Denison consists in the collection and 
filing of personal data on each student for the use of faculty ad- 
visers and deans.     The data thus gathered serves as a basis for 
to individual students on vocational, personal, and educa- 
matteri     \t the opening of college individual photographs 
rw itudents an- made for the purposes oi record.    Psvcho- 
il tests ar<- also required of all new students.   Through such 
officers and teachers are enabled to bring about a l>ettcr 
ustment between the student and the institution.    \ cumulative 
each student is kept, en which arc entered grades, hon- 
i ther such information as ma) be valuable for the pur- 
pose "i placement after graduation. 
GUIDANCE 
Denison University employs a program of guidance provid- 
ing foi each student the counsel of personal experience in meet- 
ing difficult questions that arise suddenly and are keenly felt by 
i he undergraduate Each dean maintains regular office hours for 
individual appointments when the University is in session. Stu- 
dent- an- urged t" confet with them. Each faculty member is 
willing   t"  give .1   In-   nine  to  personal consultation, 
whether i"t aid in rethinking matters of conduct or for assist 
.on.- in surmounting evious scholastic training.   Stu- 
lenti should not   fail to -cek the acquaintance and help of any 
i"   concerning courses of instruction 
si e Student   \<U 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 
Guidai cation is so planned as to offer to 
each student advice most needed about the different occupations. 
Under the direction of il„. Faculty Committee on Vocational 
Guidance opportunities tor vocational conferences are made pos- 
sible.     Professional or business men and women are brought to 
tin' campus to present the claims of their respective callings.   Vo- 
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rational counsellors are Invited at timea to s)ieak to the student 
body, and to hold individual or small-group conferences.    Further 
personal help is available from any teacher, especially heads of 
departments. Occupational literature may IK- obtained front them 
or from the chairman of the Vocational Guidance Committee, with 
whom Student! may make arrangement! for the taking of aptitude 
tests. 
APPOINTMKNTS AND PLACEMENT 
The appointment service of the Detriment of Education aims 
to give assistance to all seniors who seek teaching positions. In 
recent years a large (icrcciitage of the Denison candidates for 
teaching positions have been placed. Recommendations are made 
with great care strictly upon the basis of the personnel records. 
In accepting a candidate for teacher training Denison docs not 
thereby assure the candidate of placement. 
Superintendents and school officials are invited to use the 
appointment service and to interview prosjwetive teachers at Gran- 
ville when the University is in session. No fee is charged either 
candidate or employer. Information may lie obtained from Pro- 
lessor E. B. Ilawes. C.ranvillc, Ohio. 
FRESHMAN WEEK 
Several days, during the opening week of the college year, 
are devoted to familiarizing the freshmen with the aims and 
methods of college work. The program begins with a dinner 
in the Wigwam, at which the freshmen are the guests of the 
University and have the most favorable opportunity of meeting 
one another and members of the faculty. Tests of general in- 
telligence and social aptitudes are given. Every effort is made 
to help the freshman to find his place in the community of stu- 
dents and to plan his course intelligently for the coming four 
years. All freshmen are expected to be present during these pre- 
liminary exercises. For the dates, see University Calendar. |iage 3. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MIX 
Ml new students in civet a thorough physical examination 
soon after matriculation. The information thus name'! assists in 
determining the work in physical education prescribed for all men 
during the tirst and second years in college. The Denison pro- 
gram in physics rides such training as will meet 
hygienic and recreational needs It offers to each man an oppor- 
tunity l«»r health rivalry, bodily prowess and good s|xirtsmanship. 
The extensive program of infra-mural contests is an import- 
ant feature in the college. Diversified sports through the year 
develop interest and skill, build group spirit and Denison loyalty. 
In inter-collegiate athletics, Denison is ■ member of the Ohio 
Conference. Faculty supervision of athletics is exercised through 
■ Board of Control, a -landing committee. For courses in the 
Department   • Physical Education for men see page 93. 
Through the Physical Education Department students are 
offered an opportunity to develop administrative and executive 
sbilitii ident managers ol  the various varsity 
team- n    gnition a varsit) letter award and membership in 
the "D" ass ciation may he earned by seniors. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN 
Physical education i- required "i all students during the first 
two years. At the opening of college the entering student is given 
a complete physical and medical examination.    The information 
thus gained determines the -port- and games in which a student 
may participate For further details and also for courses in the 
I lepartmenl see pagt 
The Women's Athletic Association in cooperation with the 
Department of Physical Education for Women conducts interdass 
ami other intramural contests and tournaments ill all games and 
sports.    Iii addition to these organized activities the Athletic As- 
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sociation in conjunction with the Outing Hoard makes an attempt 
to meet the recreational needs of the students through its offerings 
in the more individualized types of activity, such things as skat- 
ing, skiing, hiking in the open air and such indoor games as ping- 
pong, shuffle hoard, etc. 
The Athletic Association owns and operates a cabin in the 
Welsh Hills which serves as a center for outing and campcraft 
work. Every other year a course in camp leadership is conducted 
by an authority on summer camping who comes in from the out- 
side. This does a great deal to place students in summer camp 
positions. 
The Women's Athletic Association is a member of the Ath- 
letic federation of College Women, a national organization or- 
ganized for the purpose of furthering athletic and recreational 
interests of college women. Meml>ership is also maintained in 
the Ohio Conference of Athletic Associations. 
STUDENT LIFE AND ORGANIZATIONS 
A large number of organizations are maintained by the stu- 
dents. According to their general purpose they are divided into 
live groups: administrative, religious, literary-dramatic, musical, 
and social. In so far as they represent the College in any public 
way, these organizations are mainly under the direction of Boards 
of Control, or of Faculty advisers. 
1. ADMINISTRATIVE 
The government of students in matters relative to their own 
interests, rests in the hands of the two student associations. These 
associations were organized under the authority of the Board of 
Trustees and the Faculty of Denison University. All regular stu- 
dents are members with full membership privileges. The executive 
powers are vested in the student councils of the two associations 
and in the joint council for matters pertaining to students of both 
colleges. 
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2. RELIGIOUS 
The Christian Associations (the M. S. C. A. ami the V. \V. 
i. A.i arc directed l>> their cabinets, composed of student ami 
faculty members.   These associations cany on variuus activities 
for the religious and social welfare of the students. 
The Freshman M S. C. A, is a branch of the general organ- 
ization, aiming to bridge over the gap between high-school and 
college. 
The Student Fellowship for Christian Life Service is com- 
posed ol  students preparing for some line of definite Christian 
work. 
.V   I.ITKKAltY-DRAMATIC 
The Franklin and Calliopean Literary Societies, dating back 
to the early days of the College, are perpetuated by the Franco- 
Calliopean Society, whose meetings are devoted to the study of 
literature. 
Ian Kappa Alpha, a national honorary fraternity, has in its 
membership students who show excellence in puhlic speaking. 
Several debates with other colleges are held each year, under the 
guidance of the Hoard of Control of Delate and Oratory and the 
Department of Speech. 
During recent years delates have been held with Ohio Uni- 
versity. Cincinnati Universty, Miami University, Ohio Wesleyan, 
Bucknell, and the American University, in Washington D.C. 
Two regular publications are carried on by Denison students: 
The Denisonian, a weekly newspaper, and the Adytum, the college 
annual. 
Masquers is the dramatic organization in Denison. Its mem- 
bership ia made up of those who show proficiency in acting and 
play production. Bach school year tryouts are conducted for all 
who wi,|, to develop their histrionic talent. From the successful 
contestants such play, as Success by Milne. Escape by Galsworthy. 
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Holiday by l'hilip Harry, and Twelfth Night are cast and pro- 
duced. Admission to all Masquers plays is included in the Stu- 
dent Activity Fee. 
4. MUSICAL 
The Denison Glee Club, the Shepardson Glee Club, the D. U. 
Hand, the University Orchestra, the Engwerson Choral Society, 
and the chapel and church choirs furnish large opportunity for 
the training of musical talent. (For fuller description see below. 
Conservatory of Music, p, 110. 120). 
SOCIAL 
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES 
The following national and local fraternities and sororities 
arc represented at Denison. These groups have Faculty advisers 
ami arc partly under the direction of the Pan-Hellenic Council 
of Alumni and undergraduate membership. Within each group 
the chapters are listed in order of founding. 
Fraternities 
Sigma Chi, Mu chapter, 1868 
Ueta Theta Pi, Alpha Eta cliapter, 1868 
Phi Gamma Delta, I.amlxla Deuteron chapter, 1885 
Kappa Sigma, Gamma Xi chapter, 1911 
Phi Delta Theta, Ohio lota chapter, 1915 
American Commons Club, Denison chapter,  1917 
Lambda Chi Alpha, Gamma lota chapter, 1919 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Ohio Mu chapter, 1919 
Beta Kappa. Alpha lota chapter, 1930. 
Sororities 
Chi i mega, Delta Gamma Chapter, 1928 
Kappa Alpha Theta. Beta Tau Chapter, 1929 
Delta Delta Delta. Delta Chi Chapter, 1929 
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Kappa Kappa Gamma, Gamma Omega Chapter, 1929 
Alpha I'In. Beta Kappa Chapter, 1930 
Alpha ' Imicron Pi, Alpha Tau Chapter. 1930 
Alpha \i Delta, Beta Delta Chapter, 1931 
..:.  1: rat entities 
Music 
«lu Alpha, Nu chapter, 1912 
Delta i imicron, Delta chapter, 1915 
Foaj KSICS 
Tail Kappa Alpha, 1924 
II. ISSICS 
Ilia Sigma Phi, Zeta chapter. 1926 
JOURNALISM 
I'I Delta Epsilon, 1929 
SPANISH 
Sigma Delta Pi, Phi Chapter, 1931 
LEADERSHIP 
Omicron Delta Kappa. Alpha Mu circle, 1933 
HONORARY 
Cap and Gown    Senior "■ 
Alligators   I Senior men) 
Crossed Kej -   Junior women . 
Blue Key i men) 
"1>" Association i athletic i 
DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 
The Denison Scientific Association, organized by the late 
Professor Clarence Luther Derrick in 1887, is not only the oldest 
departmental organization on the campus but also is the most In- 
clusive in n- activities and interests.   The Association publishes 
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the Journal of the Scientific Laboratories, founded by C. L. Her- 
rick. Its merit is recognized by learned societies in all parts of 
the world, many of which receive the Journal in exchange for their 
own publications. By this means the Association lias built up a 
valuable collection of scientific works from the leading scientific 
societies of our own and other countries. 
The Association holds bi-weekly meetings, oiien to all, at 
which lectures and reports of investigations on current scientific 
topics are presented by professors of Denison and other institu- 
tions. Faculty and students are thus made acquainted with the 
progress of science in many fields. 
Departmental societies, sharing similar aims with the Scien- 
tific Association and co-operating with it, are maintained by some 
of the departments of instruction. Their object is to encourage 
investigation of topics that are allied to the courses of instruction 
and are of s|iecial interest. Faculty and students participate in 
the discussions. 
HOME-COMING DAY 
The fall holiday for alumni is Home-Coming Day. One of 
the im|x>rtant football dates in mid-autumn is thus designated. On 
Saturday evening the social groups have dinners for alumni and 
guests, followed by the Home-Coming Dance. In 1935 the Den- 
ison llome-Coming Day will be observed on October 19. On the 
Sunday following a Vesper service will be held in Swasey Chapel 
at four o'clock. 
DAD'S DAY 
One day in the fall is set aside as Dads' Day. For this oc- 
casion the jarents of Denison students are especially invited to 
come to the campus for a week-end. It is always held in con- 
nection with one of the important football games.    Following the 
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game ■ reception t" parents i- held l>> the students and faculty. 
N'ovembei 9, 1935 will be observed as Dad'- Da> 
Ml ITHERS' DAY 
Since 1920 a Sunday in May. usually the second, lias been 
commemorated as Mothers' Day. This week-end is looked for- 
ward to b) the student bod) because of the beauty ami char- 
acter of tl Musical and dramatic performances en- 
hance the program Ceremonies in connection with the crown- 
ing of a May Queen draw a large audience on Saturday morning. 
The Mothers' Day Vespei Service i* addressed by the President 
of the University. 
SCHOLASTIC AWARDS 
1. PHI BETA KAPPA 
The Phi Beta Kappa Society was founded more than one hun- 
dred and fifty years ago for the purpose of recognizing and encour- 
aging scholarly pursuits among college students. The chapter at 
Denison, known as Theta of Ohio, was instituted in January, 
1911. New members arc elected each year, principally from 
the seniors, but a few from the juniors, those who have the high- 
"-' standing ii   eholarship in their respective classes 
The Phi Society was organized by the Phi Beta Kappa to 
encourage scholarship among the members of the freshman class. 
Membership is gained by winning 56 scholastic points in the 
freshman year. 
-'   HONORS 
1     Annual  Honors      tiuiual ho warded al  i tie end oi each 
year to the members ol each class according to the (oHowing standard: not 
than twenty-foul hours il \ grade the resnaioder not lower than B 
itrade.    The total number     I   hours  lot  the year  shall not be leu than 
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ihirty-two except when courses 111. 112, 211. 212 in Physical Education are 
being taken, in which case the total number of hours exclusive of these 
courses should not be less than thirty. Grades made in the required courses 
in physical education are not to be counted in competing for Annual Honors. 
2. General Honors, General Honors are awarded at graduation only, 
according to the following standard: Ninety-three or more hours of A 
grade, the remainder not lower than II grade. Grades made in Physical 
Education 111, 112. 211, 212, are not to be counted in competing for Gen- 
eral  Honors. 
3. Departmental Honors. Departmental Honors are awarded at grad- 
uation only, to those who have obtained a standing of A in one or more 
departments in courses amounting to not less than twenty-four semester 
hours, provided that there shall have been no grade less than B in any other 
courses which may have been taken in the department. In Modern Lan- 
guages no first-year courses may be counted  for departmental  honors. 
4. Special Honors. Special Honors are awarded at graduation only, 
according to the following plan: Any regularly classified student who has 
maintained an A rank in not less than half of his work during five suc- 
cessive semesters of the freshman, sophomore, and first half of junior 
years, and who has not fallen below C in any single study may with the 
consent of the faculty be enrolled as a student for honors in some selected 
department of study. 
Application for such enrollment shall I* made prior to the spring vaca- 
tion of   the junior  year.     If   the  application   be  granted  the  professor   in 
charge of  the department  selected shall assign  work  to the applicant  sub- 
stantially equal in amount  to a three hour course  for the year, i.e. a total 
:  NX credit hours. 
The student shall be examined on this work prior to the spring vacation 
of the senior year. The examination shall he conducted under the direction 
01 the professor in charge, assisted by some other member of the faculty 
to be appointed by the president, and in addition to the special assignment 
the examination shall cover, in a general way, all other work which the 
applicant has taken in the same department. 
During the interval between enrollment for honors and examination the 
Student must make an A rank in all work done in the department to which 
hii special study belongs, and must not fall below B in any other depart- 
ment    He must also maintain an unblemished record in the department. 
Work done for Special Honors must not be elementary in its character 
ind in no case shall it be the only work done in the department in which it 
II   taken,     Advanced   elective  courses   already   offered   may   be   utilized   as 
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honor fuiii-. topici naaj be assigned to suit individual cases but 
in no cue ihall work upon which ipedal honors are bestowed be counted 
)   part itudent'l requirements  for bis degree. 
AH hot lined ihall entitle the student to have his name placed 
upon the records ot the University with the statement  of the  Honors which 
he has received, the iact may he engrossed upon his  Diploma,  shall be an- 
•n Commencement Day  and published in the Annual Catalogue. 
3. RHODES SCHOLARSHIP 
Men who have completed their sophomore year at Denison 
University are eligible to compete for the Cecil Rhodes Scholar- 
ships, tenable for three years at Oxford University, England, 
with a stipend of $2000 each year. These scholarships are award- 
ed on the combined basis of character, scholarship, athletics, and 
leadership in extra curricubr activities. Partner information may 
be obtained from the Secretary of the Rhodes Scholarship Com- 
mittee of Selection for Ohio, Professor Leigh Alexander, Oberlin 
College, Oberlin, Ohio. 
4. PRIZKS 
1. The Lewis Literar) Prize Contest. These prizes were 
given to the Franklin and Calliopean literary societies by Mr. 
Charles T. Lewis, former president of the Board of Trustees, and 
are now continued by his sons Howard Lewis and Frank Lewis 
of the classes of 1900 and 1902. respectively. During recent years 
the prizes have been given for excellence in extempore speech. 
Competition is open to men students 
2. The Samson Talbot Bible Reading Contest. This is an 
endowed prize for the l>est reading of Scripture and is open to 
seniors and juniors     The prizes are $40 and $20 respectively. 
3. The Gilpatrick Scholarship. This is endowed by a fund 
contributed through the Societ) of the Alumni by former students 
and friends of Professor John Lord Gilpatrick. It is open to 
seniors and is awarded annually by the faculty upon the basis of 
excellence in mathematii - 
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4. The Harmon Freshman Latin Prize. Established by 
former Governor Judson Harmon, of the Class of '66, and con- 
tinued in his honor by his daughters, is awarded annually for 
excellence in Freshman Latin. The award, a sum of $25.00, is 
made on the basis of a competitive examination near the end of 
the year. 
5. The Woodland Prizes in Chemistry. J. Ernest Wood- 
land, '91. bequeathed to the University, in honor of his father, 
William Henry Woodland, the sum of $5000 for the establishment 
of two annual prizes: $150 for the best, and $50 for the second 
best original thesis on some pliase of Chemistry in its relation to 
everyday industrial life. Conditions of the competition are an- 
nounced each September by the department of Chemistry. 
6. The Freshman Chemistry Prize. A prize of $25. is 
offered to the student making the best record in Chemistry 111- 
112. 
7. The Stout English Prize. A prize of $25 is offered by 
Mr. Henry Stout of Dayton for the l>est prose composition in 
either essay, short story, or drama. Manuscripts may lie submit- 
ted by any student prior to May 1, 1935. 
Methods and Terms of Admission 
Students are admitted to Denison University either by pre- 
senting a certificate from an approved high school or preparatory 
school, or by taking an examination. Certificates are acceptable 
from schools which are approved by State Superintendents of 
Public Instruction, or by regional accrediting agencies such as the 
N'orth Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. 
Applicants for admission must present evidence of good moral 
character, and the act of registration is regarded as an agreement 
on the part of the student to abide by all college regulations. The 
certificate blank and application for admission blank may be ob- 
tained upon request from the Office of the Registrar. Denison 
University, Granvilie, Ohio. 
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1.    Bv CERTIFICATE 
Applicant! fi     admission to the freshman class must present 
facial certificate from the high school or preparatory school, 
ami an admission blank properly filled out. Graduates of ap- 
proved preparator) schools are credited with their certified pre- 
parator) work without examination in so far as such work agrees 
in quality and quantit) with the admission requirements of the uni- 
ity. The certificate an i admission blank should lie filed in the 
"""' ' I 'he Ri the yeat as possible and not 
latei than two weeks 1" fo e the opening of the respective semesters. 
Applicants I r admission with advanced standing as a trans- 
fer from anothei college must present an admission blank properly 
filled out, and an official transcript from the college previously 
attended, together with a letter of honorable dismissal. The tran- 
script must contain a detailed statement of the college credit al- 
ready earned and ■ list of the preparatory school units presented 
for admission. 
Women students must deposit a fee of ten dollars ($10.00) 
when makii g application. This fee ,- foi room reservation in the 
women's resi ence halls ami is credited on the room rent if the 
room i„ subsequently occupied by the applicant. It is not re- 
turnable after Septembet first if the student has been accepted 
fi i admission. 
-'.    BY EXAMINATION 
\pplicants for admission who are not graduates of approved 
themselves for  examination in 
'he subject ion to the freshman class.   Ex- 
aminations will In given on Septembei   17. 18, 1935. 
id thai such candidates for admission take 
' ' ' '•'' 
,v;
 « - ' > -i College Entrance lamination Board. 
aI
 
an where they are offered.   Applications 
'
houl ■"'■'■  '■■   *" 0f  the  College   Entrance 
Examination Board. 431 Wesi i. N«w York, N   Y., 
1
 '■   M"3  -'"■ >',;:        *ose living in the United States or 
I -'-'  1935 for those living elsewhere. 
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ADMISSION KEUUIKEMENTS 
Fifteen units completed in an approved secondary school and 
distributed as indicated below are required for admission. No stu- 
dent is admitted to freshman rank who lias not completed at least 
fourteen units. A unit is defined as a year's course of study in a 
given subject, with 4 or 5 forty-minute periods of recitation per 
week. Two periods of laboratory work are counted as the equiv- 
alent of one period of recitation. Students may be admitted with 
twelve units from a "senior high school" (grades X, XI and 
XII) provided that the subjects taken in the senior high school 
together with the woik done in the junior high school satisfy the 
subject requirements as listed below. 
I.    The following 9 units are prescribed for all: 
English, 3 History, 1 
Algebra, 1 laboratory Science, 1   t biology, 
Plane Geometry, 1 Botany, Chemistry,   Physio- 
Foreign Language. 2  (in       graphy, Physics, Zoology) 
the  same   language, 
preferably Latin) 
-'. At least three additional units must be selected from the 
following subjects, the number indicating the maximum number 
of units that will be accepted in any subject: 
English, 5 i may include 
Dramatics, 1; or Public 
Speaking, 1) 
Latin, 4 
Greek, 4 
French,4 
German, 4 
Spanish, 4 
History and Civics, 4 
Mathematics, 4 (Algebra. 
1
 ■cometry, and y\ unit 
Trigonometry) 
I'otanv, 1 
Chemistry, 1 
Physics, 'l 
Physiography, 1 
Physiology, 1 
Zoology, 1 
General Science. 1 (does not 
satisfy laboratory science 
requirement in No. 1 above) 
Bible, 1 
Theoretical Music, 1 
Economics, yi 
Psychology, yi 
Sociology, yi 
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i. Nut more than three units nay be presented from the 
following subject-, the numlier indicating the maximum numlier 
of units that will !>e accepted in any subject: 
Mechanical Drawing, 1 
Freehand Drawing, 1 
Domestic Science. 1 
raphy, 1  i no credit 
for less than 1 unit i 
Applied Music, 1 
Manual Training or Shop 
Work. 1 
Commercial I.aw, 1 
Commercial Geography, i 
Physical Kducation, 1 
Bookkeeping. 1 
Agriculture. 1 
Art. 1 
Commercial Arithmetic. Y, 
Business Knglish. ]/i 
■ ISIONAL   ADM I-^!IIN 
Graduates of approved preparatory schools who lack not more 
than 2 of the units prescribed for admission | No. 1 above) nay be 
admitted provisionally. A student thus admitted is required to 
make up the deficiency within the first two years of residence, by 
taking college courses in the subjects lacking, or by taking those 
subjects in an approved sununei school. One year of college 
work (6-8 semester hours) in a subject is required to make up 
one unit of deficiency. 
ADVANCES STANDING 
Student- who have completed a part of their course at other 
colleges may apply for admission with advanced standing. They 
must present an official transcript of their college record from 
the colic-, previously attended, together with a letter of honor- 
able dismissal. The transcript must contain a detailed statement 
of the college credit already earned, and a list of the preparatory 
school units presented for admission, Credits from standard 
colleges are accepted without examination so far as they favor- 
ably correspond to the courses at Denison. Classification is based 
on the number and quality of credits accepted, subject to revision 
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after the first semester in residence. Any of the requirements 
specified for graduation at Denison and not satisfactorily com- 
plete! at the college previously attended must be taken during the 
first semester or year of residence. Students admitted with ad- 
vanced standing may become candidates for degrees only after 
the completion of all specified requirements for graduation, and 
at least one vear in residence. 
REGISTRATION OF STUDENTS 
Students will present themselves for registration at the days 
assigned for that purpose. 'See Universit) Calendar on page 3 
of this catalogue). Otherwise a fee of $5.00 is charged for late 
registration. 
ADVISERS 
If the student's application indicates that he is interested in 
some particular department, the head of that deparment becomes 
his adviser regarding his course of studies. If not, he is assigned 
to a general adviser for the first registration. Toward the close 
of the freshman year, after consultation with the respective Dean, 
the student makes a choice of the dc|iartment in which he ex- 
l>ects to do his major work and the head of this department lie- 
comes his adviser and must be consulted at each subsequent reg- 
istration. Toward the close of the sophomore year the choice of 
department for major work becomes permanent. 
SUBJECTS OPEN TO FRESHMEN 
The following courses are required of all candidates for de- 
grees: English 111-112 or six other hours approved by the De- 
partment of English, Physical Education 111-112, and one of 
the following year courses: Greek 111-112, Latin 101-102, 111- 
112. Mathematics 113-114, 115-116, 119-120, 121-122. None of 
these courses may be deferred later than the freshman year except 
with the consent of the Registrar on recommendation of the head 
of the de|iartment concerned. 
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The freshman schedule, in addition to the subjects mentioned 
in the |>r.cc.nn. paragraph, will be determined by the student in 
Consultation with hi- adviser from the  following subjects: 
Art 101, 111, 112, 121, 122, ISO      History 111-112 
Utin 101-102. 111-112 
Mathematics 113-114, 115-116. 
119-120, 121-122 
Musk 101-102. 103-104, 
111  112, 113-114 
Physics 111-112, 113-114 
Religion 111-112, US. 116 
Sionish 111-112. 211-212 
Speech 111-112 
Astrononvt  111 112, 113-114 
Botany 111-112  11.' in 
Chemistry U"-l!"   women only 
111-112, 113 114,  US 
Economics 102 
Engineering Science 111, 115,122 
English 111-112 
French 111-112,211-212.221 
Geology, 111-112, 121-122 
German 111-112, 211-212, 215, 216 Zoology 111-112, 113-114 
Creek 101. 102. 111-112 
ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS 
"
;
 The average number of credit hours 
i- 16, estimated as 1 credit tor 1 hour recitation |>criod or 2 hours 
laboratorj period pei week  lurinj     i  - mester, to complete the 
requirement   f 128 credit houi B f.jr graduation. This is the amount 
for students in all classes, to secure best results. 
More  tlian   16   hours   is   excess and 
cann.it be allow) •    | the Registration Com- 
mitti •   regulations of the Faculty.   To reg- 
ister for 17 hours the student must have accumulated 21 points 
in the preceding with no mark below passing; to register 
for 18 hi uri In ii.ii ■ ■ ulated 25 points in the preceding 
semester, with no mark below passing. A schedule of 17 hours 
including Physical Education 111-112, or Music 103-204 (en- 
semble) will not be interpreted as excess registration, nor will 
iHiinl- acquired in these specific courses he counted toward meet- 
in- excess requirements A fee of $5.00 shall be charged for 
«ch hour in excess of 18.   Without special permission 
from  the   Dean'-  office,   13  credit   hours shall   l>e the  minimum 
amount of registration 
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Changes in Registration. Ordinarily no changes are allowed 
in registration after the registration card has been filed with the 
Registrar. For every change that is allowed, a fee of $1.00 will 
he charged, unless remitted by the Registrar for satisfactory 
reason. 
Late Registration. All students must complete their regis- 
tration and settle with the Bursar on the days set apart for this 
purpose. Failure to do so will be counted as late registration 
entailing a special fee of $5.00. 
Dropping Work. Work for which the student has once regis- 
tered cannot be dropped except by formal perrnjssion secured 
through the office of the Registrar. A course abandoned without 
Mich permission, likewise (under certain conditions) a course in 
which the student is failing, will be counted as a failure and so 
recorded on the permanent record. 
Withdrawal. Students who find it necessary to leave the 
University before the close of a semester, should report to the 
Dean and receive withdrawal cards. This card is then presented 
to the Registrar, who completes the withdrawal. 
( Impel. All students are required to attend regular exer- 
ciaei in Swasey Chapel, and also college assemblies. Excessive 
absences from these exercises entail a loss of scholastic credit. 
Details are printed in the Rules and Regulations pamphlet. 
lixtra-eurricular Activities. All members of organizations 
representing the University must have passed in at least 12 hours 
■luring the preceding semester and earned at that time 12 points. 
No other students are permitted to take part in the following ac- 
tivities: intercollegiate athletics, glee club concerts, performances 
1 the Masquers, intercollegiate debates, band concerts; or to be 
on the staff of the Denisonian or Adytum, or to hold office in the 
Student Government, Y. M. C. A. or Y. W. C. A. 
Student Schedules: As a part of registration procedure on 
I hursday of Freshman Week each new student will make out a 
schedule of  studies or courses.    Blank  forms  similar  to those 
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printed below are used. ITI these sample schedules there are four 
courses, all of which satisfy Freshman requirements. The sul>- 
jects below are chosen solel) to illustrate the distribution of class 
hours. Every student schedule must be approved by a faculty 
adviser before it is accepted by the Registrar, 
SAMPLE 
First 
SCHEDULES 
Deportment v 0W w So. 
1 Hn. | 
I  ,'10.1 M. r. w. r. F. 
1 i. i. 
\ hemistn 111 4            11 X i. X i. 
llathematii - 115 4         III X X x X 
English III .1         IV X X \ 
III 1         VI X x X         X 
Physical l-.clucation III 1     !   Arr. 
Total If.     : 
r 
Deportment ■ • So. Cr. Period .1/. 
X 
w 
X 
T : F. 
English Ill .\ 1 x 
l--c :    h 4 II x X * X 
Latin 111 • \ X X       x 
IV 1 
Zoology 111 VI I. \ \ 
I 
Music 103 1 Arr. 
Physical Education 111 1 Arr. 
Total 16 
x—Recitation Arr    Houn to be arranged. 
CLASSIFI \TION or STUDENTS 
Pot Frtshman Standing 
No student will be classified as a freshman who is deficient in 
more than 1 unit of pre|iaratory work. 
For Sophomor* Standing 
All entrance deficiencies inust lie removed. 
At least 24 hour- of college work and 26 points  (including 
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the required freshman courses in  English, Mathematics or 
Latin, or ('.reck, ami Physical Education.) 
Far Junior Standing 
At least (>-' hours anil 68 points (including Physical Education 
211-212 and all preceding requirements.) 
h'or Senior Standing 
At least 96 hours and 105 points, and all preceding require- 
ments. 
The Baccalaureate Degree 
REQUIREMENTS 
It is exacted of candidates for degrees at Denison University 
tliat they shall he persons of good cliaracter. To secure the A.B. 
degree the student must satisfy the following conditions: (1) he 
must meet the specified requirements; (2) he must complete a 
major; (3) he must meet the group requirements; (4) he must 
carry a sufficient number of elective courses to bring his total 
credit to 128 semester hours; (5) his work must conform to cer- 
tain scholastic requirements; and (6) he must pass a comprehen- 
sive examination in his major subject. (For degree of Bachelor 
of Music see pages 58, 112). 
A semester hour of credit is defined as one hour per week 
of lecture or recitation, or two hours |>er week of laboratory work, 
through one semester of 18 weeks. 
1.   Specified Kequiremcnts. 
(a) English, 6 hours to be taken in the freshman year. 
(b) Latin or Greek or Mathematics, 8 hours to be taken 
in the freshman year. 
(c) A reading knowledge of some modern foreign language 
as shown by passing an examination equivalent to that given at 
the close of the second college year of that language. Required 
modern foreign language, when taken, shall be begun in the fresh- 
man year, unless specifically excused for pre-professional students. 
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(d) 1. Physical Education. 4 hours to be taken in the fresh- 
man and sophomore years. 2 Hygiene, _' hours (pp 94, 97), in 
the sophomore year. 
2.    Requirements for Major. 
The student must select a principal sequence of studies, called 
a major, in one department of instruction as listed below. This 
is to consist of at least 24 and not more than 40 hours. Specific 
major requirements for each department are found under depart- 
mental statements I apartments that offer less than 24 hours are 
allowed to make up that numlier from other departments, subject 
to faculty approval. 
3.    Croup Requirements 
The departments of instruction are as follows: 
Group A Group 13 Group C 
English Art Astronomy 
Greek Economics Botany 
Latin Education Chemistry 
Modern Languages \   1 H v'T Engineering Science 
Music Geology 
'theory and history) Mathematics 
Philosophy Physical Education 
Psychology Physic* 
Religion Zoology 
Sociology 
Speech 
In addition to th \uiremtnts noted on page 37, 
6 hours shall tie taken in Group A, 18 hours in Group B, and 12 
hours in Group C, but students majoring in Engineering Science 
may be excused from a total of 8 hours of requirements in Groups 
A and B together. Of the 18 hours chosen in Group B, 12 hours 
must be from the following departments Economics, History 
and Government, Philosophy, Psychology, and Sociology. The 
12 hours in Group C must include one of the following laboratory 
courses: 
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Astronomy 111-112 and 113, 114 
Botany 111-112 or 113-114 
Chemistry 109-110 or 111-112 
Engineering Science 111 and 122 
Geology 111-112 
Physics 111-112, 113-114 or 111-112, 211-212 
Zoology 111-112 
4. Elective*. 
The total of 128 hours for graduation will be made up by 
adding to the above program such studies as the student may elect 
with the approval of his adviser. 
5. Scholastic Requirements. 
All credits to be counted for the major must be "C" grade 
or above. Uy the close of the semester previous to graduation, 
the candidate for a degree must have earned at least 110 semester 
hours credit and 112 points, and must have paid all University 
hills including diploma fee. 
A student's class work is graded as follows, with the accom- 
panying point value for each grade: 
"
A
" (Excellent) Earns 2 points per credit hour. 
'.
B
.„ ^ood) Earns lyi points per credit hour. 
"' " (Fair) Earns 1 point per credit hour. 
"D" (Passing) Earns no points. 
"!■   is a failure, and in order to receive credit the course must be 
related in class. 
A total of 140 points must be earned for graduation. 
a. Any student who fails to earn at least six points at any 
semester report will he denied registration the following semester. 
b, A freshman must earn at least 21 points during the year 
I" he eligible for registration the following semester. A fresh- 
man who fails to earn at least 9 points during the first semester, 
or at least 12 points during the second semester, is placed on pro- 
bation the following semester. 
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c. A soph" n re must earn at least 26 pointi daring the year 
lo be eligible lor registration the following semester. A sopho- 
more "'; fails t" ram at least 12 points during the first semes- 
ter, or at least 14 point! during the second semester, is placed on 
probation the following semester. 
\  ;.iir. i  must earn at least 30 points during the year 
t.   be eligible f< i  registration the following semester.    A junior 
who fails '." earn at least 14 points during tin- first semester, or 
Id points during the second semester, is placed on probation the 
■ring semester. 
t. Failure to char probation at the end of a semester re- 
sults in denial of registration the following semester. 
i Probation and or minimum ]*>int requirement may be 
cleared in summer school by earning at least a "C" average in all 
courses taken in the summer school. 
g. The above minimum point requirements are necessary 
to insure continuous registration in college, but are not to be con- 
strued as meeting the average ]>oint requirement for graduation, 
which i- .'.; points pet year. 
.-In "Incomplete''—When a student's registration in college 
is affected by an "I" grade u|«>n his record, he must remove this 
incomplete at least one week before registration to receive credit 
in the course. 
SPECIAL PRE-MEDICAL PROVISION 
\n, student who successfully completes all the specific re- 
quirement- for graduatii n at Denison and all the specific require- 
ment- for admission to an \ grade medical school, with a total 
credit ci 98 semester hour, and 110 points, shall receive the de- 
from Denison upon successful completion of the first year's 
work in such A grade medical school. 
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6.    Comprehensive Examination. 
Toward the end of his senior year, tlie student will take an 
examination covering all his work in the major suhject. This may 
be followed, at the discretion of the department concerned by an 
oral conference, and must be passed if the student is to graduate. 
Expenses 
Cost of one year; two semesters of eighteen weeks each. 
1-or Young Women 
1.    College charges—one half jayable each semester   at   the 
liursar's office: 
Tuition  $225. 
I lospital  Fee     10. 
fStudent Activity Fee     19. 
Special and Laboratory fees      0.  to  30. 
'Board  198. 
Koom (see page 45)  150.  to 200. 
$602. to $682 
Two Cooperative Houses are in operation where twenty-six 
Kirls, by doing their own cooking and housekeeping, are each able 
to secure board and room for about $190.00 a year. 
•Tli- Charge  for  lioi.rd  at   Preaent   In ill  the mt.> ot 16.50 l»r  week.     ItlnliiK 
prioei or f.,ou m:iy iimkv ii neoMaary "' Increaae tint* mxt year. ultintviKh 
•re hope nol 
l.Slu./fiii Activity Ice : In return (or the payment of this fee the student 
receives a year's subscription to The Dentsonian, a copy of the Adytum, 
admission to ill athletic contests, to all lectures and concerts on the course 
ponsorcd by the University, to all dramatic performances by the Masquers, |" M c',rV;c", l,v University glee clubs, orchestra, or band, anil to all de- bates. The fee further includes dues which support student government 
and class organizations. 
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-'.   Estimated Additional Needs 
Bo ks and supplies 
I'c • tonal incidentals 
atkmal 
$ 20. to $ 40. 
40. to 80. 
20. to   100. 
.?i.S2 to $902 
Fi r | , ui | Men 
1. Coll half   payabli   each  semester   at   the 
tiice: 
Tuition $225. 
10. 
Stu.:' nt ;  40) 19. 
Laborator)  fees 0.   to   30. 
$254. to $284. 
2. Esl mati itioi a    Ni 
Board    Fraternities, boarding 
urants) $165. to $216. 
oi  private 
homes in the village) 65. to   108. 
Roi ms for about 40 young men are 
available in Talbot Hall at $45 ami 
■ 
Books and supplies 20. to    40. 
Personal  incidentals      20. to    40. 
Social and ,      20. to   100. 
$544. to $788. 
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In connection with the above figures it is to be noted that 
clothing and travel expense are not included. Expenditures for 
|*rsonal incidentals and for social and recreational activities of 
course depend to a great extent upon the home surroundings and 
liabits of the student before he comes to college. The figures 
given are, we believe, a fair average of actual experience. If a 
student joins a fraternity or sorority the social expenses including 
the initiation fee and dues are likely to approach the higher of the 
two figures given. There is no need for a large allowance of 
spending money during the college year. 
For additional information about rooms sec pages 46-48. 
Registration for work in the Conservatory of Music and for 
certain other courses involves additional fees. 
EXTRA CHARGES FOR CERTAIN COURSES 
The fees indicated below are in all cases for a single semester. 
In some cases the fee is not a fixed amount, but depends upon 
special circumstances.   Such cases are not included in this table. 
ART—Course 111, 112, 121, 122. and 311. 
AM KUNOMY—Course 113 $1.00 
KOTANY—Course  111 $ 3.00 
113 2.00 or 4.00 
213.. 
315.. 
317.. 
417.. 
3.00 
4.00 
4.S0 
1.00 
CHEMISTRY— 
114.. 
$1.00 
..$1.00 
112 $ 3.00 
114 2.00 or 4.00 
214.. 
316.. 
318.. 
418.. 
3.00 
4.00 
4.50 
1.00 
A deposit of $3.00 is required for each laboratory course (ex- 
cept 225-226, 415-416), to cover breakage and use of non-return- 
able supplies.   Additional fees as follows: 
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CHI MISTRY   i 
Cours.  109                 .-    ' 110 
 $ 3.00 
111                        5.00 112 5.00 
213                     7.00 214 
     7.00 
223 224  
    5.00 
225                     4.00 -'-•6  
    4.00 
313    5.00 MA 
     5.00 
411                      5.00 412 500 
115 416 4.00 
Ec< sou 
233 234             S 1 :" 311 S 4.(10 
[.50 2.50 
-'11                        1.00 
415                   $8.00 416 $ 8.00 
ENGINEERING Sen 
Coarse 
115                 S 1.00 111 
     1.00 
.'11                 ...    1.00 1_'_' 
     2.00 
325                    1.00 322    12.00 
411 41_'      1.00 
GEOLOGY— 
Courses 111 and 11-' each      2.00 
     1.00 
Music   Courses    113,114.213.214   16.00 
201.202.221.222.313,314,331, 332  12.00 
301302.311.312.441,442,451,452     8.00 
Pianoforte. Voice. Organ, Violin, Violoncello, Wind Instruments. 
Two private lessons per week    50.00 
' )ne private lesson i>er week 27.50 
PHILOSOPHY   Course 321, 326 each. $ 1.00 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION  FOR WOMEN 
Each student taking required work in physical education must 
pa) a $-' laboratory fee each year.   One dollar must be paid 
al tin- beginning of each semester.    A uniform gymnasium outfit 
is required and is to be purchased in the fall in Granville at a cost 
,.! $5.00. 
I'll vsics—Course 113  2.00 
211  3.00 
311  3.00 
431  3.00 
114      2.00 
212  3.00 
312       3.00 
432  .   3.00 
344  
     3.00 
ZOOLOGY   Course 113 3.00      114    3.00 
111. 112. 211, 212. 2>.\. 224, 227, 228   .    1.25 
per hour of credit. 
SPECIAL FEES 
Diploma.   Bachelor's Degree, $5.00. 
lixcess Registration. For conditions and amount, see page 34. 
I'arlial Registration. Students taking less than 10 hours per 
week will he charged as follows: $8.00 per semester hour, and the 
social fees for athletics, student activities and hospital service. 
See exception in Conservatory (page 115). 
Late Registration.    See page 35. 
Examinations. A fee is charged for a special examination: 
$2.00 in case of a final; and $1.00 for a mid-semester. 1 hour 
examination. 
PAYMENT OJ BILLS 
All semester hills are due and payable in full on registration 
'In for the semester, ('.iris' hills include room and hoard for the 
semester, In case a girl or her parents cannot pay the entire bill 
ai the time of regisration hut can supply in advance satisfactory 
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assurance lliai lull payment can and will be made within sixty 
days from the beginning of the semester, provisional registration 
will lie granted upon payment of approximately half of the bill, 
plus a deferment fee of $.'.00. Failure to complete payment by 
the end of the sixty day period brings suspension from college. 
Reinstatement may then l«e had only by the settlement of the un- 
paid balance. 
Semester bill> for men do not include board, nor in most cases 
room rent, mid arc. therefore, less than half as large as the girls' 
bills, For tins reason the sixty day deferment privilege will not 
be applicable to such bills. 
No student will be permitted to take the final examination 
in any course or register for another semester's work unless all 
his College bills due at that time are paid. 
All checks should be made payable to Denison University and 
should be addressed to The liursar, Denison University, Gran- 
ville, Ohio. 
Refunding of Tuition. All registrations are for an entire 
semestei am! no money is refunded to a student who leaves be- 
fore the end of the semester, with the following exceptions: a col- 
lege student leaving during the first half of the semester, and reg- 
ularly dismisse I. will pay for the time of his actual enrollment at 
the rate of $8.00 per week, counting from the first of the semester 
to the date ■ i withdrawal. The remainder of the tuition charges 
will be refunded excepting laboratory and other special fees. 
Refunding of B ird. Women students leaving on regular 
dismissal before the December vacation of the first semester or 
the spi i._: vacation ol the Jet «ld, are charged for the numl>er of 
I $8.00 |>er week and the balance 
of the board bill i. refunded No refund is granted to students 
leaving after tin        itet 
Refm I f a room is vacated for any cause 
during the semestei no rent will be refunded, except that students 
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leaving college during the first three weeks of the semester will 
l>e charged only half the semester's room rent. 
Women's Dormitories—Rooms are provided for young wo- 
men on lower campus in Burton Hall, King Hall, Stone Hall, and 
in Parsons House on the corner of Elm and Mulberry streets at 
$150.00 per year per person; in Mary Thresher Heaver Hall and 
Sawyer Hall on the upper campus at $200.00 per year per person. 
Koom reservation may be secured by paying an application fee of 
$10.00. This fee is credited on the room rent if the room is sub- 
sequently occupied by the applicant. It is not returnable after 
September 1st if the student has been accepted for admission. No 
room can be secured for a shorter time than one semester. 
The right to occupy a College room is given only to the stu- 
dent to whom the room is assigned and to her room-mate. There 
shall be no exchanges of rooms or substitution of one occupant 
for another without the permission of the Dean of Women. For 
important information concerning admission, see page 29. 
Ample lavatories are provided on each floor, which have baths 
with hot and cold water. Single iron bedsteads, mattresses, 
springs and rugs are provided in all rooms. All rooms and halls 
are lighted by electricity and heated by hot water. All bedding 
and toilet accessories are furnished by the students, whether in 
dormitories or cottages. Breaking or other damage to furniture 
of rooms is charged to the occupants. 
East Cottage and West Cottage, near the lower campus, Gil- 
patnek Mouse, on the hill, are being used as Cooperative Houses 
this year. Each house accommodates twelve to fourteen girls and a 
house mother. Under the supervision of the house mother the girls 
buy and cook their own food, serve their own meals and do all 
their own housekeeping. In this way the cost of board and room 
to each girl has been reduced to about $190.00 per year. Selection 
of girls for these two houses was made by the Dean of Women. 
1 he plan is proving successful, and the same or some similar 
arrangement will probably be made next year. 
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Mm • lory.    Rooms foi  men in Talbot  Hall may be 
secured on application to the Bursai 1 ■> paying a <lc|x>sit fee of 
$5.00 on or before August 1. This fee is credited on the room 
rent \i the room ia subsequently occupied by the applicant, sub- 
ject to the rules and regulations governing the use of dormitories; 
otherwise it is forfeited. N'o room can be secured for a shorter 
time than one semestei The right to occupy a College room is 
given only to the student to whom the room i- assigned and to 
his assigned room-mate There shall he no exchanges oi rooms 
oi substitution of cue occupant t'"r another without permission 
from iie Bursar's office. In case permission is given for any 
chant the dormitory, a transfer charge of $2.00 
will lie made.    No -indent shall at an)  tune take up his residence 
in a College room without permission from the liursar.    The rent 
is $45.00 or $50.00 a yeai   foi   each |KTMHI. depending upon the 
on of the room. 
Rooms are in suites comprising study room and bed-room 
except threi tingle rooms for one person) and are supplied with 
dresser, bookcase and chair-, single iron bedsteads, mattresses and 
springs. Bedclothing and towel- are provided by the student. The 
rooms are lighted by electricity and heated by hot water, and are in 
close proximity to lavatories on the same floor, where shower 
baths are provided with hot and cold water. 
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THE LIBRARY 
MlSS CRAIGIE, MR- GROGAN, MISS DAVIS 
The University Library i- housed in Doane Hall, a building 
presented b) the late Dr. W. Howard Doane in 1879. To date 
the collection numbers approximately 76.000 volumes, to which 
were added during the school year 1932-33, 3724 volumes. In 
addition, the Library is a I'. S. Government depository, housing 
'eminent documents and adding about 
160 I new titles annually.     Periodical- both of special interest to 
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individual departments, and those of more general interest, are 
subscribed to, a total of 241. Permanent files are kept in the 
majority of cases, and the journals are later added to the library 
collection as bound volumes. 
The complete collection is on open shelves, accessible to stu- 
dents, faculty, and townspeople alike. Due to lack of shelf room 
in the main Library, the Classical Language, Modern Language 
and the Music collections, and all scientific collections including 
Mathematics, have been placed in the departments which they 
serve. 
The Reserve Reading Room is located on the second floor of 
Barney Memorial Hall, in order to release as much seating space 
as possible in the Main Library. 
When the University is in session, the Library is open from 
8:30 A.M. until 12:30 P.M.; from 1:30 P.M. until 5:30 P.M.; 
and from 7:00 P.M. until 9:00 P.M.; daily except Saturday and 
Sunday.   On Saturday, the Library closes at 5:30 P.M. 
At least one member of the regular stalT is on duty at all 
times when the Library is open, to assist students in finding need- 
ed material. In the Reading Room where required reading only 
is done, student assistants are in charge. 
Denison University Library is one of 81 outstanding college 
libraries in this country to receive a grant of $15,000 from the 
Carnegie Corporation of New York for the purchase of books. 
All books purchased with funds from this grant are now available. 
They are distinguished by a specially printed book-plate. Volumes 
of unusual interest and value to students have thus been added to 
our library. 
PREPARATION FOR GRADUATE WORK 
Students who contemplate entering graduate schools are 
urged to give careful attention to their choice of modern lan- 
guages. In general, such schools require a reading knowledge of 
French and German on the part of those who wish to proceed to 
higher degrees. Unless there are urgent reasons to the contrary, 
we therefore advise all students who have in mind advanced study 
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to take   Pn German during  their undergraduate  years. 
Furthermore, a reading knowledge of l.aiin is required of many 
candidates for the I'h l> degree. Prospective student! oi theology 
should take Greek in college 
A student who plans to take advanced degrees should plan 
with . the work of the last three years of liis course after 
consultati n w ii   I - idviset 
PREPARATION FOR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL 
A -i : lesires to prepare (or a definite profession 
ma) lx- helped by the following outlines oi courses 
The are for guidance only.   In accordance 
with the Dei n plan the outlines provide for the breadth of 
general cultural training which the Ld>eral Arts degree stands for 
and suitable preliminarj preparation for a given life-work. 
FOR BUSINESS AUMIMS; STUDENTS 
V'EAI 
i • •  ' .1 Semester 
Count Hrj     Com I in. 
Math or Class,  Language 4     Math <>r Class, language . 4 
111 English 112  3 
111 Hi-'"rv   l12 - 3 
..    ,       ,„ , Economici 102 .. 3 
» '-' '  
:
. ■  122 . 3 
;
 '» i   rh>-. Ed. 112 i 
I4-1S 17 
YEAR 
Mo* t J Modern language. . 4 
• ■ '   Seieno 4-3 1 ib  Science 4-3 
mici 211 | , anomicj 212 . 3 
211 i Government 212 3 
17 211- I Psychology   211 3 
or History 221 .1 ,„ History 222 3 
phj 223 3 or Math. 224  .2 
!
 ■'   211 l Phjn  Ed  212 1 
15 18 15-18 
OUTLINED COURSES 51 
JUNIOI YEAR 
Economics  231  3 
Economics 233  2 
Economics   315  3 
Economics 317  3 
Speech 221 3 
Elective 3-4 
Economics 232 
Economics  234. 
Economics 310.... 
Economics 322. . 
History 324... 
Elective  
17-18 
SENIOR YEAR 
Economics   413  3     Economics  416 
Economics  331  3 
Economics 311  3 
Philosophy 321  3 
Government 31''  3 
Elective  3-4 
18-19 
  3 
Economics   420 2-3 
Philosophy 326  3 
Religion   112 3 
Elective 5-7 
16-19 
PRF.-I.AW STUDENTS 
Students who plan to attend a law school are advised to major 
in History and Government. In addition to this principal field of 
concentration, courses in the related departments of Economics 
and Sociology should he elected. Of great help to the lawyer is 
training in English, Speech, and Philosophy. The subjects re- 
quired for graduation e.g. Mathematics, or Classical Language, 
Modem Language, and Science, contribute to the formation of 
habits of coherent thinking, accurate observation of facts, and 
critical judgment. Not specialized courses, but the more general 
Denison liberal arts course, is recommended for the future lawyer. 
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FOR PRE UEDICS 
PBISHMAM  VF.AH 
i   '     >rmc*ter 
Hath   x Cla 
Ml 
Chemistry  111 
a in » IIJ 
I   :    III 
Second   Semester 
Hrs. I lift. 
4 Math, or Class. Language 4 
3 English 112       J 
4 Chemistry    112    4 
5 Zoology 112 ft 114   5 
1 Phjn   Ed 112 I 
17 17 
HE VKA» 
French 111 „r German 111 
Chem   213 ,,r /.-■:   211 
Physio 111 ,\ 11 • 
Psychology   -Ml 
Phyj    I..!   211 
French 112 or Gorman 112 
Oicm  214 or Zool. 212 
Physics 112 X 114 
phy 224 
4 
4 
5 
3 
Ed    212 1 
17 17 
YKAK 
French 211 or German 211 4 French  212 or German  212  4 
Chemii   . 22 | Chemistry 224 or ... .1 
-'-' ... 5        Zool. 224  
■'>   '" I Sociology  212 .! 
Psychology  215 j Psychology 332 2 
Elective 3-5 Elective 3-3 
17 17 
I YrA« 
Chim. 213 or 223 n>rn>  2M „r 224 
'" ''■"■'   -" •■' 22.1 i 5        or Zool. 212 or 224 
»3or41l M    Chem. 314 or 412... 
in' needed i" complete a major in Chemistry) 
Elective g 10     Elective 
(prefei ei pagi «i 
...3-5 
 2-3 
8-10 
OUTLINED COURSES 53 
FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Comse llrs. Period 
Physic,   Ml .3 I 
English   111 .1 III 
Mail..   121  5 IV 
Course hirs. Period 
Physics   112  3        I 
English   112  3 III 
Math. 122  5 IV 
- i   111 . 4 VI & VII      Knur. Sci. 122 
  4 VI & VII 
Phyi. Ed 111  1 I'hys. Ed. 112  1 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Mrs.    Period     Course Count 
Math. 221  5 1 
Modern  Language    4 II 
■   Sci. -'11    4 III 
Physics  211                  .1 VI-VII 
Phys. Ed 211  1 
llrs.   Period 
Math. 222  5        I 
Modern   I.anguaKc 4        II 
Engr. Sci. 216      5       III 
Physics  212  3  VI-VII 
I'hys. Ed. 212 1 
17 18 
The schedule fur junior and senior years will vary according 
I" the branch of engineering the student desires to follow and must 
In- planned bj the student in conference with his adviser. Chem- 
istry should he taken during the junior year. Other courses usual- 
ly included in an engineering curriculum, such as Business Law, 
Chemistry, Economics, Electricity, Geology, Mathematics, Physics, 
Radio and similar subjects, are available in other departments. 
FOR ART STUDENTS 
KKESHMAN  YEAR 
First   Semester 
Course Hrs. 
Art 101  2 
Art 111 or 121  3 
Modern   Language   .      4 
Mathematics, or 
Classical   Language      4 
English 111         ,i 
Physical Education 111.. 1 
Second   Setnester 
Course llrs. 
An 112 or 122 1 
Elective         2 
Modem   Language  4 
Mathematics,  or 
Classical   language... 4 
English 112  .1 
Physical Education 112.. 1 
17 
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S"l MoM.iHE Yf.AV 
First  Srwusttf 
Art 111 or   121 
Modern Language   or 
Elective 
HUlon  "1 
Geology 111 
r ysical Edu 
17 
Second   Sem.sler 
Art 112 or 122 I 
Modern  language, or 
Elective 4 
History 112 .1 
ty 112 4 
Elective   2 
Physical Education 212    1 
17 
Junior* and i laced courses in  Art.  six hours 
each lemeflter, and in addhioa mu> elect   Rngliih, Social Sciences, ancient 
utnplctc their  schedules. 
•FOR  MAJORS IN  PHYSICAL  EDUCATION FOR MEN 
PlttBMAM YEAR 
nWSU-r 
lies, 
11! 3 
4 
reek,    ■  Mathem 4 
111 and 113 5 
P •   ■   111 I 
17 
n / Semesletr 
Course llrs. 
3 
..   .. 4 
Latin.  Greek,  or   Mathematics 4 
■ 112 and IM       S 
al l ■!'.  ition 112  1 
17 
SOTBOMOII   YCAI 
Englith 211 3 Engliih  212   3 
4 Modern Language * 
-II 21   3 
211                                                   212 ■' 
Nature 4Function of Play (315)      - i nctionof Play (316) ... 3 
il  Education 211                    1 Phyi   al   Education 212                    1 
r 17 
< IUTLINKO COURSES 55 
Sociology 211 
3 
3 
Zoology 201  
Method! &  Principles of 
Teaching    (311)  
General  Hygiene & Athletic 
Training  (343)  4 
E!ectivcs (Speech or History)  3 
16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
3     Sociology  212  3 
School Health Problems (344) 
Major Sports Technique (222). 
Methods & Principles of 
Teaching   (312)  
Klectives   (Philosophy)  
SENIOR YEAR 
Major Sports Technique 
(221 or 223)  2 
Applied Anatomy and 
Kinesiology (441)  3 
1
 Irganisation & Administration 
.ii Physical Education (235)  2 
Elcctives 8-9 
15-10 
. 3 
. 3 
16 
Education 416  4 
Diagnosis & Corrective 
Gymnastics   (442)  3 
Organization & Administration 
of Physical Education (236)  2 
Elcctives  6-7 
15-16 
FOR MAJORS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION POR WOMEN 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
First Semester Second Semester 
English  111  3 English  112 3 
Modern   language  4 Modern   Language  I 
Zoology 111 and 113  5 Zoology 112 and 114  5 
Latin, Greek, or Math  4 Latin, Greek, or Math 4 
Physical Education 111  1 Physical Education 112. 1 
17 17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Kirst Semester Second Semester 
Zoology 211  4     Zoology 212  4 
Modern language  4     Modern Language  4 
Psychology 211  3     Psychology 321 .1 
Physical Education 201. 211, 415... 6     Physical Education 212, 222  4 
17 15 
'Numbers in parenthesis refei to courses in Physical Education. 
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\{   M.iK     J  .  \k 
■ 
211 
Phyw 
Elect i vi 
» iovcrnme) I   Sod 
Mu-.. 
Second Semester 
ication 212 
<>     Physical  Education 32% 
4!'. 
live* 
6 
.... 7 
16 
-   VEAS 
First  Sei 
411       K 
4 
4 
16 
Second Semester 
Education -'14. 324, 414— 8 
Elective! . f, 
•   
16 
FOR STUDENTS WHO MAJOR IN EDUCATION 
FRKSaMAM   VKAI 
English   111 
Maih. or Latin 
Modern   Language 
History   111 
Botany 111 
Hri 
Phyi   Ed   ill l 
■ 
Hrs. 
  3 
. 4 
English  112  
Math  or l-atin 
Modern  language       4 
Hit) rv   112 3 
Bonny 112                                      .3 
I'hy>-  Ed.   112   1 
18 
SoFHOMOM YlAl 
Psychology 211     . ,i Psychology 321 3 
Education 211 i Education 314              3 
Modern  Language 4 Uodern  Language                             4 
Phyi   Ed .'II l Phyi   Ed 212  1 
Elective* 5 6 Elective                    5-6 
*(preieral      in English   S< i 
JOURNALISM 57 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Education 411.   3 
Special Methods  2 
Sociology 319  4 
Speech 111  3 
Elective*       5-6 
'(preferably in Major Suhjcct). 
Education 212  3 
Education 318 2 
Philosophy 224  3 
Speech 112  3 
Elective 5-6 
SENIOR YEAR 
Education 415   4 (Student Teaching) or Education 416  4 
Elective!  10-12     Electives  10-12 
JOURNALISM 
It is agreed by the best newspaper men in the country that 
Students in college can make most satisfactory progress toward a 
journalistic career by following a well-balanced Liberal Arts 
course. Journalistic technique should not be stressed. Strong 
emphasis should be placed upon subjects dealing with those affairs 
alxmt which a writer must IK- able to report and comment intelli- 
gently. 
No adequate outline for a purpose so general could be given 
here. The following suggestions can be offered. In the fresh- 
man year the courses are largely required: English, Modern Lan- 
guage. Latin or Creek for language foundation, (Mathematics may 
be substituted), Physical Education, Laboratory Science. During 
the next three years, in addition to the course offered in news- 
writing and editing, courses should be chosen to meet graduating 
requirements, preferably in English, history, government, econ- 
omics, sociology, psychology, philosophy, religion, and art. 
In the choice of Studies the future journalist should consult 
freely with his adviser or some other teacher who knows the stu- 
dent's aptitudes. 
DENISON UNIVEISITY BULLETIN 
FOR PI BLIC SCHOOL MUSIC SUPERVISORS 
:   Musk Degree 
FM8HM VN  YttAB 
Court* //• 
English 111 3 
Music 101 -' 
kiosk 111 » 
MUM,   113 
-' 
Speech 111 .' 
Piano 12) 2 
V'oio 1 
He  lo.i 1 
■   ■■    11! 1 
llrs. 
English 113 j 
Untie   102 i 
Untie   112 2 
Untie    114 2 
Speech 112 .1 
122 2 
1 
le   I'M 1 
Kducation 112                   1 
17 
.     211 
n 211 
Music   213 
Music   203 
Musu    221 
I' 22] 
\ 
Phytical  Education 211 
iMOU Yt» 
3 Psychology   321 3 
3 Kducation 212   3 
2 Untie   214 2 
1 Untie   204   1 
3 Uutie   222 3 
2 Piano 222 
1 Voice   1 
1 Phytical  Kducation 212  1 
16 16 
313 
Untie   301 
History  111 ,t 
Music 311 
2 
S'riiiEcd   Instrumenti \i 
101   Yl \k 
  2 
Musk   <14                           3 
"2                          2 
History  112                              3 
112 2 
Piano                  2 
■!  Instruments lA 
IS'A U'A 
\5'A 
KXTENSION COURSES—STUDENT ADVISERS 59 
SENIOR YEAR 
Educitioa 415..   4        Music   202  3 
Musk  201   3 laboratory   Science... 4 
Laboratory Science 4       Elect ives    7 
Elective   3 Elective in Applied Music  1 
Elective  in  Applud   Husk 1 Wind    Instruments Vt 
Wind   Instruments        \ , 
EXTENSION COURSES 
A limited number of extension classes are conducted in New- 
ark and other neighlwring localities from time to time. Each class 
meets for a two-hour period on one evening in the week during 
a semester and carries a two-hour credit. 
Heing away from the campus and not enjoying the facilities 
accessible to regular college students, members of these classes 
are charged less than the regular tuition fee. Each class must 
consist of at least ten students. 
For further information write to Clarence M. Eddy, Gran- 
ville. Ohio, 
STUDENT ADVISERS 
For students majoring in 
Art Professor Horace King 
\-troii.miy Dr.  Miller 
Botany Professor  Stickney 
Chemistry Professor Elwugh 
Classical Languages Professor Dean 
Economics Professor   Gordon 
Education Professor  Hawcs 
Engineering Professor   Greenshiclds 
English Professor J. I.. King 
Geology Professor   Wright 
Hiitory and Government Professor Utter 
Mathematics i Professor F. B. Wiley 
U dern  Languages Professor  Chamberlin 
Mu-ic    Professor   Kschman 
Philosophy Professor  Titus 
Physical Education for Men Professor Livingston 
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: 
PhySKJ 
Psychology 
I 
Sociology 
Speech 
Educate Professor  Barr 
...  Professor   Smith 
 Professor   Lewis 
Professor   Stewart 
Professor   Delweilcr 
.  .Professor   Crocker 
Professor   Undaey 
/~ot StudtHti interfiled "> 
Business Admii 
law 
lism 
Ministry 
Teaching 
\      .ill'.; a!   Glli 
•  :    <r     Si 
Proiessor Cordon 
Professor   Roden 
Mr.    Whirlden 
Professor Lindtey 
Professoi Stewart 
 Professor Hawes 
Professor   Lewis 
Major   Subject   Adviser 
Departments and Courses of Instruction 
The de|>artments of instruction are listed in alphabetical 
order. Courses of instruction are listed with the descriptive title, 
general outline, period of recitation, and semester hours of credit. 
The number of the course indicates the year in the curriculum 
for which the courses are primarily intended, 100-199 for fresh- 
men, 200-299 for sophomores, etc. In general, the odd-numbered 
courses are given in the first semester, and the even-numbered ones 
in the second semester, unless otherwise stated. The Koman 
numeral indicates the period in the daily schedule at which the 
class meets, and the arabic numeral indicates the semester hours 
of credit given for the course. 
Four-hour courses at periods I and II meet on Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday; at all other periods, on 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. Three-hour courses 
at periods I and II meet on Monday, Wednesday and Friday; at 
I>eriods III and IV, on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday; at 
periods VI and VII, on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. Two-hour 
courses at the respective periods meet on the days omitted in the 
three-hour schedule, unless otherwise stated. The half-hour from 
10 to 10:30 A.M. is reserved for cha|>el and assembly periods. 
Days  of  Mediation  According to Period OHH Credit   Hours 
Period        | 4-hour courses   | 3-hour courses 
M W F 
M Tu Th 
Tu Th F 
1-hour courses 
| 2-hour courses 
Tu Th 
W K 
M   W 
are ftmuigcd. 
I and II            ;   M Tii W Th   | 
111 and IV        1    Tu W Th F 
VI and VII            Tu  W Th F 
5-hour courses meet every day. 
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ART 
MR. KING, MR. DBAK, ASH OTHSH 
The two fold aim of the Department of Art is general cul- 
ture by self expression in art and the technical prejaration for the 
professional fields ol painting, design, teaching, architecture, home 
plannin) I sing and the allied arts. 
The elementary open to all students who wish to 
include appreciation and achievement in art as a portion of their 
general cultural background. 
Student- who intend to major in Ait may find suggested 
outlines lot specialization in the Art and Home Planning bulletins. 
Those who elect Art Education with a view toward teaching 
should consult with the Department of Kducation for a proper 
sequence of courses 
101.    Aiiih :>:■■ -. OP Aar.   A i   igncd to give the layman an 
incnt appreciation oi  architecture,  sculpture, and  painting  with special 
emphasis on the importance ol I si development ot  the European 
examples and personalities are presented for study 
■Indents.    Two illustrated lectures per 
week; 6rst semester. Mon... Wed.. VI, 2.    Mr. King 
111. KI.KMF.NTAR*   FBSBHAND   DSAWIKC.   A   technical   course  in  the 
and practice of freehand drawing with special re- 
i'.r facility and directness     Emphasis on propor'ion. perspective, and 
tory periods per week.   Fee. 
VI VII.  3.     Mr.  King. 
112. Drawing trom still life and the 
g the  various possibilities and 
limitat white mtdium. with problems in original com- 
position and pictoi '*ir laboratory periods per 
e, 111     Fee, $1.00 VI VII   J.    Mr. King. 
121 I1       H.   The   principles   of   pure  design  and art 
the i>:e-'      • : organic design problems. The 
.  application in  elementary  prob- 
em      rhrei ralory )  riods per week.   No prerequisite.   Fee, 
III, 3.     Mr.  King. 
ART 63 
122. ADVANCED DESIGN. Special problems in design, theory and pres- 
entation. Metals, stone, wood, ceramic, textiles, and combined materials 
arc considered for decorative and structural elements. Emphasis on the 
possibilities and limitations of the various media. Three two hour labor- 
atory periods per week.   Prerequisite, 121. Fee, $1.00.       I-II. 3.   Mr. King. 
205. HISTORY OP ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL ART. A study of the history 
of art by countries and periods from the earliest times down to 1500. Three 
illustrated lectures per week with assigned readings and reports. 
VI,3.    Mr. Dean. 
206. HISTORY or RENAISSANCE AND MODERN ART. A continuation of 
Art  205.     From   1500   to   the  present   time.     Open   to   election   separately. 
VI, 3.   Mr. Dean. 
311. ELEMENTARY PAINTING. Painting, in oil or water color, from 
still life with the object of developing the color sense and acquiring direct- 
ness of presentation. Problems in the organization and execution of small 
pictorial units. Three two hour laboratory periods per week. Prerequisites, 
112 and 122.   Fee, $1.00. III-IV, 3.   Mr. King. 
312. ADVANCED PAINTING. Painting from still life, landscape, and the 
costumed model. Advanced problems in picture making in larger units. 
Prerequisite, 311.    Fee to be arranged. III-IV, 3.    Mr. King. 
411. POKTKAIT PAINTING. Painting from life, with special emphasis 
on the delineation of character. Three two hour laboratory periods per 
WCCk.    Prerequisites, 312 and consent of department. 
3. 
431. THEORY AND PRACTICE or TEACHING ART. A course dealing with 
the teaching and supervision of art in the public schools. Laboratory as- 
signments, observations, and required readings. Prerequisites, 206, 312, and 
Mate requirement! in Education and Psychology.   Not ofFcred 1935-36.     3. 
NOTE:    Students may enroll in the following courses for advanced  work 
in professional fields: 
321-322-421. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS. This course is open, by permis- 
sion of the department, to students who show particularly able talent in 
design, drawing, or painting, and who wish to pursue advanced problems in 
painting, design, home planning, theatre arts, advertising, and the allied arts. 
Arr. 2 to 9. 
HOME PLANNING 
150. APPRECIATION or HOME PLANNING. A non technical course de- 
siRiml to give an intelligent appreciation of design and materials of con- 
struction of modern domestic architecture.    The course includes lectures and 
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irsical and esthetic aspects oi modern 
V i -    pi in-.  Mid examples in  section are 
2 d Mineiteff. 
VI. 2     Ur.  KiitK    Mr   r.recn-hields. and others. 
;:1 The  itudj   "t   materials,  form, and 
color   with II   decorative element-  in 
II   !  elevations   in  line   and  color 
!'!.'. 122, ISO, and Engineering 111. I-II. 3. 
352    l1 Ft'BNISHING     The  development  oi   small  scale 
(orms and colored unil | ICC relations in miniature.    In- 
trodw '    •    artificial   lighting   and 
fixtures.   Prerequisite, ::! I-II. 3. 
TgcHNI  .:   PROBUM!     Pi     emi  in  the technique oi applied decor- 
n.   in the laboratory.    Advanced 
Itudy oi liphtinp .,• •     N..» offered 1935  16 3. 
ASTRONOMY 
MR. Mii.t.i.K 
Tin- courses listed below arc intended to meet the require- 
ment- of 1- i!i -< ii • line and non-scientific students. Those desir- 
ing a non-technical knowledge oi astronomy a- part of their uen- 
eral education will take the course in Descriptive Astronomy. 
Qualified students of mathematics and physics will find in the more 
advani ■ -. numerous applications "i their special know- 
ledKe. 
The student planning to major in astronomj should begin 
with the descriptive course Tie remaining courses an- planned to 
supply the trail.:- sarj  a- a preliminary to graduate study 
at one ot tlie l;i:   i ■    : The) mav he taken in whatever 
order seems most suitable tor th   individual student 
The require! a majoi in astronomy are. 24 hunts 
ii in the courses listed below, the Calculus, Physics 111-112, 
333 and 334. 
111-11 —     Di \ •- ■ irei per week.    This course 
i- nit' iltural knowledge of astronomy 
ASTRONOMY 65 
and its historical development. No previous knowledge of mathematics is 
needed I" the first semester, the student traces the growth of man's ac- 
quaintance with the BOlar system, and becomes familiar with present-day 
knowledge of the planets and other members of the solar family. The 
second semester is devoted to the study of the stars, stellar systems, and 
the evolution of modern theories of the structure of the universe. An oc- 
casional period of evening observation will he held at the Observatory. 
11,3. 
113-114. LABORATORY ASTRONOMY. One 2-hour laboratory period per 
week. The experiments in this course supplement the lectures of 111-112. 
The student who desires a four-hour course in astronomy giving laboratory 
credit will elect 111-112 and 113-114 in combination as a single course. May 
only be taken simultaneously with course 111-112.    Fee. $1.00. Arr. 1. 
211-212. PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY. Determination of fundamental stellar 
position*, time, latitude, longitude. Least squares. Lectures and observation. 
Prerequisite, course 111-112. Arr. 4. 
215. STELLAR ASTRONOMY. This course treats in more detail than docs 
111-112 the methods, data and theories of modern stellar astronomy. The 
methods of astronomical statistics will receive particular attention. Open 
to those who have taken course 111-112 and other qualified students. Alter- 
nate course, offered in 1935-36. Hip 3. 
218. TIIKOHY AM» PRACTICE OF OBSERVATION. In this course the in- 
struments of the observatory are employed in making observations of those 
classes which do not come under the heading of practical astronomy. Ob- 
servations of the planets, moon, and douhle stars with the position micro- 
meter, of variable stars with the visual photometer, and various problems 
in astronomical photography are some of the fields within reach of the ob- 
servatory equipment. Hours and credit to he arranged. Alternate course; 
not offered in 1935-36.    Prerequisite, course 111-112, or 215. 
221-222. SEMINAR IN ASTRONOMY. Round table discussion, and read- 
ing of current papers in selected subjects. Open to qualified students. Hours 
and credit to be arranged. 
411. CELESTIAL MECHANICS. Prerequisite, integral and differential 
calculus. Offered either semester. Alternate course, not offered 1935-36. Ill, 3. 
414. ASTROPHYSICS. The subject matter will depend on the interests 
and previous training of the student. Open to qualified students. Offered 
either semester.   Alternate course offered 1935-36. Ill, 3. 
Ul conjunction with the Department of Kngiueering a course is given in 
Field Astronomy.    For description, see Engineering Science 332. 
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BOTANY 
MR   STICKNKY 
 ins  am! 
hie processes, ind .• itudy ol the origin oi individuals and races through 
follow 'he lines of elemen- 
lary gned equally for those entering 
with or without sucfa course    Pee, $>00    Lectures and quiz Tuesday and 
Thi:-1 lory,  two  sections,   Monday  or   Wednesday.  III-IV. 
3. 
113-114. ■ •■ 1        A   general   treatment 
tore  and   function  in  the 
'tr>t the -.econd. An intensive 
:iitr>Hluction   to   the   subject   and   for 
| -   alternate   with  laboratory   studies  during 
the   ■(■ fpen to all,    Pee, $200 for 3 credits; 
W<*» for4ci     * VI-VII.3or 4. 
- lealuuj  with man's relation 
machine, the world's 
foci tuppl ants, lumber, forest 
influence] a d umscaping are among 
;  n to all. II, 2. 
210.    ! i i nurse dealing  with  germ 
,*..nt of   personal  and public hygiene.    The nature 
info  i ■-'.. ■ii-iMse rcsis- 
()pen 
II. 2. 
211-212. PlBU AND PUHtlSTlC BOTANY A course dealing with the 
vegetation of selected areas, ai worked out in actual field Study. Kmphasis 
is placed upon the composiiioit of the rarious plant associations o"iMdcred, 
m a rrelation with the specific climatic, edaplnc and biolic factors making 
Up its The course is  logically a continuation of  Botany 113- 
114. which course, or :'s equivalent, is prerequisite.    Hours to be arranged. 
Arr. 3 or 4. 
213-214.    I'; A   very   general   survey   of   the   plant 
kingdom, with a study ol type forms from the lowest to the highest orders. 
One all-day field trip and several slimier txcursiuns each semester. Alter- 
nates with courses 315-316. Prerequisite^. Courses 111-112 or 113-114, or 
ZooJ «y ii; ll_*    Pee $3oo.   Offered in 19 
Rec. T. and Th. Ill   Lab. W. and P., III-IV. 4. 
CHEMISTRY 67 
315-316. PLANT HISTOLOGY AMI PHYSIOLOGY. The study o( alls, tis- 
sues, and organs of higher plants, and of the relation of these structures to 
life processes. Special attention is given to the technique of microscopic 
study during the first semester, and to experimental methods during the 
second. Alternates with courses 213-214. Prerequisites, courses 111-112 or 
113-114.   Fee, $4.00.   Not offered in 1935-36. 
Rec T. and Th. III. Ub. W. and F.   I1I-IV. 4. 
.*17-318. BACTPtlOtPCY. An elementary course introducing the student 
to the nature and activities of bacteria, and to the technique and methods of 
bacteriological study. Elementary chemistry is advised in addition to 
course 111-112 or Zoology 111-112, the regular prerequisite for this course. 
Pee, $4.50.    Not offered in 1935 36. 
417-418.    BOTANICAL  SEMINAR.    The  study  of   special  topics  with   n 
ports  in  class upon   assigned   readings.    F.ither  or  both  semesters  may  be 
taken.    Ability to use French or German is desirable.   Open to juniors and 
seniors only.    Prerequisite, course 111-112 and an additional year's work in 
the department    Hours to be arranged.   Pee, $1.00. A r. J. 
419-420. ADVANCED BOTANY. Special work on assigned problems lead- 
ing  to  research  in  botany.    This course  may bo  taken  only by  competent 
student*, and with content of the bead of the department.   Hours arranged 
individually. Arr., 2-5. 
CHEMISTRY 
MK. BBAUOH, MB. EVER HART 
Students specializing in Chemistry are advised to take courses 
111-112, 211-212 or 213-214, 223-224, 411-412, and 413-414. If 
they cannot present the prerequisites for courses 411-412, enough 
credits must lie ottered from other chemistry courses to make up 
the minimum of 24 hours. 
109-110. CHEMISTRY OK TUE HOME AND COMMUNITY. (For women 
only). An introductory course in chemistry with practical applications to 
domestic science and allied fields. No prerequisite. Class periods, Wednes- 
day and Friday, IV. Laboratory, Monday. VI-VII. Fee and deposit. $6.00 
pa lemetter. 3.   Mr. Ebaugh. 
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111-112    GINIKAI   CHEMisret     Principles and theories 01 chemistry, 
ihc quanlitativi the  rabject,  end  the   application  of  chemistry to 
the affair) »)  life ind industry.    It is recommended that a stu- 
dent   complel elementary   physics   or  chemistry   as  a  prepara- 
.; ,i„. cours. -    -'-. either Monday and Wednesday, II. or 
II     Laboratory, Tuesday and Thursday. I and II, 
r Wetl Friday. VI  ind Vll   Fee and deport, $8.00 per semester. 
4.   Mr. Ebaugh. 
113-114    Supptementarj   recitation   lor   Chemistry   111-112.   devoted 
chietlv to problem periods   Friday, II, or Monday. VII. 
1.    Mr. Ebaugh 
IIS-116    CHEMUT*Y ANII CIVILIZATION     A survey of the role played 
by chemistry in ■hapiftg  modern civili/alum. ihowing its results rather than 
Tbil course can not apply on a 'Chemistry 
Major' requirement I     No prerequisite    Class period, Wednesday and Fri- 
,Uy   in 2    Messrs  Ebaugh and Everhart. 
209210 EUMENTAIl PHYSICAl CllF.Ml-.Tar. The principles of chem- 
itrj   with ihof   Igti drill in 'he appli isk lasss and theories to 
the structuri uisiU   Chemistry  112     Class periods, 
Tuesday and Thursday, II 2     Mr. Everhart. 
213 Reaclioni ol metallic and non-metallic 
ol   increasing   difficulty;   underlying 
iheories   ire  empl Prerequisite,  Chemistry   112.    Class 
period, Monday, l\ |    rhursday and Friday. VI-VII. 
51000 4    Mr  Everhart. 
214 .::;. i umetric. electrolytic 
and ekxtrometrk m drill in calculations and fundamental 
the..- 112   ii   taken  prior to 1934-35). 
Class period Uonday  IV    Lai aesday, Thursday and Friday. VI- 
VII     I      ,   '     posil $H)00 4.   Mr. Ebaugh. 
22   ZZ4    Ol ol • arlxm compounds, accom- 
panied by the preparatioi organic  substances, determination of 
nstants and rhemiral properties, and practice in the use of tests 
'rv  Prerequisite, Chemistry 112. Class 
peril ■'■ I'hursday or  Friday.  HI. 
Fee and deposit. SHOO p<-     i 3.   Mr. Everhart. 
J2~ J^i.    Supplementary  laboral [or Chemistry 223-224, de- 
voted to advanced nalj is, and ipeeial methods. Hours 
lo be arranged     Fee 14.00 pci   em  ler 1     Mr. Everhart. 
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311-312. CHEMISTRY or INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS. (For men only). 
The application of chemistry to processes and problems of industry and 
business. Prerequisite, Chemistry 112. Class period. Wednesday and Fri- 
day. Ill; supplemented by regular inspection trips to plants.   2. Mr. Ebaugh. 
313-314. ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Special methods of 
.malysis in the following groups: (a) metallurgical analysis, (b) water, 
(c) gas, (d) foodstuffs, (e) technical analysis for specific industries. Pre- 
requisite. Chemistry 212 or 214, and for (d). Chemistry 224. laboratory 
periods to be arranged. Fee and deposit. $8.00 per semester.   2. Mr. Ebaugh. 
411-412. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. (Theoretical Chemistry.) Modern 
theories of the atomic concept of matter, energy in chemical systems, the 
solid, liquid and gaseous siates of aggregation, solutions, chemical equi- 
librium, thermochemistry, electrochemistry, photochemistry, and colloid 
chemistry. Prerequisites, Chemistry 212 or 214. and 224; Physics 212 (and 
laboratory course), and Calculus. Class periods. Wednesday and Friday. 
IV. Laboratory, Monday or Wednesday, VI-VII. Fee and deposit, $8.00 
per semester. 3.    Mr. Everhart. 
413-414. HISTORY or CHEMISTRY. A seminar course. Prerequisite, 
Chemistry 224.    Class period. Tuesday, VIII. 
1,    Messrs.  Kbaugh and Everhart. 
415-416. Supplementary laboratory periods for Chemistry 411-412, for 
students desiring advanced work. Hours to be arranged. Fee, $4.00 per 
semester. 1.    Mr, Everhart. 
CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
MR DEAN, MISS PECKBAM, MISS I.KIN 
A   major   in  Classical   Languages   may  be   secured  by  completing   (1) 
Greek   111-112, eight additional hours in Greek  and l,atin  111-112 and 211- 
212: (2) Latin 111-112. 211-212 and ten additional hours in Latin.   (Latin 
101  102 may not be counted on the major.) 
Coursei Not Involving a Study of the Language 
GREEK 
101.   GREKK CIVILIZATION,   A topical study of Greek institutions and 
thought,  together  with  ;i  Itudy of  the contribution  which the Greeks have 
L 
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made Ion nol require i knowledge ol the Greek 
Offered in 1935  :'' 11, 2.    Mr. Dean. 
102 M U   IN   ENCUIH.    A  course designed  to give  an 
ntance   with   the   field   of   Greek   Literature   and   its   contribution   to 
modern thought     lecture* and assigned readings from translations of Greek 
I (fared in 1935-36. 
VI, -•    Ifi   Dean. 
LATIN 
21S     Row :  the nmre important phases of 
racier in m at     I   -  text '•  ik will be supplemented by 
and illustrations for certain 
offered in 19 VI, 2.   Mr  Dean. 
21* MYTHOLOGY-RELIGION. A study of the myths of the Greeks and 
Romans, with -.pedal reference to their influence in English Literature. 
Lectures and reading* on Roman religion     Of:' red  ill  I93S-■''-. 
II. 2     Mr. Dean. 
Language Courses 
GREEK 
111-112. An introduction to the Greek language through the study of 
Attic Greek. Drill on forms, grammar and sight reading. Open to all 
itudenU, I, A. Miss I.ein. 
331-332 New TlSTAMCMT Rapid reading in the Synoptic Gospels and 
the Epistles; study of the philology and interpretation of the portions read. 
Offered in 193! VI. 2.    Mr. Dean. 
LATIN 
101. Selections from the Orations of Cicero, or from Ovid's Metamor- 
r'i -J Intensive work in form and syntax, sight translations. Open to 
students who have had two or three years of  secondary Latin. 
5 days.   I, 4.   Miss Peckham. 
102     VIRGIL     Selections  from the first six books of the Aeneid; sup- 
plementary work as in course  101.    Prerequisite, course  101, or 3 years of 
darj  Latin I, 4.    Miss Peckham. 
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111. SELECTIONS Hum LATIN PROU LITERATURE. Comprehension and 
analysis of the language and style are emphasized both in prepared and in 
sight translation. For students who have four years of Latin in High 
School. Ill, 4.    Mr. Dean. 
112. SELECTIONS FBOM ROMAN POETRY. An introduction to the best 
poems in Latin literature.   Notes on Roman poetry and metrical study. 
Ill, 4.   Mr. Dean. 
211. LATIN COMEDY, Plautus and Terence, three or more plays. Notes 
on the history of Ancient Drama,   Sight reading. 11,3.   Mr. Dean. 
212. PUNY AND TACITUS.   Letters and the Germania.   II,.!. Mr. Dean. 
311-312. VIRGIL. A study of the poems of Virgil and their place in 
the history of literature from points of view which cannot be emphasized 
in the preparatory school. Especially advised for students who expect to 
Income teachers of Latin in secondary schools.    Not offered in 1935-36. 
II. 3.   Mr. Dean. 
.115. METHODS IN LATIN. Lectures on teaching Latin in secondary 
schools. Discussion and study of special points, such as the aims of the 
study of l.aliu. high school Latin courses and text-books, and the corre- 
lation uf Latin with other studio. Training in reading Latin aloud, and in 
writing Latin.   N'ot offered in 1935-36. II. 2.   Mr, Dean. 
Additional courses offered by the Department are: Art 205-206 in 1935- 
.••>.. History 317-318 in 1934-35. 
ECONOMICS 
MR. GORDON, MR. HAND 
A major in Economics requires a minimum of 17 hours in 
tlie department, of which 11 must be in 100 anil 200 courses and 
12 in courses nitmliered 300 and 400. Economics majors arc 
urged to elect as many as possible of the following courses in other 
departments: Geology 121-122; History 111-112, 221-222; Gov- 
ernment 211-212; Mathematics 224; Philosophy 223. 326; 
Psychology 211 ; Religion 112; Sociology 211; Speech 221. 
102. ECONOMIC HISTORY or THE UNITED STATES. Deals with the 
development of agriculture, industry, commerce, transportation, 6nance and 
labor problems.  Open to first year students only. IV, 3.   Mr. Gordon. 
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211-212.   PBIKI ■   I roKOMICI     Designed to provide a thorough 
groundwork In economic   theory.    Open to prospective majors only, who 
must attain a minimum grade 0l C   Credit will not be allowed for a single 
II. .'.   Mr. Gordon, Mr. Hand. 
213-2M EcOKOMlC OKAKIZATIOM <»F SOCIETY. A survey of economic 
iiulitution] designed fi who do not expect to major in economics. 
Not open to t1 re .redit for 211-212. 
NOT1 Jll-212 are prerequisite  for all courses num- 
bered 300 and 400. 
1. VII. 3.   Mr. Gordon. Mr. Hand. 
2J1-2.I2.   Puxcuwi o* BuiWEfl LAW.   A survey of the law of con- 
tracts, agency, negotiable instruments, business organizations, real and per- 
sonal property. \t 3. 
233-214. PamcrHM or ACCOUNTING. The fundamental principles of 
double-entry accounting and their application in the recording of business 
transactions. 
XOTE:   An additional hour of credit is given for laboratory work in the 
$1.50 iee for use of machines. 
Mon. VI-V1I. 2. Mr. Hand. 
.'11. STATISTICAL Millions Tabular and graphic presentation, aver- 
ages, ratios and coefficients, dispersion, correlation, index numbers. Analysis 
of business cycles and forecasting methods. The collection of statistical 
data.    A labl I K     Fee $4 
Lai.  W  VI-VH, Recitation T.. Th. VI, 3. Mr. Hand. 
■(|-;      " S   Mud)   l I   the   present  day   system  of 
money, banking and credit in the United States. III. 3.   Mr. Hand. 
Mo    I .,•[.  FINANCE,    The  following topics 
ate the nature oi this coul il business organization with 
emphasis on the corporation; holding companies, trusts, and other types of 
combination, the itoek exchange, and regulation of security issues. 
Ill, 3.   Mr. Hand. 
il" I.AWIB PaoaUUS. An analysis of wage earners' efforts to im- 
prove Iheir status through labor organisation! and collective bargaining; of 
employers' attempts to solve labor problems through scientific management, 
employee representation and profit sharing: concluding with the efforts of 
society, through government, to solve the proMuns by legislation. 
IV, 3.    Mr.  Gordon. 
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322. PtlKCIUI OF PUBLIC FINANCE. An intensive study of the 
sources of governmental income with emphasis on the theories and inci- 
dence of taxation, borrowing and the growth and significance of public ex- 
IR'iiditures. I, 3.   Mr. Hand. 
331. ECONOMICS OF CONSUMPTION. A social study of the theory of 
consumption and of waste in the consuming of wealth, followed by an 
analysis of various means of eliminating or reducing waste. Special em- 
phasis on advertising and insurance, from the consumer's point of view. 
Library fee $3.50. I, 3.   Mr. Gordon. 
413. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ECONOMIC THOUGHT. A reading 
course in current economic journals.   Library fee, $2.50. 
Ill, 3.    Mr. Gordon. 
416. INTEKNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS. Starting with a study of 
the fundamental principles of foreign trade the course proceeds to the 
application of these principles to such economic problems as the tariff, 
shipping subsidies, foreign capital investment, war debts and  reparations. 
Ill, 3.   Mr. Gordon. 
420. ECONOMICS SEMINAR. This course is designed to provide an 
opportunity for majors to learn the elements of research methods by pre- 
paring a thesis on a subject in which they are especially interested. This 
also affords a means of working in specialized fields not included in the 
remilar departmental offerings, such as advertising and insurance. 
Arr. 2-3. Mr. Gordon. 
EDUCATION 
MR. HAWES, MR. MAJOR, MISS RALSTON 
Denison University is accredited by the State Uepartment of 
Education of Ohio in the teacher training field of secondary ed- 
ucation, including the junior high school and the senior high school. 
The University also offers courses in the training of teachers and 
leaders in the fields of religious and commercial education. Special 
Certificates in Music and Physical Education can be secured by 
both men anil women on completion of the required courses of 
these curricula. By special arrangement with the State Depart- 
ment of Education thj University offers the work required for 
the Elementary Teachers Certificate. 
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2H. INTROIUCTIOV: TO SCHOOL MANAGEMENT. This course deals with 
classroom management as distinguished trom instruction. Types and methods 
of class organization, grouping of pupils, supervised study, standardized 
le-ts.   records   and   reports,   are  the  mam  topics   of   this  course.     Open  to 
?l 00 
ill I\   :    M    Hawes, Mia K..l-t..ii. 
212.   PRINCIPLES OF SECOtrOAIV EDUCATION.   Study of  the secondary 
school  pupil,   hil   physical  and   mental  traits,   individual  differences,   social 
principles, ind nisite, .1 cotmc in Psychology. 
III. IV, 3.    Mr. Hawes. 
Ill     THE TlACaim "F SCIENCE.   To inculcate the power to think con- 
ipecial niv* thai ability.    Prerequisites, 
VII, 3.   Mr. Hawes. 
313. HISTORY OF EDUCATION. The purple 01 this course is to trace 
in considerable detail the educational development in l-luropcan countries 
from the earliest times to the present and to show in what way this devclop- 
politica!  facts of  history  and the 
contributions of  the nal theorists.    Lectures, outside read- 
ing! ..: I, 3.    Miss Kalston. 
314. HISTORY of EDI 1 STION IN tHI UNITED STATES. A course in the 
historical backgrounds ot American education, with special emphasis on the 
theories and practices which resulted in the attainment of a free public 
school as an expression of American democracy. lectures, outside readings 
and class discussion. I, 3.    Miss  Ralston. 
319. Tl v BIKC Of nti: SOCIAL STI HIES Procedures especially adapted 
to the teaching oi tin is. the social studies as lal>oratory sub- 
ject., recent pioneering in this field, and the problem oi responsibility to 
society as it afTccts the social studies, teacher are topics which provide the 
iramework 1 if thi        roe     Prerequisites, Kducation and Psychology. 
II 3.   Miss Ralston. 
322,     1 tffn   AND   - Designed   for  teachers,  supervisors,  and 
superintendents. The work of the course includes class discussions, outside 
reading, construction and use oi tests, practice in making distributions, and 
the development of skill in certain (undamental statistical computations. 
IV. 3.    Mr. Major. 
401.   Mi. 11 Thi- cur I for only those who 
intend to teach It deals with the m.,rc successful and approved methods 
of study as they concern the classroom 1 VI, 1.    Miss Ralston. 
-"'-' P«on 1 >l READING I I.. reading of books of wide interest 
ju.t oil the pre 1 affordi membership in the Ohio Teachers' Reading Circle. 
Students in education, interested in i>r [essional growth, may take the course 
four times for credit. VI, 1.   Miss Ralston. 
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411. METHODS or TEACHING IN HIGH SCHOOL. General methods for 
prospective high school teachers. Problems of high school teaching, but 
not administrative problems.    Prerequisites,  Education and  Psychology. 
IV. 3.    Mr. Major. 
414. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION. A study of the 
duties and opportunities of administrative and supervisory officers, including 
a mrvey of organization and management of educational systems. Observa- 
tions, mrvey*, and practical field work under supervision.    Prerequisite,  12 
hours in Education and Psychology.   Meets as a two hour course. 
111. 2-3.    Mr.  Hawes. 
415; 416. STUDENT TEACHING. TO be eligible for this course, a student 
must have been in residence at Denison for one college year, must complete 
.i major in education, and present an average grade of B in the subject which 
he expects to teach; he must also secure a recommendation from the head 
of the department of his teaching subject. No student should attempt to 
carry more than 12 academic hours of credit in addition to his student 
teaching. In this course, all effort centers upon these objectives: teaching 
under supervision, the preparation of lesson plans, conferences upon lesson 
plans, and conferences following the observed student teaching. A laboratory 
fee of $8.00 will be required.    Arr. 4 to 6. 
Mr. Major, Mr. Hawes, Miss Ralston. 
All special methods courses are offered with the cooperation of this 
department. The prerequisites for these courses are 6 hours of Education 
and 6 hours of Psychology. Exceptions to this regulation must have the 
approval oi this department. For courses in special methods of teaching, 
see English 41.1; Latin 315; Mathematics 341-342; Music 313-314; Physical 
Education for men 311, 312. 344: Physical Education for women 325, 
326, 416; Speech 311. 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Any student who wishes to secure an Elementary Certificate 
as well as a High School Certificate at graduation can do so by 
taking the following courses: Art. 2 hours; Hygiene, 2 hours; Mu- 
sic, 3 hours; Student Teaching for the Grades, 2 hours; and Ele- 
mentary Methods. 6 hours. The first four courses listed above 
arr offered in the regular year, while elementary methods are 
offered only in the .Summer Session. It is suggested that students 
desirous of completing the work for the Elementary Certificate 
should attend Summer School at the end of their junior year and 
take elementary methods. 
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ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
MR GREENSIIIELDS MR  LADNBI 
Tht i irses ottered b) this department are fun- 
damental for such engineering fields u Architectural. Chemical, 
Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Mining Engineering, and Kngineer- 
inj^ Physics Courses amounting to 26-40 hours of credit are 
offered as majoi sequence leading to the degree of A.B. This 
maj urses 111. 122, 211, 216, 313 and 322.  Stu- 
dents maji ;   with properl) chosen elective*, 
ut practical engineering training.   They arc pre- 
pare! onal employment or for further 
I-   They i ■        in      vilh industries which prefer 
•'.'■X  cducatiuu  upon  which 
to develop !>> apprentice training, men to fill rcsponsihle positions. 
1
 ' with  the   idea   in   mind of 
perience   the   line   of   specialization  they   wish 
ollow. 
J.    i hey ma) iduatc work. 
Snuc tlu- i  urses at Denis- n an- identical with those in most 
technical and engineering schools, i redits obtained at Deniaon may 
lie transferred at their   lace value. 
Ill    ENCINSXRIKG DRAFTING    Use of instrument-, simple projections, 
freehand sk. i metric problems, conventional signs, tracings.   Stu- 
dent, ma)  register for I four hours.    Four credit hours with 
■'"<>'■ all Engineering students.    No 
prerequisite!    Fee $1.00 VI and VII. 2-4. 
Il?
    
s
'    I tmentary    desiRti.    working    drawings 
and tracings. Prerequisite, course HI   Pee. SI no   Same periods as 111.   2. 
'-'-'    l'i'"i-. .-   . . i      huncntal    urveyuuj  methods; use 
oi steel tape, level ifile leveling; land sur- 
veying,  air.,-  and   plotting      Prerequi III   ..-,.]  Trigonometry. 
Fee. $2.00.  Two recitations and two lal rj  periodi set  week.       VI, 4. 
201,   HIGHWAY TaANsraai    Historj  .:  highwa)  transport develop- 
i economic! ami fundamental!  ...  .litTer.-nt method- of  transportaiion 
1
     Passeoget dities    Open  ppi  red ItndenU oi sophomore 
HI, 2. 
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211. Dnainm GEOMETRY. An intensive development of the con- 
ventional projection theories of drafting with problems and applications in 
point, line, and plane; intersection and development of surfaces. Prerequi- 
lite, course 111.   Fee, $1.00. HI, 4. 
216, TECHNICAL MECHANICS. The principles of mechanics with refer- 
ence to their application to engineering. Mechanics of rigid bodies by graphic 
■nd by algebraic methods; mechanics of particles; work and energy; im- 
pulse and momentum. Each student is required to provide himself with a 
slide rule of approved type. Prerequisite, Mathematics 221-222 and Physics 
111 and 211.    Physics 211 may accompany the course. Ill, 5. 
313. MECHANICS OF MATERIALS. Problems in stress and strain, ten- 
sion, shearing, compression, torsion, flexure; safe loads, columns; beams, 
slabs, hooks, etc.   Prerequisite, course 216. IV, 5. 
,122. MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION. The chemical and physical proper- 
lies, uses, methods of manufacture, methods of testing and unit stress of 
each material are considered. Materials studied include iron, steel, cement, 
lime, brick, timber and some of the minor metals and alloys. Motion pic- 
tures and inspection trips supplement the work in the class room and labor- 
atory. Three recitation periods and one two hour lalioratory period per 
week. Fee $12.00 ($10.00 applied to transportation on inspection trips.) 
Alternate course, offered 1935-36. IV   4. 
325. II:. iiWAV ENGINEERING. Historical development: economic ad- 
ministration and legislation; design of roads and streets and materials used 
in their construction. Open to juniors and seniors. Not restricted to en- 
gineering students. No prerequisite courses. Fee, $1.00. Offered in 1935- 
"■• I. 3. 
327. RAILROAD CURVES. Simple, compound, transition, and vertical 
curves, turnouts, and earthwork computations. Two recitations and three 
hours field work per week. Prerequisite, course 122. Field period to be 
arranged.   Offered second semester 1935-36 only. I, 3. 
332, Ai.VANCEn SURVEYINC. City, topographic, hydrographic and 
stream How surveying; determination of azimuth, time and latitude. The 
department is equipped with the most modern precise instruments. Prere- 
quisite, course 122. Field periods to be arranged. Not offered 1935-36. 
Alternates with i27. Two hours given by the Astronomy Department. VII, 4. 
411. ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES. Determination of working stress in 
roof and bridge trusses and other steel structures under various conditions 
<>i loading, hy analytical and graphical methods, Prerequisite, course 313. 
Fee. $1.00. H. 4. 
412. STRUCTURAL DESIGN. A continuation of course 411. The design 
of roof and bridge girders and trusses and other structures with drawings. 
Prerequisite, course 411.   Fee, $1.00. II. 4. 
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ENGLISH LITERATURE AND RHETORIC 
MR  KINO. .MISS MACNBILL, MR. SHI-MAKER. MR. I.ARMORE 
MR. MAHOOD, MR. WHIDDEN 
Students whose major work is in this department will elect, 
in addition to the specific requirements, a minimum of twenty-six 
hours from the courses in English. Among these courses must 
be included English 321-322 and English 333. 
111-112. ENGLISH COMPOSITION. Recitations, themes, conferences, and 
the study of modern ptose writers.    Required oi all  freshmen. 
I. II. III. IV, VI. and VII, 3. 
115-116.   ENGLISH  COMPOSITIOM    Won credit   review.    Hour   to   be 
selected 2. 
211-212. ENGLISH LITERATI-RE. A survey of the history of English 
literature, with particular emphasis on poetry. Prerequisites, courses Hi- 
ll-' I. II. 111. IV, VI, and VII. 3. 
213-214    NEWSWRITING AND EDITING.    Prerequisites, courses  111-112. 
VI, 3 hours.   Mr. Whidden. 
NOTE—Courses 111-112. 211-212 are prerequisite to all other courses 
in the department except 213-214 
321-322.    SHAKESPEAHE. I. 3.   Mr. King. 
32i. MILTON. A study oi Milton's poetry and prose, with some at- 
tention to the minor poets „t the period. Alternates with course 335 and 
if not offered in 193J 11,3.   |fin MacNcill. 
324. THE ROMANTIC Monur.Nl IN ENGLAND. A brief review of the 
movement in the eighteenth century, followed by a closer study of the work 
of Word,w.,rth, Coleridge, Byi a, She e)   and Keali       III, 3.   Mr. King. 
325. THE ENGLISH NOVEL. A stuily in the development of the novel 
in England during the- 18th IV. 2.    Mr. Mahood. 
326. THE SHORT STORV The reading and the analysis of representa- 
li»e model I s'orit 1Vf 2.   Mr. Shumakcr. 
329.   THE ELIZABETHAN DRAMA    Exclusive of Shakespeare. 
III. 2.    Mr. Urmore. 
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330.   THE MODERN DRAMA. Ill, 2.   Mr. Larmore. 
333. CBAUCOI. Ill, 3. 
334. ADVANCED COMPOSITION. Expository, critical, and imaginative 
writing. II, 2. 
335. VICTORIAN PORTS. A study of Tennyson, Mathew Arnold, Swin- 
burne, and other poets of the period. Alternates with course .12.1 and is 
offered in 1935-36. II, 3.    Uisa MacNeill. 
336. BROWNING. An intensive study of the shorter poems, togcthei 
with the reading of selected longer ones. II, .1.    Mis* MacNeill. 
AN INTRODUCTION to MEDIEVAL LITERATI HE. A study of ro- 
mances, prose tales, poems, and other literary forms of the Middle Ages, 
to give background for the study of later English literature. All reading 
done in translation. IV, 3.    Mr. Whidden. 
339. ENGLISH PROSE OF THE 18TH CENTURV. Exclusive of the novel. 
A study of Dcfoc. Swift. Addison, Steele, and others. 
IV. 3.   Mr. Shumakcr. 
340. ENGLISH PROSE OF THE 19TH CENTURV. Exclusive of the novel 
A study of Carlyle, Kuskin, Macaulay, Arnold, Lamb, Hazlitt, Pater, and 
"
,h
'
!
- IV, .i.    Mr. Shumakcr. 
342. THI MODERN NOVEL. A study of recent contemporary Amer- 
ican and  English fiction.    Prerequisite, course .125.        IV, 2.    Mr. Mahood. 
AMERICAN LIFE AND LITERATURE. American literature will be studied 
together with a broad survey of its historic background. The po- 
litical history of the United States will be subordinate to a study of the 
cultural advance of American society. The class will be met alternately by 
Mr. King and Mr. Utter. This course is open to juniors and seniors and 
may be counted toward a major in English or History. In registration this 
course should be designated as "History 351-352." 
II, 5.   Mr. King and Mr. Utter. 
41.1. THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH. A courae -igncd for seniors who 
expect to teach English in high schools. It meets the requirements for the 
state certificate in special methods. It may also be counted toward a major in 
English. To apply on the former, six hours in the department of Education 
and six hours of Psychology are prerequisite. Open to juniors by consent 
of the instructor. I, 2.   Mr. Shumakcr. 
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I >L< «i   VNDGEi CR U'llY 
MR WRIGHT, MISS SMITH 
\ student majoring ii Gei graphy must JKISS ac- 
ceptabl) ;tt least 24 hours "i work in ihi. department, lie should 
also take at leas) Chemistry, Physics, Zoology and En- 
id foundation.   The work in these and 
othei scribed in accordance wiih 
tin- needs of the individual student. 
111.    CtMEUI   GEOLOGY,    Tht dements  of  dynamical and  structural 
• ■ 'is. and the forces 
operating upon them sue!: ! waves.    The laboratory 
work includes the study oi common minerals and rocks, and geologic and 
topographic maps. Fie'. 1 work is also included. Three lecture hours, and two 
noun r field itorj   lectioni    Host   2-4, Tues. 
5, Wed. 2-4     • in   .'-t    I".     $2.00 III. 4. 
11-     il        '■   U   '.'!-.      The I he earth and the develop- 
ment oi its organism! The maj"r physical events and the most charactcr- 
istie  fl      ■ the liic of each pen.*! irom earliest lime to the present are 
presented.    Three lecture hours, and two hours of laboratory or field work. 
•   ■•■.    V. ■   ..'4  Tue       ;   \\. ! 2-4  Thun  -'4.    Fee. $2.00. 
III. 4. 
121.    PHYSICAL AND HI - ementary course deal- 
s Mil rhr eartl ins, and lands.   This is a 
urse for th..se who expect to teach sciai.-c.   Three lecture hours. 
Two additional hours ui laboratory for the extra huur of credit.    Fee, $1.00. 
II. 3 or 4. 
1-'-'    GEOGRA   HY or Not   H   \'i: A study of the physical features 
es "i   Korth America and their influence upon human affairs. 
!' •:' 1—1 or 111.    Three   ectun        fwo additional hours of labor- 
atory for the extra hour of credit    Fee, $1.00, II. J or 4. 
211     UlKOAtOGV     I'"- ring a  general knowledge of   the 
common minerals   tht   properlii .shich they are recognized, their sig- 
 i useful sub- 
lances.   I                                  111-112, and an elementary course in chem- 
and four lal                               ternates with course 312. 
Fee. $1 HO IV, 3. 
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214. PETROLOGY. An elementary course designed ior those wishing to 
study the identification, composition and properties of rocks. Two con- 
secutive hours of laboratory weekly. Prerequisites, Geology 111-112, 211. 
Not offered in 1935-36.   Hours to be arranged.   Fee, $1.00. 1. 
312. PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE LANDS AND MAP INTERPRETATION. An ad- 
vanced course dealing with the evolution of landforms. Constructional land- 
forms, such as plains and mountains, are considered in detail and their his- 
tories carefully traced. The work with maps consists in the application of 
the principles studied in physiography courses to the interpretation of topo- 
graphic maps. Two hours of lecture weekly will be devoted to physiography 
ami two discussion hours will be given to maps. Prerequisite, courses 121- 
122.   Alternates with course 211.   Offend in 1935-36.   Fee, $1.00.     IV, 4. 
320. FIELD WORK. An auto trip across the Appalachians going as 
far east as Charlottesville. Virginia. A complete section through the 
Appalachian Highlands including the Appalachian Plateau, Appalachian 
Ridge*, Shcnandoah Valley, Blue Ridge, and Piedmont. A carefully pre- 
pared written report with diagrams is required. Open to students who have 
completed or arc completing at least a year course in geology or geography. 
Estimated cost, $42.50. Spring Recess.   2. 
i22. FIELD WORK. Similar to 320. but principally in the Great Smoky 
Mountains region, or in the Piedmont and Coastal Plain regions in Virginia. 
Estimated cost, $42.50. Summer.   2. 
412. SEMINAR. Special work in structural or economic geology or in 
preparation  for the comprehensive examination.    Fee. $1.00. VI, 2. 
HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
MR. UTTER, MR. DEWEERD, MR. ROOEN 
A major of 24 hours may be completed in either division of 
the department. A maximum of six hours credit in one division 
may he counted toward a major in the other. 
HISTORY 
111-112. MODERN EUROPEAN HISTOHY, 1500-1914. An introductory 
course intended distinctly for freshmen. The first semester's work covers 
the period to 1789 and the second semester's from 1789 to 1914. 
I, II, VI, 3.    Mr. Utter and Mr.  DeWeerd. 
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213-214.    HISTORY OF K-. ' r.i! course dealing with political, 
social, ami cultural history ol the nation. especially valuable to students 
..i   h'or.ilurc and those expecting to enter law. IV, 3.    Mr. DeWeerd. 
221-222     HisTomv or TBf OHITB NCI 1763.    A survey course 
prercqnii I ranced< nri - in American history. The student will be 
expected to read rathei widely in the literature of American political and 
social history. To be taken normally in the sophomore year. See note under 
lli.tr> 351, VI. i.   Mr. Utter. 
311-312     in.  VVceiD WAS IKI IMATB. The diplomatic back- 
ground or the Great War, the «..r itself, the Versailles Gmtercnce and the 
peace treaties, the new slates oi Kuropc. problem- of reconstruction, the re- 
vival of Turkey. .. Is since 1918 arc the principal topics studied 
in this course Prerequisites, courses 111-112 or equivalent. Intended for 
juniors and seniors. I, .(.   Mr. DeWeerd 
317-.-18   Tel '. Prom the dawn oi civilization to the 
period of Justinian First semester, the Orient and Greece; second semes- 
ter. Roman History. Intended tor juniors ami seniors hut open to sopho- 
'"■ *' iiven by the department oi Latin.   Alternate course, 
in 1935-36. VI, 3.   Mr. Dean. 
I■■ - coarse  will treat oi the import- 
mei    in rfonoenic, political and intellectual dcvelop- 
221 .'-'-' or    51 3S2    Alternate course, offered 
'" 1°35 III, .1.   Mr. Utter, 
vxcau •      \ rapid ntrvej from the period of 
colonization to the present  emphasizing the development and problems of the 
■!• signed to precede 326.   Alternate course, 
"   I' : III. 3.   Mr. Utter. 
-''        THI    lll-Ti.li   or   ASM, ;   al,.,|y»j,   0{ 
""
,1
 I ility, the irccdom of the 
American commercial policy and movements  (or  the  preservation of 
1"""      Pren 51-352.    Alternate  course,  not 
offered in 1935-36. HI   3     M,. r„,r. 
!;|
      1 ml. Xh,   intellectual   and 
be thoroughly treated.   The 
1 will be studied with regard to 
■ llj      \     adina know- 
French is di Prerequisites, courses 111- 
!'-'     Mtemati                     offered in 19 ; III, 3.   Mr. Utter. 
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ill. THE RENAISSANCE ANI> REFUHMATION. The Renaissance will be 
studied IS the period o| the revival of nationalism, individualism and con- 
science as well as the age of renewed interest in art, science, and literature. 
The Protestant Revolution will be treated in its economic and political as 
well as in its intellectual and spiritual aspects. Prerequisites, courses 111- 
112    Alternate course, offered in 1935-36. III. 3.    Mr. Utter. 
351-352. AMERICAN LIFE AND LITERATI RE. American literature will 
be itudied together with a broad survey of its historic background. The 
political history of the United States will be subordinate to a study of the 
cultural advance of American society. The class will be met alternately by 
Mr. KiiiK and Mr. Utter. This course is open t" juniors and seniors. May 
not IK* taken by students who have had History 221-222 unless with consent 
of Mr. Utter. Credit will IK* divided equally between the departments of 
English ;i<id  History. II. 5.    Mr. KIIIR and Mr. Utter. 
GOVERNMENT 
211-212. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. How our government works in 
practice; an introductory study of its structure and importance in everyday 
life. The section at period (1) is designed for students interested in law, 
governmental service, or further work in the study of government. 
I, IV, 3.   Mr. Rodcn. 
216 EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS. A comparison of the working of the 
principal governments of Europe, particularly Great Britain, France, Ger- 
many. Italy and the Russian Socialist State. Alternates with 316. Offered 
in 1935-36. Ill, 3.   Mr. Roden. 
315. AMERICAN STATE GOVERNMENT. The power and duties of the 
governor, the legislature, and the courts. Important current problems of 
state government will be cwsidcred. Alternates with 319. Not offered in 
1935-36. III. 3.   Mr. Rodcn. 
316, I I MKVI City politics, forms of charier, relation to 
the state, newer types of governmental structure, and the practical details 
ol administration.    Not offered in 1935-36. Ill, 3.   Mr. Roden. 
319. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. A survey of recent foreign policies 
of the more important states, followed by a study of the newer agencies for 
internaional government and the peaceful settlement of disputes. Alternates 
with 315.    Offered in 1935-36. III. 3.    Mr.  Rodcn. 
323. HISTORY OP POLITICAL THEORY. A study of leading thought on 
the origin of government and its proper sphere, from Plato and Aristotle to 
current political theorists.    Alternates with 425.    Offered in 1935-36. 
II, 3.    Mr. Roden. 
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412.    JuglSMUDBKCI      The   lundamciual   institutions   of   the   law.   the 
devc'opmeul  in   legal  re ning;  the practice ami  procedure of   the courts. 
Alternates with 428    Not offered in 19.15-30. 11,3.   Mr. Roden. 
-125 CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. A stud> of the law of the American 
constitution; the origin and nature oi the constitution; the relationship he- 
tween the state am! federal governments Prerequisite. 211-212. Alternates 
with 323,   Not often II. 5.    Mr. Roden. 
-1-'       IKTKJINATIONAI,   LAW      A   Itudj   oi   the   growing   number   of   in- 
ternatioi. -he rules to IK- deduced from the practice 
ol   states; and oi the contr<'. ■ anacy of  national or  inter 
lh 412     Offered in 1935-36.      II. 5     Mr.  Roden. 
MATHEMATICS 
MR. WHIN   MISS PICKHAM, MR. Rvrr, MR. I.ADNK*. 
MR  K MM  MISS I U.NKY 
The courses in Mathematics ate planned not only for the 
development of the student's mathematical knowledge, but also for 
the formation of a necessary foundation for work in the sciences. 
The initial courses are 115-116 of Sequence No. 1 or 121- 
122 of Sequence No. 2. The second sequence should be elected by 
those who excelled in high school mathematics and likewise those 
who had trigonometry in high school. Trigonometry is not. how- 
ever, a prerequisite for the course. This sequence is advised, by 
the heads of the departments concerned, for those who anticipate 
doing their niajot work in Astronomy. Engineering, Mathematics 
or Physics 
Two courses numbered higher than 350 and a third course 
numbered higher than 333 arc required ol all students majoring in 
Mathematics. Such students will, after consultation with the 
Head ol the Department, eleel a minimum of twelve hours in 
' Mathematics, They will meet one hour each 
uring the last semester of their senior year in a seminar 
preparator; to the comprehensive examination. 
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Sequence No. 1 
115-116. [KTUDUCTIOH TO MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS. Algebra, trigo- 
nometry, and analytical geometry are studied from the function viewpoint, 
Studcnti arc placed in sections according to ability. The slower sections 
will be numbered 113*114 and will meet five times each week for the four 
boon credit.    I. II, III, IV, 4. 
Miss Peckham, Mr. Rupp, Mr. Ladner. Mr. Kato, Miss Olncy. 
215-216. THE CALCILI'S. Prerequisiie. course 116, 122, or 114 with 
recommendation of the instructor.        I. II, 4.    Mr.  Ladner, Miss Peckhun. 
Sequence No. 2 
121-122, INTMOUCTIOM TO MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS. A combined 
two semester course that is more intensive and more extensive than courses 
115-116.   Slower section will be numbered 119-120. 
IV. 5.   Mr. Rupp and Mr. Wiley. 
221-222.    TOE  CALCULUS, a  course  of  greater  intensity and   of   more 
content   than   215-216.     Prerequisite,   course   122.      (Outstanding   students 
from course 116 may be admitted upon recommendation of their instructor.) 
I. 5.    Mr. Wiley. 
Non-sequence Courses 
224. MATHEMATICAL THEORY or INVESTMENT. An introduction to 
the algebra of certain forms of investment and to the fundamental princi- 
ples of life insurance.    Prerequiirte, course 115 or  121. 
Ill, 2.    Miss Peckham 
334. SOLID ANALYTIC GEOMBTBY. This extends the work of the earlier 
course into three dimensions. Prerequisite, course 116 or 122. Offered in 
alternate years and not in 1935-36. 
341-342. SYNTHETIC GEOMETRY (and methods). A study of metric 
transformations the first semester and projective the second. This course 
is especially recommended for those who plan to teach. Instruction in 
methods of teaching mathematics is given. One hour credit each semester 
counts as methods credit  in  Education, three hours as mathematics. 
Ill, 4.    Mr. Rupp 
Courses Requiring the Calculus 
351. ADVANCED CALCULUS. The content of this course will vary some- 
what from year to year to meet the needs of the students electing it. Pre- 
requisite, course 216 or 222.   Offered second semester.        II. 4.    Mr.  Kato. 
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352.    DuVSJtgNriAL EQUATIONS.    An introductory course.   Prerequisite, 
count 216 01 222    Ofl 11,4,   Mr  Wiley. 
452     VKTOI    ANALYSIS,    A   concise   treatment   of   the    fundamental 
principles oi  the subject, with selected applications to geometry, mechanics 
uid phyi calculus and General Physics  11,4 Mr. Wiley. 
4;-     " \      i > matrices, iTOups, 
linear Ion Prerequisite, cout M 
11. 4.    Mr.  k.ito. 
MODERN LANGUAGKS 
MR CHAMBERLIN, MR. ODEBRECHT, MRS. SKINNER, 
MR. \MNKR  MR WILEY, MR. FELT, MR. SKIP? 
Fur a major in tin- department credit  for -4 hours l>eyond 
ified requirements i- necessary, chosen normally from the 
courses in one language; a maximum of 50 hours, of which no 
more than 40 are in one language, i- allowed.     No credit is given 
for le- - oi ,-, beginning language. 
I   : •: uirements, see page i~. 
GERMAN 
111-112 EsSINTMLS "f GsitMAH. A beginning course lor the basic 
knowledge oi  the language. IV, VI, 4. 
211. MootRM AUTHORS. Stories by standard authors, with daily use 
"i Germs. systematic study of syntax 
and style Pren German in secondary 
school. 11. III. 4.   Mr. Chamherlin, Mr Skipp. 
212. WKHIAB POSTS. Schiller's Lied :■"! tfVr Clock.- and other lyrics. 
Wilhdm Tell, ('.'-tin's Hermann ■ • ductory study of the 
classical period oi German literature.   Prerequisite, course 211. 
II. 4     Mr. Chamherlin. 
214    I Selections from discourse of the present 
i led to impart  familiarity with scientific and historical style and 
preparing for advanced study; individual assign- 
ment- Irom e may i* given; reading will be 
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stressed.    Prerequisites: course 211; course open also to students who have 
taken 211 and 212. Ill, 4 hours.    Mr. Skipp. 
215-216. GERMAN CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION. 1-hour courses to 
iccotnpuiy courses 211. 212 and 214 for those who desire more practice in 
oral and written discourse; recommended for students whose major sub- 
ject is German; may be taken either semester or both, with credit. Prere- 
quisite:  1-2 years of German in college or 2-J years in high school. 
II, Friday, I hour.    Mr. Chamberlin. 
311. GERMAN CLASSICS. Special regard to Lcssing and Schiller; 
critical reading of significant works; lectures, reports on extra readings. 
Prerequisite, courses 211-212 or 214, or 3 years of German in high school. 
Alternates with course 315. Not offered in 1935-36.   VI, 3.   Mr. Chamberlin. 
312. GOETHE'S WORKS. Personality of the poet as revealed in his 
works; Dkhtung und Wahrheit, lyrical and dramatic pieces, concluding with 
Faust, Part 1 and leading passages from Part II. Prerequisites, course 311 
or 315.   Alternates with course 316.   Not offered in 1935-36. 
VI, 3.   Mr. Chamberlin. 
315. MODEJIN GERMAN LITERATURE. Recent literary movements con- 
sidered in the works of Hauptmann, Poten, Schnitzler, Thomas Mann, 
and other leading writers. Alternates with course 311 with same prerequisite-.. 
Offered in 1935-36. VI, 3.    Mr.  Chamberlin. 
316. MODERN GERMAN DRAMA. German drama of the last hundred 
yean .is represented by Klcist, Grillparzer, Hebbel, Hauptmann and others. 
Prerequisites, courses 311 or 315. Alternates with course 312; offered in 
1935-36, VI. 3.   Mr. Chamberlin. 
400. GERMAN LITERATI-RE. An outline course stressing principal works 
and authors, in lectures and readings in Knglish translation; planned for 
those who desire a general knowledge of German literature as a background 
for their major work in related subjects. Open to seniors and juniors. 
Corresponds to French 400 and Spanish 400. 
Ill, Monday,  1 hour. Mr. Chamberlin. 
FRENCH 
111-112. BEGINNERS' FRENCH. A year's work, comprising the essen- 
tials of French grammar, reading, and an introduction to the spoken and 
written language. II. Ill, VI, 4. 
211. NARRATIVE DISCOURSE. Stories by modem authors are used and 
lonn the basis of daily practice in the use of the foreign tongue; review of 
French grammar, especially of verbs, and systematic drill in writing French. 
Prerequisites, courses 111-112. or 2 years of  French in secondary school. 
I. II. III. VII. 4. 
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212. Nova AND DRAMA Continuation of course 211. Modern works 
.■re read. COOCludil | |<''1' g»!  writing and speaking 
French.   Pren e 211 1. 11. III. VII, 4. 
--'. Ivanccd than course 211 and 
aiming lirements of the second year in 
• -V  oi  grammar  and  the 
readn:^ I'rcrequisitcs : 3 years of 
French   in  High S cy  in   French,   demonstrated to 
the ins:: : IV. 4     Mr.  Felt. 
222     I S  C WTSe dealing with  French literature. 
•h century: Voltaire. Rousseau, 
Beaunarcha IcrecL   This is a continuation of 
"r   in   French   parallel   to 
course IV. .t.   Mr. Felt. 
.ill.    N !   Kte rive reading of typical 
work- lingui'tic   and   literary   qualities;   dictations,   re- 
view and thfffiti     Prerequisites, courses 211-212 or course 221. 
I. IV.        M:   Chamberlin, Mrs. Skinner. 
iJ     MoDOtM   IIKAMA     Outstanding dramas of the last hundred years, 
U    >|i- .ttion  and  dramatic  technique, 
outside readings, with report?.     Prerequisites, courses .'11 or 222. 
I. IV, 3.   Mr  Chamberlin, Mrs. Skinner. 
400.    FREN' B Rapid   survey   of   the   main   works   and 
moven Prencl        raturi lectura and  Klected readings in En- 
entl who,  without a reading knowledge of French, 
>:th this  held.      VI.  Wed   1    Mr   Odebrecht. 
411 Tut: CLASSIC DKAMA. Characteristic plays of Corneille. Racine 
and Molierc. in the settings of French society in the XVII century; prin- 
ciples   of   classicism     outside   readings   and   reports.     Prerequisite,   course 
112 III. 3.   Mr. Odebrecht. 
412 Si hvi.v of FKI.M II LiTSSATunt Review of periods and writers 
i:<>m (he Middle Ape*  to the present, hy lectures and readings; an outline 
if  Fl ire,  with   selections   (of   reading;  reports,   reviews,  and  a 
■ ■  theme.    Prerequ - U1-312 or 222 and 312. 
Ill, 3.   Mr. Odebrecht. 
414.    Pomn  Of  R   U ference to  Hugo, I,amartine 
and »!<   '■' reviews bj students.  Pre- 
;
'l      S ten with       r»  416.   Offered in 1935-36. 
I, 3.    Mr. Odebrecht. 
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416. ADVANCED FRENCH GRAMMAR AND WRITING. A comprehensive 
study of French grammar and syntax, with thorough practice in writing 
French.    Alternates with course 414.    Not offered in 1935-36. 
I, 3.    Mr. Odebrecht. 
ITALIAN 
311-312. BASIC COURSE in grammar and reading; Grandgrnt and Wil- 
tons' Italian Grammar, Wilkins and Altrocchi, Italian Short Stories; I 
Promcssi Sposi and plays of Goldoni. Prerequisites, French 111-112, or 
Spanish 111-112 IV, 4.   Mr. Odebrecht. 
SPANISH 
111-112. ELEMENTARY SPANISH. Essentials of grammar, emphasizing 
use of the language in speaking and in reading; cultural readings. 
Ill, IV, VI, 4. 
211. MODERN PROSE. Review of linguistics; verbs and idioms; reading 
of modern material of moderate difficulty; oral and written practice; intro- 
duction to Spanish  History.    Prerequisites, courses  111-112 or equivalent. 
I, II, III, 4. 
212. GENERAL LITERATURE. (Not a survey course). Attention to 
several phases of Spanish and Spanish-American literature; reading of an 
abridged edition of the Quijote; continued training in linguistics. Prere- 
quisite course 211 or equivalent. I, III, 4. 
315. THE NOVEL IN SPANISH LITERATURE. Early forms of prose fic- 
tion. The picaresque novel, Cervantes, the principle novelists of the nine- 
teenth Century, Costumbrismo, and other topics. Prerequisites, courses 211 
212 or equivalent.    Alternates with course 321 and is offered in 1935-36. 
II, 3.     Mr.  A inner. 
316. THE SPANISH DRAMA. Brief treatment of the Spanish national 
drama of the golden age; the "sainete"; Spanish romantic drama; recent 
forms. Prerequisite, course 315 or equivalent. Alternates with course 322 
and is offered in 1935-36. II, 3. Mr. Amner. 
321. SURVEY OP SPANISH LITERATURE. Emphasis on poetry and other 
forms not included in other courses offered. Alternates with course 315, 
with the same prerequisite.   Not offered in 1935-36. II, 3.   Mr. Amner. 
322. ADVANCED COMPOSITION, PHONETICS. Systematic review and dis- 
cussion of Spanish grammar with practice in set and free composition; in- 
troduction to the study of Spanish phonetics. Alternates with course 316, 
with same prerequisite as course 315.   Not offered in 1935-36. 
II. 3.    Mr. Wiley. 
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4ti»i SPANISH LITSRATURI I Kacussion of important figures and move- 
ments in Spanish literature with literary readings in English translation. 
■ people who do not road the language but wish 
to acquaint thenuelvei with Spanish literature and culture. eapecially to 
supplement a major study in related fields: may he taken in connection with 
the other ihnila Foreign IJIKT' VI, 1.   Mr. Amner. 
414    THI GOUSM Acs OF SPAKISB  LmotATuss,   Trestmenl of the 
whole period: i Lope de Vega, and Caldcron; 
reports     Prerequisite, a .tOO course or the consent of 
the  instructor.     AhrrT:.,H-  with |   :n  19.15-36. 
VI   .-    Mr. Wiley. 
411 Spanish - American  Literature 
"I :>y History 
114: not 
VI. 3     Mr. Amner. 
MUSIC 
MB. I'.-. ,:vw   MK. STARK, MB.-HUFF 
Mu-:,' ma; as a major undi r tin- A.B. degree to a 
4 hours in Knsemhle Music.) 
Students majoring in Music will find suggested outlines tor 
: ■ - to tin- Bachelor of 
ulletii 
in this department arc o;>en to all students of the 
University.    For students taking a principal sequence in Music. 
•  111-112 and 113-114 he taken in 
221-222 in the sophomore. 331-332 in the junior, 
and 441-442 in the ear,   Courses 201. 202. 311 and 312 
may lie taken in any year. 
1
   V I'rimarily for college students.    A 
'""-' ippredatkn,  without prerequisites. 
Student!                    liar college tuition may elect the course without extra 
!
               .    . VII, 2.   Mr. Eschman. 
103-104.   CHORUS, 0«<iir.sT«A. BAND, OR IMSSMBU IBAINIMO, hours 
to  !>c   arranged      Three   hours   are   required   for   one   hour   of   college 
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credit each semester. One of these hours must be in Chorus, Orchestra or 
Band; the other hours are elective ensemble music. No special fee for this 
course. Mr. Kschman, Mr. Gclfcr and others. 
111-112. ELEMENTARY HARMONY. Fee, $8 each semester to Con- 
servatory students. Students paying full college tuition may elect these 
course! without extra charge. I, IV, Z     Mr,  Bschman and assistants. 
113-114.    SOLFEGGIO.    A  course  in  ear   training  and  musical  dictation. 
Pee. $1*' each semester. 4 days, \ i, 2,   Mr. Huff. 
201. HISTORY or Music TO THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. Fee, $12. Al- 
ternata with course 311.   Offered in 1935-36. VI, 3.   Mr, Eachman, 
202. HISTORY or Music rsoM THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY TO THR 
PRESENT TIME. A continuation of course 201, but may be elected separate- 
ly.   Fee, $12.   Alternates with course 312.   Offered in 1935-36. 
VI, 3.   Mr. Eschntan. 
203-204. SECOND YEAR or CHORUS, ORCHESTRA. BAND, OR ENSEMBLE 
TRAINING. Mr.  F.schman,  Mr. Gelfer and others. 
213-214,    SOLFEGGIO     Second year.    Fee, $16 each semester. 
4 days. VII, 2.    Mr.  Huff. 
221-222.    ADVANCE.   HARMONY.    Fee, $12 each semester. 
I, 3.    Mr. Eschman and Mr. Stark. 
301.   TERMINOLOGY AND CONDUCTING.    Fee, $8. IV, 2.   Mr. Huff. 
.102.    ORCHESTRATION.    Fee. $8. IV, 2.    Mr. Huff. 
311-312. MUSICAL FORM. Fee, $8 each semester. Alternates with 
201-202.   Not Offered in 1935-36 111,2.   Mr. F.schman. 
313-314.   PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS.   Fee, $12.00 each semester. 
11.3.   Mr. Huff. 
331-332.   COUNTERPOINT.   Fee, $12 each semester. 
Ill, 3.    Mr   Stark. 
415-416. PRACTICE TEACHINC. See F^lucation 415-416. Hours to be 
arranged. 
441-442.   STRICT COMPOSITION.   Fee, $8 each semester. 
II, 2     Mr. F.schman. 
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451-452    Pin COMPOSITION.   Fee. $8 each semester. 
I. 2.   Mr. Eschman. 
Credit  in Applied Music to a total of eight semester hours may be 
\ B   degree by majors in any department, provided the 
in ■drauosd grade    Majors in Applied 
Music n.. ■ applied Music   One creilit given lor one lesson 
.. wet - .»■   I h 111 practice * day   Two credits arc given for two lessons a 
week and two h.iurs practice daily. The iormer will be given the name of 
the subject Piano, etc., and the number, 111112, 211-212, 311-312, 411-412 
depending upon the year oi study. The two hour credit courses will be 
numbered: 121. 122. 221. 222. etc. No student is permitted to register 
lor these courses beiore establishing to the satisfaction of the Conservatory 
faculty a record oi hi, ability to pursue >tudy at  least third grade work. 
PHILOSOPHY 
MR. TiTts 
A niajur  in philosophy  requires twenty-one semester hours 
anil three hours m Psychology or three hours in Sociology. 
22.1.   RlrutCTm THINKINC    A  Itodji ii made of the principles and 
Probk" including   deductive   logic   and 
method    Op    to i pbonores  juniors and seniors. Ill, IV. 3. 
224■    ' An introductory survey of the field 
by, including an examination o: the relation between science and 
philosophy and a tO| ,  problems in the light of 
ind seniors.        Ill, IV, 3. 
'-'' \ -tudy of the origin, development and 
ait day problems 
mioi    and seniors.    Fee, $1.00 
II  3. 
-'•     MOUFKN SOUAL PRiLOSorHiu A ,tudy of the social philosophy 
: .in examination of the criticisms of 
l'rc'1 anarchists,   fascists and 
"'''•                         toward  -  mi Ope„  1O juniors and 
I ■ ■   SI        oi  man ri '■ II. 3. 
VNCIIMI AM. MEUIF.VAI..    A study of 
,ne
  '' "long  the Creeks and during the early 
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Christian and Medieval periods. One two-hour period, preferably Wednes- 
day. VI-VI1. and conference periods. Admission by consent of instructor. 
Alternate course, not offered in 1935-36. 3, 
332. HISTORY of PHILOSOPHY—MODERN. The great modem philoso- 
phers are studied Hid a survey made of such movements as Idealism, Real- 
ism Pragmatism, Humanistic Naturalism. One two-hour period, preferably 
Wednesday, VI-V11, and conference periods. Admission by consent of in- 
itructor.   Alternate course, not offered in 1935-36. 3. 
431. CONTEMPORARY THOUGHT. An advanced course io consider some 
of the main trends of modern thought, and to study a few of the great 
modern systems of philosophy. Reports and discussion in one two-hour 
period, preferably Wednesday, VI-VII. and conference periods. Admission 
by consent i>i instructor.    Alternate course, offered in 1935-36, 3. 
432. PHILOSOPHY op RELIGION. A study of the origin, development 
and nature of religion, the relation of religion to science and to philosophy, 
and a consideration of some of the main problems of religion. Admission 
by consent of instructor. Wednesday VI-VII and conference periods. Al- 
ternate course, offered in 1935-36. 3. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
FOR MEN 
MR. LIVINCSTON, MR. JENKINS, MR. ROGERS, MR. RICH 
Credit amounting to 4 hours in this department is a pre- 
requisite of graduation. This is met by the required courses of 
the freshman and sophomore years. A major sequence (40 hours) 
includes Zoology 201. 
Students completing all the courses are qualified for positions 
as supervisors and special teachers of health and physical educa- 
tion in high schools, providing they have the necessary credits in 
Education, Students preparing for such work are encouraged to 
include in their courses 8 hours of biological and physical science 
and 8 hours of social science. The minimum requirements in 
Education are stipulated by the state department of education for 
all high school teachers. 
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. minor in this department, i 18 boars as 
prescribed below ire ijuahhed to Income part-time supervisors 
and teachers of health anil physical education in public schools. 
providing they have the required credits in Education. 
A n»in«»r includes i   uraes 221, 222, (4 hours), 311-312, (6 
hours . 344.   4 hours) and 235-23       I hours 
Required Courses 
111      1 The  work  is based on a thorough  physical ex- 
tsnaution and  III ..: thr iK-ginning  of  the entering semes- 
ter for the purple <>i classifying the student.    Courses in Corrective Gym- 
■ . ■ L    Athletics.   Tumbling   Stunts,   and 
Sporl final examination is given in each 
Bourse.    I musl repeal the course or elect another in its place. 
cannot   -ecei\e duplicate credit   in any  course.    Students  assigned 
ito Corrective Gymnastics  may take this course for one. two. three or four 
Three hours, arranged,  1. 
112     FOR  FRFSIIUEN     Continuation of   111. 
Three hours, arranged, 1. 
IN 
201,       F»»k    SOPHOMORES. 
■ - M   and 
Hygiene 
\V. M  I 
Both semesters. First  semester at 
2. 
211.    FOR   SOPHOMORES.    Courses   changed   to   Corrective   Gymnastics. 
Boxing. Wrestling. Sports and Apparatus Stunt- 
Three hours, arranged.  I. 
212     Fok SoriioiiORES     Continuation of  Course 211. 
Three hours, arranged, 1. 
Elective Courses 
221. THEORY AND PSACTICI oi PHYSICAL EDUCATION-. I. Methods of 
coaching football and baseball, ami methods of officiating. Two lectures and 
two laboratory periods per week.    Prerequisites, courses 111-112.        Ill, 2. 
ill    THEORY AND PRACTICE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION,   I. Methods of 
coaching    basketball   and   track.       i w«>   lectures   and   two   laboratory 
periods per  week.    Prerequisites,  courses  111,  112. 
III. 2.   Mr. Rogers. 
. 
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, minor in this department, 18 how as 
prescribed below) are qualified t" become part-time supervisors 
and teachers of health and physical education in public schools. 
providing they have the required credits in Education. 
A minor includes courses 221, -'-'-'.    • hours), 311-312, i(> 
hour;   . 344, i4 hours) and _'.<.:  ' . - 
Required Courses 
111.     Foa   I on  a thorough physical  ex- 
amination and strength tests 
ter (or the pur] roes in Corrective Gym- 
i, Tumhling  Stunts, and 
r
   i a is given in each 
coursi must repeat t elect another in its | 
not  receive duplicate rrr.lit in any course.    Student- assigned 
to Corrective Gymnastics  may  take this course tor one. two. three or tour 
Three houi -. arranged, I. 
112. 
IV    set 
211.     Fot*   SoFHOMOaifl     COUTM     i h^nRi-d   to   Corrective   Gymnastics. 
Boxing. Wrestling. Sport* and  Apparatus  Stunts 
i ged, l 
212    Po« Soraoiioan     Continuation ol Course 211. 
Three hours, arranged, 1. 
Elective Courses 
F"K PUSH H KM Continuation ol 111 
Three hours, ■ 1. 
ROB ■ ■ Bot i semesters. First semester at 
d - \1   an .'. 2. 
ruEM. AM. PRACTICI or PH. ICAI EDUCATION I Methods of 
coaching football and baseball, and methods of officiating. Two lectures and 
two laboratory period! per week,    Prcr ill 11J        [H   j. 
222    THEORY AKD PIACTICI or PHYSICAL EDUCATTOH.   I  Methods of 
coaching   basketball   and   track.      Iwo   V     two   laboratory 
i oursei ill. 112. 
III. 2.    Mr, Rogers. 
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223, THEORY AND PRACTICE OP PIIYSUAI. RDUCATION. I. Methods of 
coaching speedball, soccer, tennis, wrestling and boxing. Two lectures and 
two laboratory periods per week. Ill, 2.    Mr. Rogers. 
2.15-2.16. PuNCmn, ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PHYSI- 
CAL EDUCATION. Methods in various types of institutions and study of mo- 
tor efficiency tests. II, 2.     Mr. Jenkins. 
311-312.   THEORY AND PRACTICE OP PHYSICAL EDUCATION.    II. Methods 
of directing other activities than athletics, such as: games,  stunts, gymnas- 
ipparatut,  tumbling, athletic  dancing.     Prerequisites,   Psychology  211. 
321, Education 211-212.   Two lecturei and two laboratory periods PIT week. 
I, 3.     Mr. Jenkins. 
315-316. THEORY AND PRACTICE OP PHYSICAL EDUCATION. III. Func- 
tion and organization of play and playground; lectures on the meaning of 
play, characteristics of different age groups; classification and organization 
ol play activities suitable for each age period; games of low organization 
for school playground.    Two lectures and two laboratory periods per week. 
II, 3.     Mr. Jenkins. 
343. PERSONAL AND GENERAL HYCIBNB, INCLUDING ATHLETIC TRAIN- 
Lecturet, discussions, and readings dealing with the field of personal 
and public health.     Prerequisites,   Physical  Education   111-112. 
VI. 4.    Mr.  Livingston. 
344. THE  TEACHING or  HEALTH   AND  SCHOOL  HEALTH   PROBLEMS. 
prepare teachers oi health and physical education to take an 
active   part   in  the  promotion of   health   instruction   and   health  service   in 
public schools.    Prerequisites, Zoology 201;  Psychology, 6 hours;  Educa- 
hours. VI, 4.   Mr. Livingston, 
441. Ai'i'LiKD ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY OP KXERCISE AND KINKSIOLOGY. A 
study of the principal types of muscular exercise, with inquiry as to how 
they are performed, how they react on the body and their relation to the 
problems of bodily development, bodily efficiency, and the prevention and 
cure of certain defects and deformities. Two lectures and two laboratory 
periods per week.   Prerequisites, Zoology 201. II, 3.    Mr. Livingston. 
442. NORMAL DIAGNOSIS AND INDIVIDUAL CORRECTIVE GYMNASTICS. 
Study of the cause of postural defects and their treatment by exercise and 
other means, together with the methods of administering the work of cor- 
rection. Two lectures and two laboratory periods per week. Prerequisites, 
Zoology  201. Physical Education 441. II. 3.     Mr. Livingston. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATK >N 
I"'   K   \\ I   \1 EN 
Miss BARB   MISS BADENOCH, M -- RENSIIAW, MISS SWEET 
Physical education ii required of .-ill freshmen ami sophomores 
three periods per week, each course earning one credit hour per 
semester.   A unil irmasium suit 1- required and should be 
purchas    in the tall in Granvill ■.• $5    All students 
taking required work in physical educati n must pa) a laboratory 
fee of $2 at the beginning of each scl o ! Mar. 
A complete physical and medical examination is given to each 
freshman student .i< thi yeai by the Uni- 
versity   Health . - this department.    Classification tests 
include the following,admii i rible after the fall 
registration   tests ability, athletii achievement, rhythmic 
achievement, and strength.   While no rigid system of registration 
to ability emeni has as yet been enforced, 
evei    effi rt i- being made to work in the direction of an intelli- 
gent registration directly in line with student needs and interests. 
All applications for deferment of and exemption (mm phy- 
sical education must be made to the head of the department. Stu- 
dent- who are physically unfit for any type of recreation whatso 
ever, as certified by the University Physician; students from in- 
stitutions of college or university rank who have taken accredited 
courses in physical education; and students over twenty-five years 
of age entering college will be exempt from the physical education 
requirement. 
Required Courses 
111-112. Foi lii i MI- Three hours ol work throughout the year. 
One hour in tin- Fundamentali of Bodily Movement, and Iwo hours from the 
following activities    archery,  base! ketball,  folk and clog dancing, 
rhythmic dai tennis, track and field, swimming, volley- 
hall, winter sports, apparatus, nimhling. outing activities, indoor recreational 
ities.    Fee  $1.00 each tet Three hours, arranged, I. 
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211-212. Fos SoPHOMOMta. Three houn <»f work throughout the year. 
During the winter season one hour in Organized Games (an orientation 
coui ' in games.) Other than this, tree elections from activities as listed 
above with the emphasis on advanced work. Three hours, arranged, I. 
For 1935-36, majors <<r minors in Physical Education may receive 2 
hours "i credit each in courses 211-212 by taking twke the amount of work, 
subject to approval ol the Department. 
201.    (Both   semesters).    HVC.IKNK.    Required   of   all   sophomores   for 
First semester, II a'"! III. second semester IV. 2. 
Elective Courses 
The advanced courses arc offered for the benefit of those stu- 
dents who desire to become teachers of physical education, or to 
combine such activity with the teaching of academic subjects. They 
are also arranged to meet the needs of those who desire familiarity 
with the problems of physical education as a part of their equip- 
ment for community recreation. Girl Scout work, camp leadership, 
and other modern leisure time agencies. 
To qualify as full-time teachers of physical education in high 
-chools, students must complete the following courses for 40 hours 
of credit, including certain science requirements stated below as 
prerequisites. A minor in this department requires 22 hours of 
credit hut this includes 4 hours of credit for 211-212 and 2 hours 
lor 201, both of which are general university requirements. There- 
fore, in addition to general requirements, the minor demands 16 
hours of work. 
Zoology 111-112. 211-212 are science prerequisites lor all 
majors.   Zoology 111-112 is recommended, hut not required for 
minors. 
Dining the academic year l'!35-36 the courses as listed below 
will have a slightly different arrangement, They will all IK- com- 
bined into three course, offering much larger blocs of credit. This 
plan will apply only to majors and minors in the department and 
i- experimental in character. Other students may elect on tile old 
plan which Ills into the new. 
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The courses are as i< I 
I'M '. . - v 'i hours credit.   In- 
:_' bouri credit    In- 
each, 
uri 
-14    Tai K* \ complete itudj 
theorj   ■' i1'" A -iudy ol I 
nshlp 
to a i g it •■ of  play 
in cducatio 211 taken m conj mction. 
VI, 2 
222.   THE O ol play. 
The modern communit} email      th ipedal emphasis on the 
Itud) A   thorough   consideration  of 
I im •     Pre- 
M. 2. 
321.   SPOKI tnd -.tra- 
tegy oi  archery, ba ; track   field hockey, soc- 
..... teaching.    P 
111 112 211 212 III. 2. 
22     Srcsn     TBCB III, 2. 
323.     EtIMIl nil ol   rhythmic 
form and its reUtio niitable for 
use in the primar>   jn table for use in the upper 
Sh< -i  tall I -itiviiics and 
dancing  M  ed«   l -           presenting rl vilimic 
mat< 111 1!-'  211-212.              T. ft Th., lit   2. 
24     1    i    PHIU -'.rin   or  THE DAI           ecturt             i      its,   and 
sling with th«   ■ il       lo the other fine art>   The 
Irama The adaptation ol this type of work 
i 111-112,211-212.       IV, 2. 
TKACH PHI     U  EDUCATION. 
(Edw   ■ A    tu j ■     tbi  educational pi BJ the teaching 
tivities and teaching 
metho<      dapted to vario P i  eqwsites, 111-112. 
211 212,  Education -'11 212   Psychology 211, and 321. 
M . Ill and I hour \>> l»e arranged, 2. 
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326    TBIOKV AND PRACTICI OK TEACHING IN  PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
I Education).    A study of  historical systems of  gymnastics  and  the  recent 
attempt! to modify them.   The influence of American irmovationa on the 
itndy of the fundamentals of bodily movement.   Practice teaching within the 
Same prerequisite! as 325. If., [II and I  hour to be arranged. 2. 
s27. KlHISIOLOGY, A study of bodily movement. Possibilities for 
movement in the various joints and the action of muscle groups in pro- 
ducing the movements ordinarily used in physical education activities, Pre- 
requisites, Zoology 111-112.    Recommended Chemistry 111 112 IV. 2. 
331. THK PHYSIOLOGY of At TIVITV. A study of the physiological effects 
Of exercise treated entirely   from the point Of  view of  the physical education 
XKII laboratory course.   Prerequisites: Zoology ni-ii2, 211-212; 
Chemistry strongly recommended;  Physics advised. 
M. W.. and Th. VI, 3. 
411. INDIVIDUAL GYMNASTICS AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS. Lec- 
tures, 'iiscussions, recitations, and practice dealing with the theory of the 
mechanics of postural defects, and the application of exercise in the treat- 
men!  of   functional and organic abnormalities of girls and women.    A dis- 
00 of the physical examination and methods used in the diagnosis of 
physical defects. Prerequisites. Zoology 111-112. 211-212; Physical Educa- 
tion 201 and 327. IV, 3. 
414. PsjNciPUts, ORGANIZATION, «ND ADMINISTRATION OF PHYSICAL 
KM CATION. The place of physical education within the field of general 
ttion; its relation to the science of education and a philosophy of living. 
The principles of education through physical education. A consideration of 
(he problems of organization and administration in elementary ami secondary 
tcbooll and colleges. Lectures, readings, and discussions leading up to the 
conduct of the senior comprehensive examination. Prerequisites: senior 
standing in physical education. 
M . T.. and Th. IV. and I hour to be arranged, 4. 
415. SCHOOL HF.AI.TII PROBLEMS. A " '/ of health education; its 
need! and its place in the curriculum. A consideration of the administra- 
tive problems of a school health service   Prerequisite 201. 
M. and W. II, 2. 
4H>.   TH« TEACHING of HBALTH EDUCATION.   (Education.)   Methods 
of  handling the teaching problems of  health  instruction.    Health education 
program! and materials.    Prerequisite, 415. T. and  Th.  HI, 2. 
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PHYSICS 
Mi  SMITH   M 
The majoi nsists          ui sea 1 1-112, 
211-212, with twelve a liti nal hou                                .-. num 
bered higher than .!i" Student!                                ..•    «  ■ • 
should elect ,.,„,., 
students will take 4.ii and 4,!.'.   The 111-112 with 113- 
114 will satisf) the  PI |enta| 
studi   • 
111.   GCMSXAl I'n recitation] cover- 
ing the mure imp. u.   Qnc 
ye.  ol high school phy oipany or preeede 
i vi ^ 
"-■   OUIBUI   !■ tion ol  COUTK   ill. electricity, 
■■•■el irse HI  and 
I   VI, 3. 
HJ-1H    Gil parallelini lb 
oi courses 111-112 .,.,., arc rcgUtcred in conrac 
111,1 lining than n offered in 
course .'11 212     Pec   ;: I-II. ni-iv or VI VII, 2. 
-'"      ■•« imai ..   „f   micl.ai.ic-.   molecular 
land heat    Prereos   iti     .    .   e 111-112 and Freshman Malhematica, 
I   '"' III IV or VI-V1I. J, 
212    UaoaAToav    I rhc   more   [undamenul   experiments   in 
iinc.iv     I'r        : 111-112 and 
I:    hmai   Mathen   I Fee, J   DO 1II-IV or VI-VII  3. 
'
1!
     I                    MCASI-SI »i'. ratory courM ™ electrical        I    . 
11-112 i   i 
\ I VII, 3. 
."•12.    l.icHI,    An intermediate laboratory course in                     ling ol 
I' in lens •> I liysica   '14 is 
''■' ;" ratory. I         pishes, 
ilcului     Fo   J   00 VI-VII,   3, 
313, UACKBTISU AND Bucmcrrr. Thii course is an introduction to 
the rabjecl of nuKneiism and i lectricity, and is intended io lie a foundation 
lor any work in this field.    The ||    ihouM be 
PSYCHOLOGY 101 
taken with ihii coui -<     Prerequisites, course 111-112 and the calculus.   Al- 
ternate course, offered in 1935-36. ill, 3. 
314.    THKORY OK LIGHT.   This course is an introduction to the study ot 
geometrical and physical optics.    Physics 312 is the corresponding laboratory 
Prerequisites,  course   111-11-  and  the  calculus.    Alternate course; 
in 1935-36, III. 3. 
;
~; KIN'HK THKORY. A lecture course presenting the kinetic theory 
and   elementary   thermodynamics.     Prerequisites,   course   111-112   and   the 
calculus.   Alternate course; not offered in 1935-36. Ill, 3. 
334.    ELECTION   TIIKORY.    A lecture course on the electron theory pre- 
senting the current ideas regarding the structure of the atom. Prerequisites, 
111-112 and the calculus.    Alternate course; not offered in  19.15-36. 
Ill, 3. 
344.    RAIUO.   TEUGRAFH   AND  TKLKPHONK     laboratory   work   and   Ice 
tores  treating  the  fundamental  principles   underlying  modem  wireless  tele- 
graph and telephone circuits.   Prerequisites, course 111-112.  Fee, $.1.00. I. 3. 
4.11-432.    KT.KMKNTS   or   ELECTRICAL   ENGINEERING.   A     lecture    and 
laboratory  course  presenting  the  general   theory  of   direct   and  alternating 
current   circuits   and   their   application   to   direct   and   alternating   current 
machinery. Prerequisites, course 111-112, 211-212 and the calculus- Fee, $3.00. 
W. &  F. Ill, with one 4-hour laboratory period, 4. 
441 442. ADVANCED LABORATORY AND SPECIAL PROBLEMS. Adequately 
prepared students may, with the advice and the approval of the depart- 
ment, register for this course which will consist of advanced work in the 
laboratory or some special problem. In each case the interest of the stu- 
dent will be respected. This course will be limited to seniors who are 
majors in the department and who have satisfied the department that their 
graduation requirements will be fulfilled. Hours for work and for con- 
ference will be arranged in each case. The student may register for two 
or three hours of this work. Arr.. 2 or 3. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MR. LEWIS, MISS RICE 
A major in Psychology will include the courses registered in 
the department (with the exception of 321, which may be omitted 
upon advice of head of department) and a sufficient number of 
ft 
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additional semestei hours to bring the number up to twenty-four: 
these -   to l>e   selected  from   the following 
courses: Zoology 201. Sociology 319, Philosophy 224. 321 or 331- 
332. 
211.   GENUAL  PsYCHOUMl     Afl   •• i roideranOD of mental 
activity in its s-arious aspects, the conditions thai account tor its appearance 
and growth. an<! the end- ■;   nking. 
hal.it. etc.   Repeated the second saunter at II  VII.       11. in. IV  VII  :.. 
215.    EXPKBIMV.STAL  I' Lai grounding in labor- 
atory technique and meal ling •>.-■ phenomena of human be- 
havior.     Prerequisite, course 211   and consent of  instructor.    Laboratory. 
1
  Wed,  VI  VII  ,,r   Wed and Fri.   I                                                       2. 
317. ' ■   I or.v.    A consideration of mental growth 
and decline, empha-izing the significance of the first years of  rapid change. 
Prerequisite, 5 hou ■ r- VI, 3. 
321.   PsvcnoLOCt   F El duction to the fondamentals 
of  educational  the ::ce in  the light of  psychological   study and 
Repeated I IV. 
VI, 3. 
332.    ADVANCED    ExraaillUITJ iY.    Continued    laboratory 
trail.inc   especially   in   problem ' Berenees   and   of   learning. 
-'II   and  215.    Ijb- 
2. 
•
i<2
      I SL  TESTS     A  consideration of  the   form-,  use., ami 
theory of  mental  trstinc      Usually accompanied  by course  332.     Prcrcqui- 
211 and 21S III   3. 
411 ktl rnia] and 
In,       Emphasis   will  be 
placed other neurotic ail- 
? hours ot  psychology. 
VII.  3. 
412.    RE I i •.. \   ni  m   of   "Behavior- 
ism", of Gestall psychology, and of the more conservative changes recom- 
mended by the old-school psychologists; and an attempt to find out some 
of the consequences that are apt to follow from the psychological pioneer- 
ing  now in  progresi  "ti many   fronts.   Prerequisile,  5 hours  of  p.-ychology. 
VII. 3. 
r 
RELIGION 103 
RELIGION- 
MR. STEWART 
The two-fold aim of the instruction in this department is 
general religious culture and preparation for efficient Christian 
-i! vice. 
The courses may lead, after further study, to: the ministry, 
the mission field, church director of religious education, supervisor 
ol week-day church schools, Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. work, 
teacher in school or college, specialized forms of service—editorial, 
secretarial, promotional. The courses also make preparation for 
the following, though further study is advisable: teacher in week- 
day church school, |>astor's assistant. 
111. OLD TESTAMENT The historical background, the development of 
religious thought, the work and place of the leading characters, the setting 
ol the various Iwoks. IV. VI. 3. 
112. LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF JESUS. This course iorms a logical se- 
quence with course 111, though the two are independents units. A study par- 
ticularly of the synoptic Gospels for the facts of Jesus' life and the social 
hearings of his teaching and example. IV, VI, 3. 
115. PRINCIPLES OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. The principles, problems 
and programs of religious education as carried on by the local church and 
community. HI. 3. 
116. THE MODEHN CHURCH SCHOOL.   A study of the organization, ad 
■tii     and aim. of the Church School, in its Sunday, week-day, and 
i.ii ition   r-i..n.. and its relation to the educational program of the church. 
Ill, 3. 
205-20(1.   FIELD WORK IS RELIGION.   A course dealing with the meth- 
ods, programs, and aims of such week-end and other field work in religion 
iy lie undertaken by Denison students.    Classwork, conferences, and 
active participation in such work required. Open to freshmen without credit 
For others, one hour of credit per semester. Arc, 1. 
211. OLD TESTAMENT PROPHETS. A more thorough study of the life 
and work of the great prophets; the social and political situation in which 
they lived, the reforms they sought to accomplish, and the permanent con- 
tribution they made to religious life and thought. Prerequisite, course 111. 
Not offered in 1935-36. 3- 
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RELIGION 103 
RELIGION 
MR. STEWART 
The two-fold aim of the instruction in this department is 
general religious culture and preparation for efficient Christian 
■ ■ iice, 
Tin- courses may lead, after further study, to: the ministry, 
:ln million Held, church director of religious education, supervisor 
of week day church schools, Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. work, 
teacher in school or college, specialized forms of service—editorial, 
■ecretarial, promotional. The courses also make preparation for 
tbt following, though further study is advisable: teacher in week- 
day church school, pastor's assistant. 
111. OLD TESTAMENT. The historical background, the development of 
thought, the work and place of the leading characters, the setting 
ii IOM  bookl. IV.  VI. 3. 
112    Lm AND TEACHINGS of JESUS.   This course forms a logical se- 
quence with COUTH 111. though the two arc independents units.   A study par- 
licuUrl) ol the synoptic Gospels for the facts of Jesus' life and the social 
-  i| Mi teaching and example. IV, VI, 3. 
115.    PRINCIPLES OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.   The principles, problems 
.id program of  religious education as carried on by the local church and 
 ununlt) Hi, 3. 
II''    THE MODERN CHURCH SCHOOL.   A study of the organization, ad- 
.11'I  .inn. ..I  |he Church  School, in its  Sunday, week-day, and 
> tcatton  MMMRII, and ils relation to the educational program of the church. 
Ill, 3. 
gU -If'    h'u.i.u WokK IN RELIGION.   A course dealing wilh the melh- 
i.iins, and aims of such week-end and other field work in religion 
• ■   MI.iv   In-  undertaken by   Dcnisou   students.    Classwork, conferences,   .mil 
irtkfpatton in Mich work required. Open to freshmen without credit. 
I   ■■  other*, <.nr hour of credit per semester. Arr., 1. 
ill     nin TESTAMENT PKOI-IIETS.   A more thorough study of the life 
ind «<nk ,.I ilie great prophets: the social and political situation in which 
'In-  MI I>I in> they  sought to accomplish, and the permanent con- 
lllbutkm lliey made to religious life and thought.    Prerequisite, course 111. 
II ml in 1935-36. 3. 
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212.    THE   EARLY   CHTRCH.    This  course  begins   with  the  account in 
Acts, I  v- imphasis r>n the life and  work of   Paul, and carries the study to 
the end of   the   Ap ' Prerequisite, course   112.     Not  offered in 
1935 36 3. 
217. THE HISTORY OF RKUC.ION. Origin of religion, nature of primi- 
tive and  classical   religions   history   of   present   non-Christian   faiths.     Not 
3. 
218. V RlUGION. A C'turM- that seeks to discover the 
meaning of religion and its place in human life, in particular to aid in the 
solution  r>i   those   P Menu  confronted by undergraduate  thought. 
coarse* 111-112,   N't offered in 1935-36. 3. 
302.    MlMUM!      Hi-t^ry and development of Christian mission*.    Geo- 
graphical,  racial,  rcliKious influences upon  the various people*.    The prob- 
lems and  opportunities  in  the mission fields.    The  meaning of  the  present 
ion. VII, 3. 
305-30 YEAR  OF  FiEU'  WORK   IN   RlLIGION.   Not  more than 
four <■ in field work in religion may be countc I toward f.'iaduatiorL 
to be arranged.    1. 
311. METiiors OF TEACHING RmciON. A practical study of the 
principles and methods of pedagogy as applied to the teaching of religious 
subjects for the development of Christian character. Prerequisite, course 
116. II. 3. 
312. STORY TF.I.I.INV, AND DRAMATIZATION.    Principles of story-telling. 
material, as 
used it ili< educational value of the dramatized story, 
methods ol  irses 111, 112 or 116.        II. 3. 
319, PSYCHOLOGY or RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENT. The religious and 
moral capacities of childhood and early adolescence, the course of their de- 
velopment, and the agencies available for the cultivation of a wholesome 
religious life. It is desirable that students first take Psychology 211. Pre- 
requisites, course  111. 112. 115.   Not offered in l'>35-36. 3. 
321 Win-ini' AM. HYMNOLOCY, The nature and function of worship; 
principles of program making for church services, church schools, young 
people's meetings, etc. The history of the great Christian hymns and 
principles of their evaluation. VII, 3. 
SOCIOLOGY 105 
SOCIOLOGY 
MR. DBTWKILEB, MISS MCXAI.I. 
A major sequence in this department must include six hours in 
Economics and eighteen or more semester hours in Sociology. In 
addition to the major, the student should take a year of American 
History and at least one course each in Government, Psychology, 
and Philosophy.   Philosophy 326 may he counted in the major. 
211. SOCIAL PROBLEMS. Facts alwut American society showing the 
need of sociological study. Such problems as defectiveness, poverty and 
crime arc approached in the attempt to gain a social and scientific point of 
view. Open to sophomores and juniors. Seniors should take course 309 or 
212- VI, VII, 3. 
212. TliK FAMUY. The family as a developing institution in human 
history, the new stresses put upon it since the industrial revolution, popula- 
tion, birth control, psychology in the family circle, marriage, divorce, bud- 
*«' VI, VII, 3. 
.109. SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Primitive peoples, races of mankind, and 
the processes of culture, with special reference to American Indians and 
Africans. II, 4. 
312. HACK PROHLEMS IN THE UNITED STATES. Immigration; the Ne- 
gro, the Oriental, the Mexican, and other racial groups in American life. 
Prerequisite, 3 hours of Sociology. II, 4. 
319. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. The elements of general psychology arc 
presupposed, and a study is made of the psychological attitudes and currents 
iti national and community life Prerequisites, Psychology 211, and 3 hours 
of Sociology. I, 4. 
412. SOCIAL WORK. A course preliminary to later vocational training 
looking toward family case work in ils modern phases. Three hour, i week 
in class and 50 clock-hours of supervised social work in Licking County. 
I. 4. 
SPEECH 
MR. CROCKKK. MR. WOELUIAF 
A major in the department of Speech consists of 24 semes- 
ter hours, elective. 
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111-112 l.i iv. |i f SPHCU, An introduction lo the fields o( speech 
activity: interpretation, debating, public speaking, acting.    Voice, gesture, 
platform bearing,  platform manners, diction,  and other  important  problems 
who appear-  before an audience are  considered    Extensive 
practki in      Students  will he expected to give fifteen minutes  a 
week  for personal conferences.    Lectures, rending, and note- 
bo k Three sections,  I.  11. VI, 3,    Mr. Crocker. 
213-214.     Ik Rln   INC     Principles   and   problems   of    lit- 
erarj   ai interpretation      Kxtensive practice and criticism. 
111. IV. Z.   Mr. Woellhaf. 
215-216    S BNI D CONSTRUCTION,   The technique of design- 
Class work In design and theory sup- 
it the Theatre   Subjects covered: history of 
lern theories of  design,  tiat construction,  lighting,  stage 
i expecting   to 
tiring, art,   The student is advised to take freehand 
Dg with this course.      VI, 3.    Mr. Woellhaf. 
218. SPUCH COMPOSITION. Composition "i manuscripts; rhetorical 
questions 'hat arise will be considered carefully: analysis of speeches of 
'he in. ress M m    VI-VII, 2.    Mr. Crocker. 
219 [NTiacotLaoiATI DEBATING. The questions to be used in the in- 
tercollegiate debates will be studied and members of the teams will be 
chosen from this class. Lectures, briefs of public questions, research, and 
much practice before the group. Open to all students who wish to debate, 
both men and women A total of six hours in debating may be counted to- 
ward graduation Mon., VI-VII. 1.    Mr. Crocker. 
221. Bl'SIKUS AND Paorefl IONAL SI-FAKING. Delivery of carefully 
prepared speeches appropriate to business and professional life. Types of 
businesj speaking and the personal interview are considered. Lectures, 
papers, readings, and personal conference with the  instructor. 
IV, 3.    Mr. Crocker. 
223-224.    THEATRE   Wot*   HOP.    A   laboratory  course  at   the   Theatre. 
Actual practio ucting scenery, shifting scenery, stage management, 
■  an   construction   lighting, etc.    May be elected separately or in con- 
junction with 215-216.   Open only to uppcrclassmen. 
Arr., 2.    Mr. Woellhaf. 
227-228,    ACTING    Open  to upperclasstnen.    The casts   for  the  four 
plays will be chosen  from this class and Masquer-.    Those not re- 
eeivh g parts in these productions will study scenes from Shakespeare, Ibsen, 
O'Neill,  Anderson,   Howard, and others, and give  informal  laboratory per- 
tnces Arr., 2.    Mr. Woellhaf. 
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229-230. SECOND YEAR of ACTINC. Not more than eight credit hours 
in Acting may be counted toward graduation. Arr., 2.   Mr. Woellhaf. 
311. THE TEACHINC or SPEECH. History of rhetorical thought, psy- 
chology of language, phonetics, the text, collateral reading, the shaping of 
spooli curriculum, the leading of the class hour.    (Education). 
Time to be arranged.    Mr. Crocker. 
312. RHETORICAL THEORY. Historical and critical survey of the prin- 
cipal theories in regard to speech composition and delivery, from Aristotle 
to the present time with special emphasis on the classical period.    Collateral 
u'. reports, lectures, papers.      Time to be arranged.    2.    Mr. Crocker. 
315-316. PLAY DIRECTION. The planning, rehearsing, and laboratory 
produciion of one full length play will constitute a part of the required 
work. Intensive reading of plays suitable for production will be required. 
Prerequisite, 215-216, and consent of the instructor.   VI, 2.    Mr. Woellhaf. 
ZOOLOGY 
MR. LINDSEY, MR. MORGAN 
Course 111-112 of the department of Botany may be sub- 
stituted for Zoology 111-112 as preparation for advanced courses 
if necessary for the completion of major or pre-professional re- 
quirements. Courses 111-112 and 113-114 meet the entrance re- 
quirements of medical colleges as a minimum; 211-212 is recom- 
mended by all medical colleges in addition and 224 is recommend- 
ed by all and required by a few. Majors in this department should 
be arranged with the professor in charge; a major must include 
111-112 and 113-114 or an acceptable equivalent and either 211- 
212 or 223 and 224. Courses 111-112 and 113-114 are essentially 
the same as course 111-112 of previous years; 111-112 includes 
all subject matter of general interest while 113-114 is planned as 
a supplementary course for major students. 
111-112. ANIMAL BIOLOGY. An introductory course in biology based 
principally but not exclusively upon animals. Topics considered include the 
properties of living matter, its organization, and the principles of its re- 
action to environment. Development of the individual, heredity, and evolu- 
lion are considered briefly. One laboratory exercise per week illustrates 
the lecture material.   Fee. $1,25 per hour of credit.   Lectures Mon., Wed., 
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II; T.. Th.. VI iratorj any one of the following two-hour periods: 
Fri. i 11. Mor.. Wed, VI-VII. 3,   Mr. Lindsey, Mr, Morgan. 
113-114.    MOBPUOLOGI     A lurvej ol the animal king on ba ed on the 
Studj -     To be taken with 111-112 or 
ard     Fee, $3.00 pet semester, Laboratory only, two two-hour periods 
per week, T.. Th.. Ml 2    Ui   Lindsey, Mr. Morgan. 
201.     PBYSIOLOCY.    A   study   of   the   normal   Junctions   of   the   human 
S'o prerequisites.    Not offered in 
IV, 3.   Mi. Morgan. 
211-21.2    VnrnbnuTl ZOOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE ANATOUV.   A study 
o! the definitive itructurei fly ol the cbwification 
of the vertebrates.    A little more than one semester is devoted to the com- 
if   these animals.    Laboratory  work  consists  of   detailed 
dissections and comparative studies of the dog-fish, an amphibian, a reptile 
^nd a mammal, with Other subjects at the discretion of the instructor.    Fee, 
$1.25  ;   * die*   111-112 and  113-114.    Lcc- 
Tues., Thurs., III. laboratory, Wed.  Kn. 1I1-1V.     4    Mr. Morgan. 
223 ' I'ly   ot    the   minute   structure   of   vertebrates, 
chiefly mammals.    Laboratory  will  include both the  preparation and  study 
courses 111-112 and 113-114. Pee, $1.25 per hour 
of credit Two els • pi week and three lal>oratory pcri<>ds of two hours 
each, or threi cretion of the instructor. 
.Hi. Mon., Wed, Fri.. 11I-IV.   5.   Mr. Lindsey. 
224 EllBBtyotOGY.    A study of  the formation of the germ cells, cleav- 
age, the germ layers, and the development of adult structures in the vertc- 
O work includes the study of cell behaviour and of the 
developing frog, chick and pig. This course should follow 223 but may be 
■aken separately if needed lor medical entrance. Prerequisites, courses 111- 
112 and  113-114.    Fee, $125 per hour of credit. 
Mon.  Toes   Thu   III. Wed . Fri. III! V.   5     Mr. Undsey. 
225-226.    EVOLUTION   AND  GENETICS.    A   study  of   the  relationship  of 
living things and its scientific explanation.    The factors operative in living 
organisms, the way in which they interact, anil the mechanism of their per- 
petuation or modification through successive generations constitute the chief 
i of tli' court      ' Iffered in 1935-36 only as a combined lecture and dis- 
II. 2. Mr. Lindsey. 
227-228. ENTOMOLOGY. The morphology, classification and economic 
importance of insects, with methods of control. A brief introductory course. 
Laboratory work includes a survey of insect morphology and enough work 
in the identification of insects to enable the student to recognize the com 
mon families. Prerequisites, courses 111-112 Lectures, Tues., Thurs., IV; 
ratory, Mon.. III-IV.    Fee, $1.25 per hour of credit.      .*.    Mr.  Morgan. 
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SUMMER SESSION 
The Summer Session of Denison University is eight weeks 
in length. Tin- term for 1935 will open on the twelfth of June. 
Detailed announcements of the courses and other matters concern- 
ing the Summer Session will he made later in a special hulletin. 
All regulations concerning entrance requirements, requirements 
for graduation, and the like are in effect in the Summer Session. 
For the past two summers almost every division of the Uni- 
versity has been in operation. Last summer there were twenty- 
seven men and women on the stalf of instruction, most of 
whom wire members of the regular staff. The wide range of 
courses offered in practically every division of the University, in- 
cluding courses required for the Elementary Teachers Certificate, 
makes possible the accommodation of students who may wish to 
continue their work for the A.B. degree or for a teacher's cer- 
tificate. 
In addition to the general academic opportunities offered, the 
University endeavors to provide in the Summer Session for all 
students and teachers who have special interests either practical 
or theoretical. A special effort is made by the University, through 
its assembly programs, to bring the students into contact with a 
number of outstanding men and women in the various fields of 
human endeavor. There is an inspiration in Granville's scenic 
beauty which is the natural ally of classroom instruction in the 
creative arts. It i~ to be hoped that these combined influences will 
enable students to make real achievements in art, music, dramatics, 
and creative writing. 
Practically the entire equipment of the University—buildings, 
grounds, libraries, laboratories, gymnasiums, etc.—is available for 
the Summer Session work. 
EXPENSES: 
Registration  Fee  ......... $ 2.00 
Tuition Fee: tor eight weeks, one semester hour    5.00 
Rooms: in the dormitories, $2.00 a week  16.00 
Board: approximately $4.50 a week  36.00 
Laboratory Fees: to lie determined by the course. 
For iptcjal Summer Session catalogue write: Professor E. B. Hawes. Director. 
The Conservatory of Music 
FACULTY 
KARL 11. ESCHMAN, A.M. 
Ptttote of the American Guild of Organists 
Director and I'rofessor of Music 
Graduate of Denison Conservatory in Piano and Organ; 
Graduate Student. Harvard University. 1911-12. under Walter 
R. Spaldinj; and Edward Burlingame Hill; 1912-13, under Hugo 
Kaun and Piano under Victor lleinzc. Hcrlin; under Krwin Stein 
and Others. University of Vienna. 1929-30. 
FANNIE JVDSON KARRAR 
Assistant Professor of Music 
Piano 
Pupil in Piano of J. Kmil Ecker, Toledo. Ohio; Constantin 
Steinberg, Philadelphia; Bertrand Roth, Dresden; Tobias Matthay 
and Claude F. Pollard, London.    Student in Vienna. 
WILLIAM M. WKLLS 
I 'ioluncello 
Graduate of the Royal Conservatory, Wurzhurg. Member 
of the Cincinnati Symphony and the Philharmonic Orchestra; for 
seven years, under Waller Damrosch in the N'ew York Symphony 
Orchestra. 
SAM GELFER 
Violin 
Pupil of Henry Schradieck. Thodore Spiering, Alois Trnka 
and Joseph Achron in Violin and of Frederick B. Stivens and 
K. 11. Miles in Theory. 
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MRAYTON STARK, A.B., Mus.H., F.A.G.O. 
University Organist 
Organ and Theory 
Graduate of the Guilmant Organ School; post graduate work 
at tin- Eastman School of Music; theory with T. Tcrtius Noble, 
ami organ with Joseph Bonnet, organist of the Cathedral of St. 
Eustache,  Paris.    Fellow of  the American Guild of Organists; 
director of music at Christ Church, Corning, N. Y. 
SUE HAURY 
I'iano 
Graduate of Bethel Academy and the Pcahody Conservatory; 
postgraduate study at the New England Conservatory and the 
Juilliard Foundation; Instructor at the Maryland School for the 
Blind and at Occidental College, Los Angeles. Pupil of Alfred 
Butler, George Boyle, Richard Stevens and Olga Samaroff. 
DOROTHY DUNN, A.B. 
Graduate of Miami University, magna cum laude; pupil of 
Joseph Clokcy, Rosa Bartschmidt, Louis Graveure, Alexander 
Kisselburgh, and Louis Bachner; student, the Mozarteum. Salz- 
burg, Austria, summer 1932; on the faculty of the University of 
Illinois and Miami (summer session). 
ARTHUR HUFF, A.B. 
Public School Music and Solfeggio 
Graduate of Dcnison. 1928; Supervisor of  Music at Rich- 
mond. Indiana and at Winston-Salem, North Carolina; Director 
nf Music at the Granville Baptist Church and supervisor in the 
schools of Licking County. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements for entrance to any of the regular four year 
courses arc the same as those for the college.  There are no formal 
entrance requirements for special students in classes and for pri- 
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vate instruction, beyond the evidence of ability to profit by the in- 
struction  offered.     The  work   of  the   year  is divided  into two 
semesters i see the University Calendar on page 3), and students 
may best enter the Conservatory at the beginning of a semester, 
although private lessons may be taken up at any time. No registra- 
tions are accepted, however, for less than the remainder of the 
semester. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR C.RADUATION 
BACBELOI OK MUSIC DECREE 
The Conservatory offers the degree of Bachelor of Music 
upon the completion of 128 semester hours as outlined on pages 
12-13 of the Conservatory Bulletin which can be secured from the 
Director. Courses 101. 102. HI. 112. 201, 202, 221, 222, 311. 
312, 331. 33.'. 441, and 442 in the Department ot Theory are re- 
quired.     In  addition  two years of   Solfeggio   (four hours each 
week), forty-eight semestei hours of applied music and four 
hours of ensemble must IK- completed.    Tin- remaining .'2 hours 
are in college subjects. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH MUSIC MAJOR 
Students may receive the A.B. degree with a major in theo- 
relical music consisting of 12 hours in Theory. 8 hours in applied 
Music, 1 hours in Ensemble Music or the A.B. degree may be 
obtained with a major in Applied Music with 24 hours in Theory 
and 16 hours in Applied Music and 4 hours in Ensemble Music. 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC COURSE 
rial course foi Supervisors of Music in Public Schools 
is offered, leading to the degree of Bacheloi of Music, The 12v 
hours of ibis course are listed on page 16 of the Conservatory 
Bulletin They are divided into the following main groups: Lib- 
eral Arts 30 hours. Education 24 hours. Theoretical Music 40. 
Applied Music 24, Physical Kducation 4 hours, and elective 6 
hours. The requirements of this course are fixed by the State 
Department of  Education.     Thorough and adequate preparation 
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is supplemented by practice teaching in the public schools. All 
the work is approved by the State Department and graduates re- 
ceive the State Certificates without further examination. 
DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES 
The two degrees, Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of Arts 
cannot be granted in the same year to any one candidate but a 
student graduating from college who has majored in music and 
fulfilled certain other requirements as outlined in the Conservatory 
Bulletin, is granted a Diploma or Certificate on recommendation 
ni the Conservatory Faculty. Each candidate for the diploma 
must give a public recital during the senior year. To students 
substituting a certain amount of work in Normal Training or 
public school music for the graduating recital and giving promise 
of aptitude for teaching, a certificate is granted instead of a 
diploma. Students completing satisfactorily any integral part of 
the work offered in the various departments of the Conservatory, 
involving not less than a year's study, may obtain an officially 
signed statement to that effect, together with a copy of the Key 
istrar's record. 
MUSIC LIBRARY 
The music branch of the University Library, consisting of 
over one thousand volumes of literature and music, is housed at 
llic Conservatory, and is available on the same terms as the main 
library. There is also a collection of primitive musical instru- 
ments of great interest, most of which have been presented  by 
Denison alumni. 
PRACTICE PIANOS 
The Conservatory is equipped with practice pianos. Hours 
and rooms for practice should be engaged at the time of register- 
ing, and no other use of instruments or rooms is allowed without 
special permission. 
RECITALS AND CONCERTS 
Student recitals take place frequently throughout the year, 
and students are expected to attend.   All students are under ob- 
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libation to |ierform at recitals when so directed by their instructor. 
Students are Dot allowed to perform in public without the know- 
ledge and consent ol the instructor. 
Besi lea the festivals of the Choral Society and various other 
nun ■       ull re given during the year. 
and several artist recitals, most of which are free to Conservatory 
students. 
MUSICAL < tnc VNIZATIONS 
M •. Evschman, Director. 
Membership is open to all who can read music sufficiently well. 
Two principal concerts are given each year, with notable artist- 
assisting. According to the present custom. Handel's "Messiah" 
is sung each veai at Cl ristmas, wl d'l "Faust", Rossini's 
"Stabat  Mater". Mendelssohn's "Hymn of Praise", "Elijah" and 
"St    Paul" "Song  of   Fate",   Ilruch's  "Fair   Ellen". 
Ware's "Sir I lluf", Debussy's "Blessed Damozel", Haydn's "Cre- 
ation". Coleridge-Taylor's "Hiawatha", Verdi's "Aida", Franck's 
"Beatitudes", Bizet's "Carmen" and Mascagni's "Cavalleria Rusti- 
cana", Bach's "Passion, According b St Matthew", and Haydn's 
"Sea* ns" are other works recently given. Rehearsals are held 
hout the college year 
(b) The Denison Orchestra. Mr. Eschman, Director. Mem- 
bership is not limited to students in the University, but offers to 
anyone of sufficient ability the opportunity of playing classical 
and modern compositions under suitable direction. The Orches- 
tra assists the Choral Society in presenting some of its oratorios. 
besides giving at least «m concert : mdently in the spring. 
Regular rehearsals an held on Tuesda) evenings throughout the 
yeai      Membership is free to those admitted. 
I c I Tht Denison Glee Club. This is an organization of 
forty young men chosen by annual competitive examination from 
the men of the University community. About twenty concerts 
are given each year, engagements being filled in Ohio, Pennsyl- 
vania. New York, Michigan. Indiana and Illinois. The program- 
consist of classical numbers, popular glees, and college songs. 
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(d) The Shepardson Glee Club. This club consists of thirty- 
two girls, and with the exception of the officers is reorganized 
each fall by com|>etitive examination. An annual concert is given 
in May.    The club comprises the best voices of the College and 
Conservatory. 
CONSERVATORY BULLETIN 
A Bulletin is published containing additional information re- 
garding the Conservatory. A copy may be obtained by addressing 
Conservatory of Music, Denison University, Granville, Ohio. 
EXPENSES IN CONSERVATORY 
TUITION PER SEMESTER 
In Pianoforte, Voice, Organ, Violin, Violoncello, or Wind Instru- 
ments 
Two private lessons per week $50.00 
One private lesson per week  27.50 
In Advanced Harmony, Counterpoint, Public School Music 
or History of Music: Class lesson,three hours per week  12.00 
In Form, Canon and Fugue, Com]>osition, Elementary Har- 
mony,  Terminology,  Appreciation,  or   Orchestration 
and  Conducting: Class Lessons, etc., two hours per 
week     8.00 
Student paying regular college tuition may elect "Elementary 
Harmony" and "Appreciation" without extra charge. 
In Solfeggio, I, II, III, and IV, four hours per week  16.00 
Rent of piano  for practice, per  semester hour  (i.e. one 
hour a week for a semester)     1.00 
Rent of pipe organ for practice per hour 15 
Students taking Conservatory work totaling $50.00 may elect 
college work, in addition, at the rate of $6.50 per semester hour. 
All special fees and the hospital fee are required except in the 
case of students taking only private lessons in the Conservatory. 
Rebate. Students dropping music before the middle of the 
semester must make arrangement for the rebate with the Director 
of the Conservatory. 
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DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 
THEORY AMI HISTORY 
M>. ESI HM AN. MB   STAKK. MK. HUFF 
College credit may be obtained for any of the numbered cour- 
ses.    Those who intend  t" complete  the theoretical course arc 
advised to take courses  111-112, 221-222, 331-332, and 441-442. 
m consecutive years. 
101-102. The Appreciation i i Music A non-technical course, 
ojien to all students of the University. The object is to point out 
the structural principles of musical art and to show wliat con- 
stitutes real merit in any field of musical activity. The work 
embraces lectures and analysis, collateral reading and critical re- 
VII, -'.    Mr. I'.schman. 
103-104. Chorus, Orchestra or Hand and ensemble training. 
Three hours are required for one hour college credit. The course 
can be repeated in successive years as Music 203-204, for a total 
of foui semester hour-. V: . I.    Mr. Eschman. 
111-112. Elementary Harmony. This course or its equiv- 
alent is prerequisite to all higher courses. It embraces a sum- 
mary of music, a detailed study of the modern system of musical 
notation, the analysis of rhythm, practice on scale writing, trans- 
position and the use of all the clefs. The work concludes with a 
study of elementary harmony including triad connection. This 
course is required of all freshmen planning to graduate from the 
■ itory. I or IV, 2.    Mr. I'.schman and assistants. 
113-114.     Solfeggio.     A course in ear training and musical 
Fee $16 each semester.        4 days, VI, 2.   Mr. Huff. 
201. History of Music to the Eighteenth Century. The work 
consists largely of assigned reading, with written reports, tests 
and theses. A collection of primitive instruments serves to illus- 
trate the early stages of mu-.ic. and typical music of the successive 
|K-rio<l> is rendered in class so far as possible. 
VI. 3. Mr. Eschman. 
202. History of Music from the Eighteenth Century to the 
ent time.  Continuation of Course 201.     VI. 3. Mr. Eschman. 
r j 
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213-214.    Solfeggio.   Second year.   Fee. $16 each semester. 
4 days, VI 1.2.   Mr. Huff. 
221-222. Advanced Harmony. Review of intervals and 
triads; dominant and secondary chords; suspensions; augmented 
and altered chords; modulations; organ-point; the harmonization 
of given melodies in bass or soprano, mostly in four parts, and 
the composition of simple original pieces. Solfeggio and elemen- 
tary theory are prerequisite, with knowledge of the pianoforte 
sufficient at least to play an ordinary hymn-tune at sight. 
1 and IV, 3.    Mr. Kschman and Mr. Stark. 
301. Terminology and Conducting. The elements of music 
and conducting as applied to the practice of music in the schools. 
IV, 2.  Mr. Huff. 
302. Orchestration. The study of instruments and their 
combinations with the practice of orchestrating for school pur- 
poscs. IV, 2.    Mr. Huff. 
311-312. Musical Form. Study of thematic construction 
and elements of composition, through analyses of the principal 
instrumental forms, as illustrated in the works of classic and 
modern composers. Practice is given in construction of the smaller 
musical forms, such as hymn-tune, and the dance forms of the 
classical suite. Courses 221-222 must ordinarily precede this work, 
but by special i«rmission may be taken in the same years. Alter- 
natea with Music 201-2, and not given in 1935-36. 
Ill, 2.   Mr. Eschman. 
313-314. Public School Music Methods. This course covers 
in detail the work of the various grades and all methods now in 
use in the school. Related problems in the psychology of teach- 
ing are discussed. II. 3.    Mr. Huff. 
331-332. Counterpoint. The principles of harmony ap- 
plied to the melodious treatment of two or more voice parts in 
combination. Free harmonization of choral melodies, two, three, 
and four part counterpoint in the several orders; contrapuntal and 
imitative treatment of subjects in different voices for organ and 
strings. Courses 221-222 are prerequisite and some proficiency in 
piano playing is required. Ill, 3.    Mr. Stark. 
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441-442. Strict Composition. Analysis and composition of 
canon and fugue and the advanced forma of polyphonic music. 
This is a necessary preparation foi the larger and freer forms of 
composition. Courses -'-'1 222, 331-332 are prerequisite, with 
some proficiency in pianoforte of organ playing. 
VI, 2.     Mi. Kschman. 
451 452    Pree Composition.    l-"ir-i semester, original vocal 
Settings of selected text-; analysis "i  Standard choral works and 
s; composition of short pieces for men's or women's voices 
and   for  mixed iccompanied.     Later, types of  accom- 
I and settings made with piano or other 
accompaniment.     Second  semester, analysis and  composition of 
vocal and  instrumental  music  in  the large   forms,  with  writing 
ichestral instruments.    Prerequisite, courses 441-442. 
I. 2.    Mr. Kschman. 
APPLIED MUSIC 
• -.: of credit  n applied music (piano, 
voice, etc.) are required for the Bachelor of Music degree. Eight 
semester hours are credited .'i student majoring in any department 
toward the Bachelor of Arts degree in the college provided the 
student i- ready for study "i music in the third grade of the six 
[lined by the National Mu-ic Teacher-' Association. For 
major- in Applied Music a total of 16 hour, may In- accredited. 
The courses are numhered as follows: Piano, Violin, Violon- 
cello, Voice or Organ 111-112. 211-212. 311-312. and 411-412 for 
the first, second, third and fourth years in the subject, each course 
number receiving one hour of college credit per semester for one 
n and five hours practice a week. 
Piano. Violin, Violoncello. Voice or Organ 121-122. 221-222. 
321-322, 421-422, for the respective years, each course number 
representing two hours of college credit per semester for two 
lessons and ten hours practice a week. 
PIANO 
MISS FARRAR, MISS IIAI-RY 
No set course is specified, hut the work is adapted to the in- 
dividual pupil, and the teaching preserves the cultural point of 
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view as much as the professional. Foundations are thoroughly 
laid in a study of the instrument itself and of the natural laws of 
tone production. Technical facility and velocity looking toward 
an adequate technique are considered merely the basis of artistic 
interpretation. The principles of expression are taught by means 
of the music of both classic and romantic composers. 
VOICE 
MISS IIINN 
The object of this instruction is the correct placing of the 
voice, so that the tones are even and firm throughout the entire 
range. Stress is laid on the control of the breath, rhythm, and 
phrasing, together with enunciation and stage presence. Use is 
made of the classic song literature of all schools, especially the 
German, and of our own American song writers. 
ORGAN 
MR. STARK 
A certain facility at the piano and in sight-reading is neces- 
sary and tltis must be proved to the satisfaction of the instructor. 
who may prescribe such additional work as may seem advisable 
in prejiaration. A good organ touch, comprising legato and stac- 
cato playing, steadiness and smoothness of style, are the objective 
aims. 
Carl's Master Studies for Organ and Iiach's Little Preludes 
and Fugues compose the ground work of study. This is followed 
by sonatas by Mendelssohn, Merkle, Guilmant, selections by 
YYidor, Dubois, Bocllman, Lemare, Best, Hollins, Buck and 
I'arker. Special attention is given to hymn playing, accompanying 
and registration to meet the practical needs of church work. 
VIOLIN AND VIOLONCELLO 
MR. GELFKR, MR. WELLS 
Good tone production and clear intonation receive a large 
share of attention,  followed by studies and special exercises to 
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meet the needs of the individual. As the student becomes more 
proficient, pieces, sonatas, and concertos by classic and modern 
masters will be studied. It is the purpose to work not only for 
technical proficiency, but also for the higher and broader plane 
of artistic conception and interpretation. At least two semesters 
of piano study are required of candidates for graduation. Stu- 
dents arc encouraged in ensemble playing, and those sufficiently 
advanced are admitted to the University Orchestra. The exper- 
ience thus gained is not the least valuable part of the training, and 
i- required "f candidates for graduation. 
ENSEMBLE CLASSES 
ia)    Solfeggio I-I I.   Four hours per week, First Year. 
VI.    Mr. Huff. 
Solfeggio III-IV.  Four hours per week, Second Year. 
VII. Mr. Huff. 
Ibis work, or a satisfactory equivalent is required of all 
candidates for graduation in any department of the Conservatory. 
The coarse is provided to meet the needs of all who are in any 
degree deficient in the fundamental principles of music, such as 
rhythm, intervals, and scales, or who are unable to read vocal or 
instrumental music readily at sight. It includes both ear-training 
and sight-singing. 
b) Normal Class- Miss Farrar. This course is offered at 
the request of piano students, and is designed as preparation for 
the teaching of piano. One year of harmony and piano in the 
Conservatory are prerequisites. 
ci Piano Classes Miss Farrar and Miss llaury. Ensemble 
c asses are maintained in piano, both duct and quartette work being 
done. The classes are free to all registered in the Conservatory, 
and this work is required of all pupils sufficiently advanced. 
(d) String Classes—Mr. Oelfer and Mr. Eschman. As 
far as material offers practice is held in trio and quartette work, 
with performances in public on suitable occasions. Advanced 
pupils are coached in ensemble with piano. 
Board of Trustees 
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1896;   D.D.,   Acadia.   1915;   LL.D.,   McMaster   and   Bucknell,   1928; 
IX'.I... Acadia, 1928. 
KATE S. HINES Librarian Emeritus 
AM., Denison. 
PA1 I. BimLD  Professor Emeritus of Astronomy 
B.S in F..F... Wisconsin, 1894; Ph.D., Zurich, 1900. 
Wii.us A. CHAMIIERLIN Professor of Modern Longuagtt 
All., Denison. 1890; A.B., Harvard, 1891; A.M., Denison, 1894: Ph.D., 
Chicago, 1910. 
MALCOLM K   STICKMBY Professor of Botany 
A II. Bate*,  1898; A.M., Harvard,  1900. 
Fiwm'.s I!. WILEY Benjamin Barney Professor of Mathematics 
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Ph.B., Denison. 1911; A.M., Harvard, 191.!. 
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Ph.D. Chicago, 1922. 
I.IMH.EY RICHARD DEAN ... Elian P.. Barney Professor of Classical Languages 
A.B., Dartmouth. 1909; Ph.D., Princeton, 1914. 
AKTIM-K WAD I.IMISEY Professor of Zoology 
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FRANK J. WRIGHT Professor of Geology 
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JOSEPH L. KING Professor of English 
A.B., Richmond, 191.?; A.M., Columbia, 1922; Ph.D., Columbia. 1927. 
FREDERICK W. STEWART Professor of Religion 
A.B., Rochester, 1901; A.M.,  Rochester. 1907; B.D., Colgate-Rochester 
Divinity School. 1914. 
HELEN A. BARR Professor of Physical Education 
A.B., Wisconsin, 1917; A.M.. Wisconsin, 1932. 
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THOMAS ROGERS   Instructor in Physical Education 
Phil.. Denison, 1925. 
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HMn-. 1932; A.M.. Denison, 19,1,1; F.A.G.O., 1933. 
Si v HAURY Instructor in Piano 
REGINALD W. WHIDDKN. Instructor in English 
•Ml. McMasIcr, 1925; A.M.. McMaster, 1928. 
DOROTHY DUNN Instructor in Voice 
A II.. Miami. 1925. 
MARY  l.orisi;  RAUTON Instructor in Education 
I'h H. Denison, 1928; M.A., Ohio State, 1932. 
HORACE KIM, Instructor in Art 
A.B.. Ohio Stale, 1929; M.A.. Ohio State, 1931. 
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ARTHUR Hi PF Instructor in Public School Music 
AH. Dtniaon, 1928. 
PUUIAN  I)   MlLUR Instructor in Astronomy and Director of Sxoasey 
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B.S.. Harvard, I9J0; M A. H..r%.ir.!. 1932; PhD., Harvard, 1934. 
11
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A.B. D 
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Ri in HOPKINS, R.N Nurse 
KsTiira PATTEN, R.N Assistant Nurse 
MHS   KI.UAHRTH   BIGGS Matron of Women's Dormitories 
MRS   ELIZABETH COOPOI  House Mother in Persons Hall 
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Committees of the Faculty, 1934-1935 
The first named is chairman. 
Executive Council: Shaw. Dctwcilcr. Fitch. Olney, Eschman, Gordon, F. 
B. Wiley. 
Absences:   Olney. Detwcilcr, Kato, Peckharn, Stewart. 
Admission:    Fitch, Bjelkc, Dctwciler. Olney, Johnson. 
Athletics:    Livingston.   Barr,  Johnson.  Olney,   Shuinaker,  Skinner. 
ttudget:   Shaw. Coons, Dean, Gordon, Wright. 
Catalog:   Dean, Fitch, Ladncr, Rupp, Shurnaker. 
Chapel:   Utter, Amner. Felt. 
Community Service: Stickncy, Bjclke, Coons, Howe, Jenkins, Odebrecht, 
Wells, T. R. Wiley. 
Curriculum:   Detweilcr, Dean, King, Lindsey, Olney, Smith, Utter. 
Debate and Oratory:   Crocker, MacNcill, Olney, Rodcn, Woellha(. 
Fraternities: Sigma Chi, Jenkins; Beta Theta Pi, Rupp; Phi Gamma 
Delta. Mahood; Kappa Sigma, Odebrecht; Phi Delta Theta, Hund- 
ley; Lambda Chi Alpha, Johnson; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Crocker; 
Beta Kappa.  Lewis;  American Commons Club. Dean. 
Freshmen Orientation: Wright, Barr. Detwciler, Livingston. Olney, Roden, 
Rogers, Williams. 
Honorary Degrees:   Chamberlin, Dean, Gordon, Wright. 
Imprmement of Teaching:    F. B. Wiley, King, Gordon,  Lindsey. Titus. 
Library:    Shaw, Chamberlin,  Craigie,  Lindsey, Utter. 
Until-: Eschman, Huff, Dunn, Gelfer, Farrar. 
Plays and Musical Performances: Crocker, Badenoch. Haury, King, Ma- 
hood, Stark, Woellhaf. 
Registration:   Fitch, Detweiler, Olney, Smith. F. B. Wiley. 
Research: Ebaugh, Lindsey, Stickney, Utter, Wright. 
Rules and Regulations:  Eschman,  DeWeerd. Grccnshields. 
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Schedule. Fitch, Everhart, Howe Larmore, Morgan, 
Slud.nl Affairs   Titos, Barr. Dctwciler, Mahood, Olnejr, Rich. 
Studimt Aid:   Johnson, Detweiler. Fitch. Olncy. 
Student Health Council   Faulty: Shan   Barr, Johnson, Livingston, Wells, 
Williams; Student*: Esmah Orcutt. Richard James. 
St*   %l .    H      Kii t. Mat Net WI 
Snmmei 51       Hawes Detweita  Ohwy P. B. Wiley, Fitch, Coona. 
Ttachv mats'.   Hawes, Major, Ral I 
yof.iii.fhtl Guidance'.    Lewis. lH-Wecrd. Eschman, Parrar, Rice. 
FACULTY MEMBERS OF nil. BOARDS OF CONTROL 
parenthetii  indicate the 
year in which the :• \\; terms < \; ,  i 
Atkleti Johnson (1938). 
Athl.t:. i: ,rr  i 19.(8). 
Woellhal    1931 !,Cl dm (I'll"), Roden (19.18). 
(19*      M.icNcill   (1937). Olney 
"«). 
!   . HUM (1938). 
Farrar (IS hum.  (19.18). 
I. L    KiiiK   (1936),  Odebrccht 
(1937)   Whid 
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THE SOCIETY OF THE ALUMNI 
An organization founded in 1846 composed of the graduate* 
and former students of Denison University for the purpose of 
assisting the college as circumstances may require. The Society 
maintains a central office, employes an executive secretary and an 
assistant, publishes the Alumni Bulletin and cooperates with the 
administration of the college in promoting the interests of the 
college, working with the alumni membership and with friends of 
the institution. 
OFFICERS OF THE SOCIETY AND MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL 
President. W. C. Woodyard 715 N. Ridgeland Ave., Oak Park, III. 
Pint Vice President, Clarence I.. Fox 1012 Stephenton Bldg.. Dcin.it 
Second Vice President, George M- Roudebush -*10.l Huntiiigton Rd., 
Sliaker Heights, Ohio 
Executive Secretory, John I,. Bjclkc Granville, Ohio 
Attiltml Secretory, Mary S. Wolfe Granville. Ohio 
Robert M. Collett. '14 Day  
i  Exilian, '22 New York 
t'kira Olm-y GoodwiUie, '22  Chicago 
Port R. Wcljcr. '21  Toledo 
Lee   Shepart,  '05 Cincinnati 
Uargarct Seaiholea Niggs. '20     Newark 
George M. Roudebuih, '15 Cleveland 
Francis \V. Slicpardson, '82 Granville 
Sara Taylor Woodyard, '17 Toledo 
Phil S. Bradford, '12 Columboi 
Clarence I.. Fox, '15 Detroit 
Homer E  Wickenden, '12 New York 
TRUSTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY ELECTED BY THE ALUMNI 
Harold C. Phillips, Cleveland; V. Ernest Field, Indianapolis; 
Francii VY. Sbepardson, Granville; Frank B. Amos, New York City 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ROSTER 
(.Association  president's  names and addresses are  given) 
Associations outside of Ohio 
Baltimore-Washington John Hunter, 420 Ridgewood Ave., Baltimore 
Boston II. K. llcilt. 14 Parwell Ave., Mclrose Highlands, Mass. 
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I       iso       Dr  * Museum, c-o University <>i Chicago 
Clarence W   Kemper, .'215 Dahlia St.. Denver 
Detroit Steaart Cammett, 11630 Hartwell Avc.. Detroit, Mich. 
North Carolina Howell, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
Mao Rowley, 47'. Dawtoi   to     Bellevue, Pcnna. 
Phila k>en arid Haas, 222 W. Washington Sq. 
S. Guj ';: Cypress S*. Redlands, Calif. 
I I.I: k i '   Kriih. 7501  Milan Avc, St. I.utiis 
Parkersbnrg. W   Va Paul Handel, 418 7th Street 
Raj  McCann, 52 Kiplcy Place, liuflalo 
New Y. rlc   John I"   F ,-k, Buckner, 31 Nassau! Street 
Charl 22 l.aburmim Crescent, K,«:hcster 
tiiom in Ohio 
Prank Whitten re, 502 Central Savings and Trust-Bldg. 
Cat    rid Ubert V   i   Bt i h   ''-'I Wheeling Avenue 
John Locke, UU4 Reassert  lildg. 
Edward  M    Steadman, 3>14 Highland Ave., Cincinnati 
II. W. i ■■ Caaainghan Road 
Mary Pigman, Ccehocton 
Ui 11217 Bcllflower Rd . Cleveland 
Paul Flci-chnucr. Callahan Bldg., Dayton 
Harold Drout, 1718 Yankee Road 
217 E. Burgesi St.. Mt. Vcrnon 
Toledo I.   Richardson, 114 Delaware Avenue 
.    Karl   Babb,  Xcnia 
Lincoln   Knapp,   1213  Maple Avenue 
Degrees Conferred in June, 1 934 
HONORARY DEGREES 
Carleton William Atwater, Doctor of Divinity 
John Waller Beattie. Doctor of Music 
George Randolph Baker, Doctor of Divinity 
Frederick P. Beaver, Doctor of  Laws 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Andrew Anderson 
Paul  Russell Ashbrook 
Alexander   Bachrach 
Edwin Kent  Bacon, Jr. 
Evan  Frederic Bailey 
Jama McClurc Bailey 
Richard   Harry Baird 
Henry Wade Barth 
Lionel Sherwood Blasdel 
Karl Ernst Blum 
Kilwood Jay Boyles 
Charki David Campbell 
Ferdlnando Ciocctola 
Audrey Haydeu Claugus 
Jaj   I'inney Coulton 
Stewarl Judson Crandell 
Frederick Croncis 
William Judson  Keniper 
Franklin Howard Laman 
Robert Lucius Landfear 
Harold Ransom Landon 
James Edward Lark in 
I tonald  Spaulding Lee 
Wilbur Louis Lohrentz 
Philip Cirard Ma von 
Elmer Stanley Melick 
James  Furman Miller 
Yuzo Miyasaki 
Marion  Thadeus  Moreland 
Ralph Wallace Morris 
Allen Edward Murray 
Roper Irving McClasky 
Joseph Bitner McClelland 
Robert  Cage McConnell 
Carr Eugene Dix Henry  Wesley   UcCniM > 
Hugh Stewart Espey (Robert) Samuel Clyde McCreary 
Walter John  Furin James Stanley Ogsbury 
j   Hampton Hallcy, Jr. Daniel Shepardson Orcutl 
John Frederick Hauser Andrew Warren  Pease, Jr. 
Ralph Edward Helfrick William Bertram Pilot 
Harry Roliert  Henry, Jr. Fred William Robbins 
Thomas Hermann Edwin Rhoads Roberts 
Charles  Richard Hoffhine William Frederick Schaefer 
Grant Martin Hudson, Jr. Paul Frederick Scheetz 
Wallace Hill Husied John  Henry  Shanlcy 
Howard Christian Jacob Charles Edgar Shatick 
Gerald Collier Jacobs James Donald Magce Sloat 
Joshua Ernest Jensen Edward Arthur Spear 
Howard Hayes Keech John Carper Stevenson 
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m Eckhard Umbach 
William < Prison Valentine 
R   ■.,   :   Mfred w ■ 
Charles Gilbert White 
Herbert Charles Wii    * 
} 
Eunice   \ 
Corrini ' ihmun 
Lola G< ■ 
Gertrude Rodn ■   Mr...MI 
Carruth 
I 
Mai 
Ruth 
1
 . te Davies 
Jem Louise 11 
I '.r. :> 
Mice   V Duncan 
i r   !>chman 
H<        Estey 
Eva Rose Fitch 
■ ■ ulette 
Horn 
Barbara Leone Jackson 
i Gertrude Johns 
Marion Phj llil Jones 
Theodora Gra< c J<>m*> 
Mary Jane  Kaufman 
Mary Jane Keeling 
Florence Elizabeth Under 
Eli  i' '-th Marks 
I lor *hj Mt rle Martin 
S.;;,i M.ir»:;i et Montgomery 
Ruth Marguerite Oxlcy 
Mons ider 
Buchanan Renshaw 
Richardson 
irel Lea Si-luidler 
Mary Sli-illin^ 
Barbara Louise Shepard 
Martha Ann  Shep&rdsou 
\ ?^giAH Hi rison  §mttfa 
Lillian Gcraldine Stickncy 
Julia Carolyn Sonmi 
Bettj       li e Teegardm 
Eloise Thompson 
thy Edith Toren 
Mao Varnell 
Caroline Jai i   Viall 
Jennie Cathei me U i el l 
Florence  Marie WilUcy 
I leraldine \\ i 
\     ■}< I   Wi* h 
Thelma 'Wat,- Wood 
DIPLOMAS  IN  ONSKkVATORY 
fzXuton Smaiii- Lee, Vfcaet 
Marlha Ann Shepardson, Organ 
Lucile Geraldine Winger t. Piano 
CERTIFICATES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
Elinore Small) . Mariha Ann Slupardson 
Lucile Geraldine Wingcrt 
i    | | ■ ■ 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Elinore SmalKy Lee 
Degrees Conferred in September, 1 934 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Clifford Staples Davis 
John  F.llsworth   Hcndricks 
William (iardncr Mclntosh 
Lillis Ruth Consaul 
Etinore Smallcy Lee 
Ruth Hobart Rolt-Wheeler 
Honors and Prizes Awarded in 1 934 
ELECTION TO MEMIIKKSHIP IN PHI BETA KAPPA 
SKNIORS 
Slier wood Blaidd 
Agnei Eschmui 
Eva Fitch 
'Ernest Jensen 
1 toward Keech 
Marion Moreland 
Clinton Nichols 
Allen Murray 
Marguerite Oxlcy 
Martha Ann Shepardson 
•Virginia Smith 
John Stevenson 
Roberta Thompson 
William Umhach 
JUNIORS 
C.l.nna Suapp 
THE HARMON PU8BMAH  LATIN   PRIZE 
Mary  Isabel  Brown 
THE FRESHMAN CHEMISTRY PRIZE 
William Taylor and Erven White, tied 
I IIK GttPATWCI SCHOLARSHIP FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS 
Allen Murray 
THE WOODLAND CHKMISTRY PRIZE 
First, Dorothy Payne Second, Dale Parr 
THE LEWIS PRIZE CONTEST 
First, Judson Crandell and Kenneth Maxwell, tied 
Third, William Umbach Fourth, Arthur  Barliam 
THE SAMSON TALBOT PRIZES FOR BIHLE READING 
First, Genddine Stickney Third, Ellwood Boyles 
Second, Sherwood Blasdel Fourth, Florence Willscy 
'Elected in Junior Year. 
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CHI I >w .v So u LOGY Pun 
.Iran  Ewell 
a PRIZI IN ECONOMICS 
Paul Aihbrook 
•'i.   Philip  Mavon 
■ IN < >HIC*ON DELTA KAPPA 
' KM! 
dell John Hauser 
CJ n  Dix Philip Uavon 
Scheeti 
s 
Harman 
Smith 
I 
H. NOM 
Marvin 
Kenneth  Maxwell 
1
 I mond 
John Stevei 
rHEMTAt   HONOM 
•nics 
pey, A»ology 
•   ■     7 |gy 
I Keech, E 
Moreland, Chi 
uray, Mathematics, Physics 
ical  Language 
David  Physical Education 
itch, Mathematics, Botany 
Mary Jai U dern Language 
rite Oxli y, Mathematics 
■   Education 
Mathematics 
Martha Ann Shepardson, Music 
" ' »logy 
Dorothy Toren, Physical Education 
Ernest Jensen 
Howard Keech 
ANNUAL HONOM 
I 
■ 
twater 
- Christian! 
k I lolden 
■ 
Howard Keech 
Philip Lawrence 
William Lewis 
Allen  Murray 
Clinton Nichols 
John Osmond 
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John  Stevenson Shirley Fitch 
Robert Taylor Dorothy Fuller 
William Taylor Marjoric Gage 
DonaM Western Harriet Herron 
Harold Wiley Sally Menaul 
Carlyn Ashley Gladys Merchant 
Catherine Ball Louise Mittendorf 
Viva Barton Mary  Remhau 
Margaret Bowman Glcnna Suapp 
Mary Brown Charlotte Talbott 
Carle Betty Tecgardin 
Janet Chatten Elizabeth Thomas 
Helen  Darrow 
Miriam Dickerson 
Miriam Dorr 
Frances Erh 
Jane Young 
I.el.i  Thuma 
Ellen Wadsworth 
Louise Wagner 
Mary Ellen Wooten 
SPECIAL HONORS 
Allen Murray, Physics: Advanced Mechanics 
Wilbur Christians 
William Lewis 
Howard Keech 
Jii et Chatten 
Miriam Dickerson 
"A" STUDENTS 
John Stevenson 
Shirley Fitch 
Dorothy Fuller 
Helen Robuck 
Glcnna Snapp 
Louise Wagner 
ELECTION TO MEMBERSHIP IN PHI SOCIETY 
mai Allison Loma Calhoun 
Hendtey Gregg Jean Carle 
Frederick Holden Janet Chatten 
Arthur Kent Helen Darrow 
Philip I^wrcnce Miriam Dorr 
William Lewti Frances Erb 
Norman Nadel Shirley Fitch 
William Taylor Ruth Knight 
Donald Western Elizabeth Marquardt 
Erven White Mary Morrissett 
Marjorle Bcville Helen Robuck 
Grace Broughton Barbara Taylor 
Mary Brown Dorothy Walton 
Student Enrollment 
First Scmestei  193* IMS) 
SENIORS 
Adanu Newton  11;nti::n: Is,  Uiu, 
AN.. Dayton 
VVadsworth 
Cambi 
: mert I [omewortn 
Brintnall,   Arthur Madison 
.Chicago, III. 
Clark, John Snortaville, N. Y. 
Newark 
Beacon, N. Y. 
Granville 
Hamburg. N. Y. 
Akron 
rickson,   Charles .Coshocton 
 Naugatuck, Conn. 
Greet U Grange, 111. 
Hag<, Thomas  River Forest, III. 
Harmari   Richard Upper   Sandusky 
Hatch John    La Grange, III. 
Newcomerstown 
Cleveland Height! 
Hemingv   .   William Cleveland Height! 
i New  Phila Iclphu 
Hund  Granville 
Dayton 
James, Ri hai d N< wark 
Kimball,   Richard  ...  Ma 
Kincaid, Myron Crooksville 
Klunder, Harvey  Wilmctte. I'd. 
Lambert, Bruce Tioga, W   Va. 
Cleveland   Heights ■'■■   Wiliam  Chicago, 111. 
  Madison 
McKec   Wade   Bast Cleveland 
... .     Portsmouth 
Marvin,  R    en ..Cleveland 
Mawhinney  Mathew  Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Max                                                                                         Willdnsburg,  I' L 
Mittendorf,   Albert  Toledo 
m  Newark 
Nichol  Wilmington 
Kicola, Sam  Shaker  Height! 
Berwyn, III. 
<>lt.   John  Dayton 
Cleveland Heights 
I >l        James Celina 
Parr   Dal<  Newark 
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Ringer, Jack  
Rossclot, Max 
Russell, Charles 
5    iisi u.  VVilh.un  
Senhauser, Edwin  
Shilling,  Ray 
Smith,   I'M ward  
Taylor, Robert    
Volkens, Milton 
Waldorf, Klbcrt  
Warren, Ludan 
Ronald 
Wickenden, Grover 
Wiley,  Harol 
Winborn, .lames  
Zinunrr, Carl  
 Cambridge 
West  Middlctown 
New Philadelphia 
 East  Cleveland 
..New  Philadelphia 
 Columbus 
Dayion 
 Granville 
Chicago.  III. 
Paincsvillc 
 Jamestown, N. V. 
Granville 
 Maywood, III. 
Granville 
..Birmingham,  Mich. 
 Adams   Mills 
AddcnbrookCj Constance  
Anderson, Elizabeth A  
Ashley, Carlyn  
Barton, Viva  
Helknap, Constance  
Binder, Jeannette  
Black, Catherine- 
Clement, Georgamuu. 
Wilmette, III. 
.Wheeling, W. Va. 
 Kcnosha, Wis, 
.Hartford, Conn. 
 Mansfield,  Pa. 
.Newark 
    Zanesville 
 Zanesville 
Collins, Marjoric ...       .-.Norwood 
Cook. Gladys East St. Louis, III. 
Cooper, Ann Linda  Newark 
Cunningham. Charlene Columbus 
Detweiler, Muriel Granville 
Dorr, Carol Snyder, X. Y. 
i toughty, Mary Beacon, N. Y. 
Eddy, Mariha  Granville 
Evans, Shirlcymae Oak Park, III. 
Ewell, Jean Helen Rochester, N. Y. 
I'.age, Marjoric Cleveland 
Gault, Olive Young stowii 
Griffith, Dorothea     Newark 
Harrison, Thelma  Aspinwall, Pa. 
Hartshorn, Dorothy... Cleveland Heights 
Hess, Helen  Ashland 
Howells, Kuth _ Cleveland 
Hudson, Mildred  Lakewood 
Hunter.  Mary   Barbara Granville 
Huston, Margaret    Mansfield 
Jctter, Dorowy Sewickley, Pa. 
Jump, Marjorte Marlins Ferry 
Lamoot, Betty ..Nopeming. Minn. 
Landrum, Antoinette   : Bexlcy 
Latter, Florence 
Lindstrom, Jean 
Mi Burney, Ruth 
McClure. Marlhabelle 
Whittemorc, Mich. 
 Granville 
Cambridge 
 Toledo 
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 Newark 
Wyandottc. Midi. 
Newarlt 
 Granvillc 
Hilbboro, N. II. 
Sharon.   Pa. 
Cambridge 
 Granvillc 
Granvillc 
Madill,  Elizabeth  Jeanncttc,   Pa. 
Ifathewi Rebecca Mt. Gilead 
Menual  Sail}  Worthingtun 
Merchant, Gladys ,    Indianapolis, Ind. 
Newton, Sara FSndlay 
( 'it.,: 
i tooth) 
Perry. Lucilc 
Petl 
'■' 
■ 
■ 
Roscnfteld, Naomi ..Youngstown 
Ida ...Norwood 
Scott, Cleveland 
Mirtai Yonkera, N. Y. 
  Granvillc 
 Oak   Park.  III. 
Lconia, w. J. 
North Fairlield 
 Ashland 
Ravenswood, \V. Va. 
 Sunbury 
 Wheeling, W. Va. 
Tharp   U irj  • ie ...Columbus 
ih Granvillc 
Thuma, Jamestown 
  Circleville 
Veal*. Elizabeth 
Wadsv    ■ ■      Mi    .:     I 
■ 
Cleveland Heights 
Lakewood 
Kithian.   111. 
  Granvillc 
JUN1 
■i 
ird 
Eric.   Pa. 
Newark 
Parkenburg, \V. Va. 
 Granvillc 
Austin   l; Chicago, III. 
Bainer, Joseph I,akewood 
John . Granvillc 
Blechta, Gcorgi Berwm 111. 
Howard      Toledo 
Bordner,  Edward Massillon 
Boutwell, King Ithaca, N. Y. 
Brundige,  R< >UTI - Findlay 
Vt alt) r    Alexandria 
Clissold. Walter Chicago,  III. 
Cole.   (lilbei t Closter,   N.  J. 
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Collyer, Pud  
i J arrow,   ! larmaiL. 
I u.iin.  William  
Doughty, John  
Elliott, James  
Fishell,  William  
Poster,  Karl   
i'l.ni/. Fnd .. 
Freeman, Austin  
Gel fine,    William    
Gordon, Robert.. 
...Rochester, N. Y. 
 Dayton 
Cleveland 
 Beacon. N. Y. 
Newark 
 Findlay 
Newark 
 Erie,   Pa. 
 Brie, Pa. 
..I«akewood 
Hagerstrand, Danner.. 
Houser, Jason  
Jacobi,  Frank  
Kctner, Wayne  
imer, Alan.. 
..Stevens Point, Wis. 
 Newark 
Dayton 
 La Grange,  III. 
..Bexley 
it Masters, Charles.. 
Levering, Roljert  
Lidster, Ralph  
UcConnell, James  
Cleveland Heights 
Rich wood 
Frcdericktown 
Chicago, III. 
Chicago,  III. 
Marette,  Harvey Cleveland 
Meier, Edward Wilmctte, III. 
Meier, Willard Wilmette, III. 
Mo IIKT.   Malcolm Cleveland 
N'euschet, Richard Hamburg, N. V. 
Philipps,   Samuel Granville 
Powell,  Donald Elgin.  III. 
Kccly,  John Mansfield 
Samuel Newark 
Rupp, Edson ■    Hoyt. Granville La  Porte,   Ind. 
Siekman, Ralph Shaker Height! 
Snyder,  William _ Cincinnati 
Southard. James Toledo 
Spring,   Ernest Granville 
Sweeoer,  Joseph Addyslou 
rappan,   Richard Mansfield 
Trucsdall,   James Toledo 
T ichantz, Robert Canton 
Walker,   Frederick Johnstown 
Warner,   Frederick Wyoming 
Welli, Klwood Granville 
 Parkersburg, W. Va. Ball.Catht 
Barrick, l.auramae Canton 
Bird, Marjory Youngstown 
Bryan,  Mary  Jane Shaker   Heights 
Cl appelear, Maxenc Newark ■  eanor        Closter, N. J. 
11, Jane Mt. Vcrnon 
1
 ook,  Vangelenc Mansfield 
Darrow,   Agnci     Granville 
Dickerson,  Miriam Newark 
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Dray, Man-. 
Flory,   Ann 
Ford, Ruth 
Fuller, Doroth) .Larchmont, N. Y. 
Green,   Eleanor. Kent 
..Youngstown 
Newark 
\i w   Hvthelehcm.   Pa. 
Grceniee, Janet 
.   lane 
Grogan, Anne 
Sarah 
Harris,   Rebecca 
Hartmai 
Harriet) 
Hix,  l.l: abetl 
Howard, PI rl 
Hull,   Mildred 
limes,   Vera 
..La  Grange.   111. 
Chicago, 111. 
P.irkirsburg, W. Va. 
Hillsboro 
Granville 
  Salem 
Alexandria 
ML  Vernon 
Cleveland 
Landrum   Mary Jan< 
Lapham, I '■ u 
m,  Margaret . 
Marr, Sarali 
Mall 
Mercer.  \       i 
I tt,   Louise. 
■ 
' ■- 
Pod< " i 
Ruth 
Punnett, Ruth.. 
Robuck Martha 
Sh> para,   Virginia 
Shryock,   Pauline \... 
Smith.  Elberl 
Smith,  Margard 
Snyder,  \*:ry::iia 
Talbott,   Charlotte 
Jamestown.   \.  Y. 
Youngatown 
Cleveland 
La Grange, UL 
  Jackson 
Bexley 
La  i'-range.  III. 
 Granville 
Troy 
Rkhwood 
Youngstown 
Toledo 
..Granttville, W. Va. 
Washington, Pa, 
Wilkinsburg, Pa. 
.. \* wark 
Granville 
.     Rochester, N. Y. 
 Goner 
 Cincinnati 
Mansfield 
Rahway.   X.  J. 
Anderson,  I nil. 
Cleveland    Height! 
 Evanston.   III. 
i-iy 
tanner,  Eleanor ZanesvtUc 
Taylor, Eleanor^. Newark. N. J. 
Thorns,  Janet .Lakewood 
Wagi ■      Louis* Wmnetka,  III. 
hour.   Marian Cleveland 
Whitmore, Neva  Gambier 
Wilkison, Mary Eleanor East Cleveland 
Wilson, Maurinc VVaahington C  II 
Wingert,   Frances          .Granville 
Wong Gem, Eva Mae .Chicago, III. 
Woolen, Mary Ellen Bellevue, Ky. 
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SOPHOMORES 
Adams, Charles   Avalon,  Pa. 
Alban,   Kenneth         ,Columbui 
Allison,  Thomai   Wilmctle.   III. 
Arnold. Neill I.conia, N. J. 
Austin, Joseph Ashtabiua 
Baker, George       Washington C    II. 
Banning, Charier      Mi.  Venton 
Beitler, William  Cleveland Heights 
Bevel idge,   I land  Granville 
Biggar, James    Buffalo,  N.  Y. 
orge     Amarillo. 'i 
Brady,   Paul   Granville 
Bunje,   William Findlay 
Carabelli, Joseph Cleveland Heights 
Christman, Carleton   Oak   Park,   III. 
Chrysler,   Roberl Granville 
■   Lauren River forest. III. 
lin, Cave           Mansfield 
Cox. James, Granville 
Cropper,  Corwin       Lebanon 
Cudmore,  Thomas Cleveland 
Daniels. Stanley Warren 
Davis, i)i,iin      Granville 
Davis, Richard Findlay 
Devrey, Allan I .a  Grange,   III. 
Dudley, Edward Oak Park. III. 
Dudrow, LeRoy Granville 
Eggert, George Lancaster 
Eggert, John Lancaster 
Evans, Griffith Jamestown 
EweU,  Paul Rochester,   N.   Y. 
Ferguson, David Akron 
Ferguson.  Finlcy Willoughl.y 
Poster,   Hubert Granville 
P    Herbert Norwalk 
Gernnardt,   Richard Toledo 
Gillespie,  Alexander Wilkinshurg,  Pa. 
Glass,   George Middlctown 
Goodridge, James Ncwfanc. N. Y. 
Goodridge, Robert Newfanc, N. Y. 
Gregg, Ilendley Newark 
i ,r. -aril.  William Kent 
Haas. Floyd Chicago, III. 
Haas.    Henry Baltic 
rlarman, John Upper Sandusky 
Hearsey. Edward East Orange,  \    j. 
Hciss, Arthur      East Cleveland 
Hirst,  Frank Newark 
Hoffhine,   Jack Bexley 
HoMen.    Frederick Granville 
Holth, F.rwin Elgin. III. 
Hughes, George Newark 
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Hull. Virgil 
Jenkins,  Edward 
Johnson, Prank 
Johnson, l'*ii 
 Ml. Gilead 
 Ashtabula 
S:. Louis. Mo. 
 Lockland 
tones, Robdl ..Bay Village 
lent, Arthur 1J rook line, Pa. 
Kernohan,   James 
Kii ger). < lOfdon 
.   ■ 
1 
■    ■   ■. • ■ 
I 
McCusI 
'' 
v Brua 
Douglas 
'■' 
M ■' i    tt    iam 
'■' 
M   ■ 'I.LHI... 
i ■   nk...   . 
Myers, 
N'adel, N    i 
■ 
'.     el 
Ri !..,■ I   . 
\\ .     .:n 
Pearce, I! ■ ry 
KIui,  Hi"::: 
Rice   I iMan 
" 
■   ■   ■ 
red 
Shoop, J ■'■ 
■ 
J   !,:. 
:     .. 
! 
Taylor,   William 
ird   . 
■ 
Walm 
■ 
Western) I tonald 
W< v1 urn, Ralph 
Hamilton 
Newark 
Buffalo.   N.  V. 
Toledo 
Oak  Park,  111, 
(■ranvillc 
Mentor 
(Iranville 
. Hillsboro 
.Canton 
Springfield,   III. 
Oak  Park. III. 
Andover.   Ma<-. 
Columbus 
Chicago,  III. 
      Xancsville 
Wilmette, III. 
..Chicago,  111. 
 Cant* 'ii 
Rochester, X. V. 
 Hamburg,  N.  Y. 
Hovcland 
 Chicago.   III. 
Johnstown 
Washington  C  H. 
Cleveland  Heights 
 I,akew<*<d 
 Columbus 
Marion 
 Springfield 
 Cincinnati 
Detroit,   Mich. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
..Chicago, III. 
 Rochester, N. Y. 
Greenfield 
 Jackinn,   Mich. 
  Canton 
Cleveland  Heights 
 Coshocton 
Canton 
Granville 
Chicago, 111. 
Evanston, III. 
Cosnocton 
I) ay ton 
..Poland, N. Y. 
Oak   Park,  III 
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While.  Erven  
Whitehead, William . 
Wick, Edward  
Willett.   Harry  
Wilson,  Wilbur  
Wolfi  Argyle  
Zulch, Denis  
 Urban* 
 Granville 
Chicago, 111. 
 Lancaster 
L'lica 
..River Forest, III. 
...Philadelphia. Pa. 
Alcorn, Jane  
Allen,   Roberta  
Anderson, FJizabeth J.. 
Anlt.   Virginia  
Baird, Lois  
Barbour,  Helen  
. Hetty  
Baxter. Jane  
Beck, Phyllis  
BeggS,   Frances  
Bell,   Kuth  
r, Mary  
Beville, Marjoric  
Bcy< r, Elizabeth  
Uogarrtus,  Virginia  
HrDiiRhton.   Grace  
Brown, Mary  
Buchnun, Martha  
Calhoun, Loma.. 
Carle, Jean  
Jacqueline   ... 
Casper, Jane Iris  
Chatten, Janet  
Crow.   Charlotte  
Danner, Klizabeth  
I'arrow. Helen  
Maxinc  
.Union City. Pa. 
..Ashtabula 
..Mi. Vcrnon 
Cambridge 
 Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Canto 
..Canton 
..Kalamazoo,   Mich. 
 Columbus 
Granville 
 Dayton 
 Snyder, N. Y. 
Chicago, 111. 
 Toledo 
- Mt.   Vernon 
Granville 
 Newark 
...Canton 
..I^tnsing,  Mich. 
...Canton 
 Toronto 
 Rocky  River 
.AVinnctka.   111. 
 Columbus 
....Newark 
 Granville 
 Canfield 
 Rochester. N. Y. 
 Philadelphia, Pa. 
 Newark 
I'irk. Pewiluu. 
DiDomenica, Sylvia  
Dirkson, Jeanne  
Dorr, Miriam Snyder, N. Y. 
I -u-lcr. Shirley Bcxley 
Erb, Frances Rochester, N. Y. 
Fawcett Jane „ Canton 
Finfrock,  Kathcrine Dayton 
Fitch,   Shirley Granville 
Prahm,   Jcannctte Cleveland 
Frame, Gwendolyn Highland 
f}ebhard, Jane Bryan 
Geffine,  FJizabeth.. 
George,   Carol  
' ravi it.   Patty  
Gray.  Mary  
llaight. Ruth  
 Lakcwood 
Cleveland 
 Dayton 
..Wilkinshurg,  Pa. 
 New York City 
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Hall, Mai 
Hanna, Helen 
Harmon,  Juaniti 
Hopkins    Ma . 
HowclL   Iren 
Hunt, Mai 
Hurley, Ethel 
Ireland, Jeanne 
Irwin,  Tin resa 
in, Winifred- 
Jones, Sylvia 
- 
;
- ith 
Lake,   Elizabeth    .... 
Uniiin. 
j   Pc^l >' 
I -*m K.    Marguerite 
!■ ■ 
■ 
Mclntii  , D     - 
Mally,   \gi ■ - 
I 
' eth.. 
Mason, Helei Newark 
Math) Newton Centre, Mass. 
Mayhi w. Flora YouiiRstown 
Miller.   Mars   Ellen Dayton 
Monti ice Columbus 
Moor trie.  Cambridge 
Morrissctt    M  Dayton 
Washington, D   C 
Granville 
Newark 
Craw fordsville.   In I. 
ordsville, Iud. 
•     \    Y. 
New   York City 
Glen Ellyn, III. 
Birmingham, Ala. 
Alexandria 
Cleveland Heights 
Newark 
Cleveland 
Norwood 
Cleveland 
Dennison 
Pittsburgh, Pa, 
Pataskala 
Granville 
Glen Kllyn. III. 
Morral 
Cleveland 
 Granville 
. Dayton 
Myer, Virginia 
Myers,   Mai j 
I   .111   ■:<■ 
''Nell 
■-. Ruth 
■ 
thy 
Pickrel,  Mai 
Pottei, ■ 
Pratt, D ■   thy 
Priti 
M 
Pulse,  Marian 
Rainey,   Bettj 
■ 
Robuck, Helei West Union 
Rose,   Katherini       ... Orange,  N.  )■ 
Schall Newark 
Sheppard, Annabel Murrayville, W. Va. 
Short, Ma:> Catherine. Si. Haul, Minn. 
ison,   Agnes  Cleveland 
Smith.   Dorothy ..Cleveland 
Buckeye  l«ake 
Canton 
Cleveland 
Dallas.  Texas 
.PlainfieW, N. J. 
Baltimore,  Mo. 
Crestwood, N. Y. 
Akron 
Dayton 
.   Wilmette, III. 
Parkersburg, W   Va, 
Dayton 
Chagi in Kails 
 Cleveland 
Newark 
Swissvale,   Pa. 
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Stubblefield, Martha Rochester, N. Y. 
Sweet, Marion  Glenbrook, Conn. 
Taber, Phyllis Jamestown, N. Y. 
Taylor,  Barbara Granville 
Vanderbilt, Jessie Mac Chicago, 111. 
Walker, Margaret   Gates Mills 
Walker,   Martha  Canton 
Walton, Dorothy . Woodstock, III. 
Ward)  Louise        ...  Cvanston,  HI. 
Wathne, Borghild  New York City 
Weber, Jean Winnctka. 111. 
West,    Helen          Cleveland 
Weston,   Louise    Newark 
Wolfe, Louise Mansfield 
FRESHMEN 
Adair,   Clinton Xenia 
rton, Joseph Granville 
A' .it.   Samuel Newark 
Anderson. Kcicl Wheeling, \V. Va. 
Aulen, Howard Oak Park. III. 
Baker,   Ralph Newark 
Balliet,  Allen Mansfield 
Barr, Ralph    Bast Cleveland 
Beadle. Theodore Nyack,  N.   Y. 
Beardshear, Alben Dayton 
Bell l.e Roy   Mt. Vernon 
i'-Mtn.   David Bedford 
Boehnke,  Robert Milwaukee, Wis. 
Bottomley,   Thomas Shaker   Heights 
Brauningi   John Zancsville 
Bromley, Clayton..          Geneva 
Bnmghton,    Robert Granville 
Brown,   Homer    Newark 
Burrill, William Wilmette, 111. 
Burriss,   Charles...   Granville 
Buxton, Charles Newark 
Cash,   Arthur Cleveland 
Chase, Dan Loudonville 
Cole, Harold Shaker Heights 
Collyer, Wardham Rochester, N. Y. 1
 ook, Jan* B   Newton,   Mass, 
Cornell!  William Lake wood 
CowgilL Henry  Port Clinton 
Craig, Eli   Washington C. H. 
Crites  fohn  Charleston, W. Va. 
Crockett,   Colin Rochester,   N.   Y. 
Cullcn, Richard Wilmette, III. 
Dunnick,   John Columbus 
Deeter,  Robert ■ ■•- Dayton 
Dobson, John      Chicago. III. 
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Dornbush, Herbert 
Cunnick,  John  
Dorr,   Albert 
Dwelley,  Th 
Dyt r. Chai' i 
Erler, Theod 
Evans, [rwin.. 
Belkvue, Fa. 
 Columbus 
.... Canton 
.Birmingham,  Mich. 
Detroit, MfcK 
  Geneva 
..Oak Park, 111. 
Rivei   Forest, III. 
Ford, Allen .Oak  Park,  111. 
Frost.  Granville 
Can], Charles Newark 
  Kvanston, 111. 
Gii'rin. R Iiulutli. Minn, 
L'nion City, Pa. 
Si    Marys 
 Chicago, 111. 
! warren 
 Toledo 
Hani.  V. I.iiiwurlh 
 Bellcvue, Ky. 
Yuuiigstown 
New York, N. Y. 
N'cwark 
Granville 
 Chillicothe 
Canton 
 Youngstown 
Bedford 
 Toledo 
..Granville 
I 
   
Hi Id    ■ 
II,rr  ■ 
Hillibii 
Hull, R ben 
Hump m 
Jenni 
m 
 Granville 
Johnston,   Philip. ..Wyoming 
Join'. John  Newark 
oni -   Kent Newark 
K. Us,   ii igh  Toledo 
Kinnee, Richard Bloomficld Hills, Mich. 
Kovacl  Shaker Heights 
Kunti,  William—  I.eipsic 
LaRui . Columbus 
Lepper, Robert  BlufTton, Ind. 
Levering, Richard St. Marys 
•     Ro) Norwalk 
Lippan  Cincinnati 
Logerquist   Vernei Bvanston,  III. 
hard Kvanston, III. 
Matthews, Clark., Birmingham, Mich. 
Mellinger    Benton  Cleveland 
Ml   i      I   <■    ■ White  Plains.  N. Y 
Roberl  Cambridge 
M,IIL'.,TI    [ameg  Bexley 
Murre)   ( harl ...   Caldwell 
Uussard,  Milford Detroit, Mich. 
Myer, John  Buckeye Lake 
Oatmnn   David  Aurora. III. 
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i r*Rourke, James Birmingham, Mich, 
<>rr. Leslie  Chicago,  III. 
i Iverhult,   James Norwalk 
(i\Icy.  Gail Newark 
Page,   Walter Columbus 
Pearse, Richard Cleveland Heights 
Peane,  Robert Cleveland  Height! 
. John St. Louis, Mo. 
Pifer, Arden Lansing, Mich. 
Potter,   Norton Wilmeite,   111. 
Quail, David  Detroit, Mich. 
Radebaugb,  Robert Bast  Cleveland 
r, jack Cincinnati 
n ond John Oak Park. III. 
Rieger, James Steubcnville 
Ringer,   Robert Cambridge 
i   on,   Robert Dayton 
i.   Fred.. 
George... 
Romei, Julius  
Kiwt.     latnes 
Winheld 
Sattem, Grant 
 Zauesville 
Hillsboro 
..Brooklyn. X. V. 
Plymouth 
& haffer,  Klmer.. 
Schinitz,   William.. 
 Elgin.   III. 
St.   Paul   Minn. 
I layton 
..Indianapolis.   Ind. 
Scott,   Robert New  Philadelphia 
I rg,   Prank Cleveland   Heights 
Sheldon, Thomas East  Cleveland 
Sbepard.   Booth Cincinnati 
Si\< rsten, Warren Orange,   NT. J. 
Skriletz.   Jesse South   Amhcrst 
Smith. Clayton Albany, N. Y. 
Smith,   Philip Granville 
Smith,   William Marion 
Su-iner,   John Baltic 
Stewart, John  Granville 
Swishcr,   Herbert.. Newark 
Hazel  Park.  Mich. 
 Milwaukee.   Wis. 
Toledo 
    Canton 
<tak  Park.  111. 
Chicago, III. 
Midd 
Columbus 
 Dayton 
 #.  Canton 
Evanaton, 111. 
 Park   Ridge,   Ilk 
River Forest, III. 
. Ft Mil. lull. Ky. 
..Washington, C. II. 
Canton 
Titiriga. Niekie.. 
I urnbull, John  
Turner,   David  
UebeUiart, Mack 
Van Wagoner. Robert, 
Vincent, Charles    
VorhtS,   Robert    
Ward.    C.eorge  
Watkins,   Donald. 
Weidman,  George.. 
Leonard  
West. Bill 
Wilkinson,  F-arl  
Wilier.  Russell  
Wilson, William  
Winchell.   Donald... 
Wood,   Franklin   SpencervilU: 
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Wooi< iii   Jan 
Zimmers,   W 
Warren 
Bellevue,  Ky. 
Dayton 
Adams,   Marg i 
Allen.   Mary 
■ 
llaMi. Virginia 
Baldwii      " 
I 
B 
Beam   Harri n 
link.  \ irgii   , 
■ 
I 
:
' Mariai 
I 
Bradfut< 
■ 
I 
Brush   Jai 
■ 
Cada,   Mary 
■ 
Colletl,   N ■■tin 
■ 
■■ ma 
■   . 
Granville 
Oak  Park. 111. 
Evadi f Snvder,  N.Y. 
Cramer,   Helen Aimnwall,   Pa. 
Crawford, Harriet Dayton 
Cr«    I laii e Birmingham,  Mich. 
Damschroder, Meredith  Toledo 
Davis,   Either Ravenna 
Davis,    Ruth l.akewood 
Davis, Sarah Wheeling, W. Va. 
Dell.   Praneei  Middletown 
Dillcy,  Marguerite Newark 
11         Man Younptown 
Englerth, Carolyn Dayton 
I'.-t liman.   Elinor Granville 
Fanner. Vivian  Waukcgan. 111. 
Penning,   Gertrude Jackson 
i-.  Mary . Van Wen 
Fischer,   Mary ....  Alexandria 
Flack.    Elizabeth Dayton 
Frame,  Sally Chicago,  III. 
Freemai    Louise .                         Erie, Pa. 
Gaunter, Mary  Elizabeth Marysvillc 
Coshocton 
Dayton 
River Forest, III. 
Xcnia 
l.akewood 
Newark 
C i reland Height* 
Dayton 
Leonia, N. J. 
I .akrwood 
Charleston,  W.  Va. 
Syracusi.        V 
Bellevue.    Pa. 
Mi.  Lebanon,   l'a. 
Asbury Park. N. J. 
Alexandna 
Canton 
Dearborn, Mich. 
Whmetka, III. 
Granville 
WestBeld, N. j. 
Kenilworth, 111. 
.Wilmington 
Birmingham, Mich. 
.Newfane, N. V. 
Newark 
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Golden, KUanorc   Wheeling. \V. Va. 
Goulard, Carrel I Westfield,   X. J. 
C.reiiier. Janet Rocky   River 
Gross,  Miriam Hillsboro 
Guthridge,  Joan Wilmette,  111. 
Harper,   Ruth Columbus 
Harryman, Mary   Causing, Mich. 
Hart,  Ruth     New Rochelle.  N.  Y. 
Han, Zettelc Lakewood 
Hartwell. Lois Newton Highlands, Mass. 
Bettc Columbus 
Hcring, Martha        Mansfield 
Herzberg,   Phyllis Toledo 
Mini.   Marjory   Wickliffe 
Holaday, Mary Louise  
Hornor, Elisabeth A  
Horton,  Lucille  
Huesmann,  Betty Jean  
Humphrey,   Dixie  
Idler,   Katharine  
Jahn, Helen  
Jones,   Helen  
Jorgensen,  Clara  
.lump.  Martha  
Kessler, Jane  
Klingstedt, Jean 
UddTe,   Ann 
Lindstrom,   Hetty.. 
..East Cleveland 
.Clarksburg, \V. Va. 
Shaker   Heights 
 Canton 
Granvillc 
.Wilmetle.   111. 
 Fargo, N, Dakota 
 ..Ironton 
Lake wood 
 Martins  Kerry 
Jamestown,  N.  1. 
Canton 
..Winnetka.   III. 
 Granville 
Youngst i IU n 
..Brooklyn.   N.   V. 
I.innvillc,   Dorothy... 
Ludeman,  Florence.. 
McCoMum,   Mildred tfassillon 
McM.iham. Hazel New Market, 'IVnn. 
Magee, Betty    East Cleveland 
Masch,  Shirley Shaker   Heights 
Meadows, tmogenc Charleston, W. Va. 
Morton, Joyce   Rome, N. Y. 
Murton, Evelyn Rocky River 
"It.   Elizabeth Dayton 
* teborn,   Eleanor.... 1
 >xley, Kathryn... 
..Shaker   Heights 
 Belle Center 
..Plainfield.  N. J. Parry, Marion... 
Pierce, Anna. 
Pierce, Elisabeth 
I'iiim,  Elizabeth. 
Pollock,  Elizabeth  
Porter, Ruth  
Portnun,   Prances    
Post, Jeanette  
Puster, Marcya Evanston, III. 
Virginia Lancaster 
Reiter,  Mary Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
Rich,   Helen Olcan,   N.   Y. 
Robison,  Rosemary Newark 
Roggc Charlotte Dayton 
..Cleveland   Heights 
 Granville 
Lancaster 
 Evanston, III. 
 Shaker Heights 
Massillon 
..Winnetka,   III. 
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■ 
Audrey™ 
'■■'•   ■ 
I 
Dayton 
.Chicago,   III. 
Wortntnitoa 
Birmingham. Mich. 
Charleston, W. Va. 
 C.ranville 
Shifli 11 .   Oranville 
 Granville 
    Martina Perry 
■ 
■ 
Smith    Martha 
e 
! ■ tha 
. 
Bvanston, III. 
Newark 
Xcw.uk 
..Columbus 
Dayton 
■   ■ 
■    : 
■ 
■ 
■ 
V 
■ ■ I 
Nccnah, Wis. 
Belief ontaine 
Celina 
 Graovi le 
Lancaster 
..Baltic 
Worcester, Mass, 
 Pawtucket, R. I. 
Alexandria 
Kivcr  Forest,   III. 
   Marion 
Miildletoun 
 Shaker  Heights 
East   Cleveland 
Norristown,  Pa. 
East   Cleveland 
C.ranville 
Granville 
C.ranville 
Schcnectady.  N.  Y. 
C.ranville 
PART-TIME STUDENTS 
 Newark 
Nasbport 
Covingtoo,   Ky. 
I 1 
.      : 
Mary Long! 
.... 
F 
'.'..■- 
Smith,   \ 
' I . 
r   R ith 
.  Marjori<         Granville 
Granville 
Staten Island, N. Y. 
 C.ranville 
    C.ranville 
St. Ixmis, Mo. 
Baltimore, aid. 
Granville 
C.ranville 
\)- xandria 
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EXTENSION STUDENTS 
B< : gcr,   Max St   Louisville 
Cooperridcr,   Ellsworth Newark 
Kreager,   Raymond Newark 
Neely,   Don Newark 
Nutter,   Harold Newark 
Orr,  Prank Newark 
Willcy.   Wilbur.. 
Best,  Virginia.. 
Breniutuhl  Dora  
Mayme  
Dtspennette,  I<aura  
Fleming, Edith  
1   ..  Faith  
h win.   Helen  
Johnson,   Helm  
Ki      r,   \"i rna 
..Newark 
. Newark 
. Newark 
..Newark 
Newark 
..Newark 
..Newark 
. Alexandria 
... Alexandria 
.    Newark 
 Newark 
 Newark 
Newark 
King,  Elizabeth  
Lowe,   Blanche  
McCoy,   Katharine. 
UacNealy, Lillian Newark 
Mast.   Ella Newark 
Patchen. I«otus R ..Newark 
Perry,  Mrs.  Bessie Granvillc 
Pierce,  Mary II  
Km ledge.   Ethel  
Smith,  Mary Ruth.... 
Spencer, Ruth K  
Sperry, Mary Edith.. 
Sterens,   Alma  
Taylor,   Ruth.. 
 Newark 
 Newark 
..Newark 
..Newark 
..Newark 
Van Tatsell, Mabel S  
WiWman, Letitia  
Wrijrht.   Besse Newark 
.Alexandria 
Alexandria 
 Newark 
Newark 
ADDITIONAL ENROLLMENT FOR THE SECOND SEMESTER 
1933-1934 
nut included in the catalog of February, 1934.   Classification as of 1933-1934 
SENIORS 
Junes,   Marion Coshocton 
Fitch,   Milton  
Saefkow,   William.. 
Roberts,  Eileen  
JUNIORS 
 Granvillc 
 Cleveland 
 Granvillc 
SOPHOMORES 
Agin,   Edward .....Newark 
Mitchell. Charles Dcs  Moincs,  Iowa 
Brunei!,   Henry  
Cudmore, Thomas. 
FRESHMEN 
 Newark 
Cleveland 
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Hught 
■ ■ 
-■- 
Long 
Mentor 
St   Ham 
Granvillc 
 Bcxley 
.Pataskala 
STl DEN PS 
i .   :- 
'■■ 
Hankii 
Mac.\'( 
■ Til 
I 
Granvillc 
Johnstown 
Newark 
 Granvillc 
Newark 
... Granvillc 
Granvillc 
Newark 
 Newark 
..Granvillc 
Bur:.   V Goiincrsvillc.   In 
:        ■ '. •  Granvillc 
 Granvillc 
 Granvillc 
STUDENTS 
Adams,   Willis : 
W.  E 
Mart 
w. 
Si 
Wright    I     ■     1' 
ChrislOphi      Mr-   Joy 
c ooperrider, EtheL. 
Johnstown 
..Dayton 
Summit  Station 
 Newark 
 Utica 
 Centerbursj 
.... Newark 
 Johnstown 
Summit  Station 
..Newark 
 Johnstown 
Staten  Island.  N    Y. 
n,  Carrie... Newark 
I Newark 
SUMMER SCHOOL, 1934 
Allyne,  Edmund K., Jr. 
Austin     i     ; 
Bailey,  Howard. 
Bainer, 
i       -   Leslie,   lr. 
Bi Ij 
man,   Rob) rt 
Chrysler,   Roberl 
Wadswortfa 
Cleveland 
Granville 
Ash tabula 
 Granvillc 
 Lake wood 
Granvillc 
..Granvillc 
 Granvillc 
.Granvillc 
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in-.. John H Hancock, Midi. 
Coelho, Richard Newark 
C'oopcrrulcr, Ellsworth Newark 
! lavis, Clifford Biddeford Pool. Maine 
Darrow,   Harmon    Dayton 
Dkkerton,   Edwyn Newark 
DndroWi  Roy   Granvilk 
Eatough,  Wilfred ... Pawtucket,  R. 1. 
David  Vkron 
Ferguson,   Finley Willouuhby 
Forry,  Clyde  Morr d 
Gard, Charles   . Newark 
- idge, James, 
Greenlee, Charles... 
Hacker, Albert. 
Newfane, N   V. 
La Grange, III. 
Haslop, Gerald   
Hendricks, John  
Hickox,   Jay  
Isenhart)   Kay 
johnion, Milton 
Ketner, Wayne 
Kincaid,   Myron  
Lambert, Bruce  
Lanuion,   Robert  
Landon,   Harold  
Lewis,   William  
Loomii, Walter  
McBride, l.eland  
McBride,  William 
Mclntosh,   William 
McKinnie. Allison  
Martin,   Ira      
Martin,   Stanley  
Milwaukee.  Wis. 
. Newark 
Newark 
Warren 
Dayt n 
.Newark 
..Bex ley 
( ' ooksville 
...Tiuga.  W.  Va. 
Toledo 
Cleveland 
Granville 
 Bui Cleveland 
.Hilliboro 
 Chicago,  III. 
Cleveland 
Springfield.  III. 
l'i>rt>niouth 
..Ulica 
Mawhinney, Matthew  
ng,   (ieorKc  
Mintier,  Harold  
Mohr, William       
Montgomery. John  
Mornton,   Frederick...  
Moshier,  Malcolm.  
< Mts.   James    .. 
Parr, Dale  
Myron  
Railsback, David  
Randels, Charles.. 
..Pitt-ilturg...  Pa. 
 Thomville 
Toboso 
 Chics 
..Newark 
Reely,   John  
Sam.. 
I   M a x 
Sena ft*.  Samuel. ... 
Scott, Hoyt 
Senhauser, Edwin. 
Smith,   Mush  
Swiaher,   Herbert  
TruesdaU,  James 
Whitchead, William 
 Newark 
„Lakewood 
 Celina 
.    Newark 
 Newark 
 Cleveland 
Covington,  Ky. 
 Mansfield 
Newark 
 West Mlddletown 
Pataskala 
 La Porte, Ind. 
 New  Philadelphia 
L'tii ;i 
        Newark 
Toledo 
 Granville 
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Wilson,   Wi 
Winborn, Jan 
Wolfe   Gene 
Utfci 
Birmingham, Mich. 
 Alexandria 
Agin, Marguerite  Newark 
Arnold,   V  Granvillc 
lirunai Canton 
 Granville 
Bi Granville 
U.  Bellevue 
Newark 
 Granville 
a ne   Newark 
Coshocton 1
  Newark 1
         Granville 
Newark 
MEUwood Guy. Pa. 
Granville 
 Beacon,  N. Y. 
Newark ■ rine Newark 
Fry,  F   i 
■ 
: ban  
Irwin,  Helei 
■ 1 
■ 
•   >. 
:■ rite— 
Mac! '■ ■•. gh   I lion 
■ 
McLecs,  I'1 ■i.,.i 
Uarka   1 >■ i i ihy 
■ 
Mercer,   \ ivian    . 
Martha.. 
 Highland 
Newark 
Newark 
 Columbus 
Granvile 
Newark 
Toledo 
Granville 
Alexandria 
..Sewkkley, Pa. 
Salem 
Newark 
Mi.   Vernon 
 Columbus 
Canton 
 Pataskala 
Newark 
 Cleveland 
..Granville 
O'Ba Sarah  I 
Perry,   Margaret 
n d 
Priest,   Fannie 
Pritchardt   Sue 
Randels,   Dorothy  
ATheeler,   Ruth ... 
Russell, Nell 
      Fargo, N. D, 
Granville 
 Youngstown 
Granville 
Newark 
 Granville 
 Marietta 
 Hillsboro 
. Dayton 
..Covington.  Ky. 
 Granville 
Newark 
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KutU-dgc,  Eiliel Newark 
ky.in.   Mary  Belle Newark 
Schiffeler,   Sarah Hanover 
Smith,  Kloise Granville 
Smith. Mary Ruth Newark 
Snydcr,   Virginia Evanston.   III. 
Stark.   Esther Granville 
Stewart,   Betty Granville 
Stuber, Jean Belle Center 
Tatham,   Louise Granville 
'rimma.   I.ela Jamestown 
U'athnc, Borghild New York, N. V. 
William.son. Mrs. IxHJise Evanston. III. 
Wuigert I.ucilc Granville 
Wolff,   Marcia Newark 
Yaggi. Isabcllc New Philadelphia 
Conservatory of Music 
SENIOR CLASS 
Viva  Barton. Piano and Public  School Music Hartford. Conn. 
Jeaimette  Binder,  Public  School  Music Newark 
Betty l.amont. Public School Music Nopeming Minn. 
Lela Thuma, Violin Jamestown 
Elizabeth Veale. Piano Cleveland Heights 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Adams, Jean Coshocton 
Adclenhrooke, Constance Wilmette, III. 
Anderson, John Kcid Wheeling, \V. Va, 
Arnold, Ni ill Lconia. N. J. 
Banning. Charles Mt. Vernon 
Baker. George Washington C. H. 
Balliet, Allen Mansfield 
Beadle, Theodore Nyack. N. Y. 
Beam,   Harriett Dayton 
Belknap,   Constance Mansfield 
Hoyer. Elisabeth  Toledo 
Boutwell, King Ithaca. N. Y. 
Bradfnte, Jcannctte Mt. Lebanon, Pa. 
Brash, Jane Canton 
r, Jane  Iris Rocky River 
Chase, Dan Loudonville 
Christman, Carlcton Oak Park. III. 
Clem, Mary Virginia Newark 
Clement.   Georganna Zanesville 
Clissold, Walter Chicago, III. 
Collett. Xorma Wilmington 
Collyer, Wardham Rochester, N. Y. 
O >ngcr. Lauren River Forest, III. 
i <"»k. James Newton. Mass. 
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HI lei 
Criti -. Ji hn 
1 tavis, kin); 
i oephine. 
I »i tweiler,  Mui id 
Dornbush, H 
■ 
Durr,  Albert 
■   m,   Barbara 
i  |i 
"    I 
IIV 
Mar)   Margaret 
.. 
M  - ■ 
A 
■ 
n 11 
■ 
■ 
I 
II 
■ 
!!■■.■ ■ -!i 
He**,   I 
■ 
Huni   Mary Marjorie 
Irwin,    ■ 
lite 
'■' 
I 
i m ■ m e 
im   Mary Jai i 
. ■ 
mai 
Emma 
E 
Lindstrom,   J< u\ 
I 
■ 
. 
Ma.lill.   I 
Marr.  Sarah 
Mather,  Flor< m •■ 
Mather, Rich i 
Mayhew, Floreno 
McCIure,   Marthabelle 
Aspinwall, Pa. 
Ctnrleaton, W. Va. 
uakewood 
Who ling, w. Ya. 
Granville 
 Bcllcvuc,   Pa. 
Beacon, N. Y. 
. . Canton 
 Granville 
 Granville 
 (".ranville 
('.ranville 
Alexandria 
Erie, Pa. 
Erie, Pa. 
Marysville 
St   Marys 
Wheeling, W. Va. 
Westneld, X. J. 
 Granville 
Wilkinsburg, Pa. 
Wilmctte,   111. 
New York. N. Y. 
I.inworth 
Aspinwall, Pa. 
Beltevue,   Ky. 
Xancsvilfe 
  Aahland 
Canton 
('.ranville 
 Crawfordsville,   Ind. 
. Zancsville 
New  York, X. Y. 
Alexandria 
 Granville 
Marlins   Kerry 
Madison 
    Norwood 
Leipsk 
..   Tioga. W. Va. 
Columbus 
Dennison 
  ..Columbus 
Granville 
... Rich wood 
Granville 
 Pataskala 
Granville 
Brooklyn,  N. Y. 
 Jeannette, Pa. 
Troy 
 Newton   Centre,   Mass. 
Evanston, III. 
 Youngsiown 
Toledo 
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McNair,  Bruce Oak   Park,   111. 
Mi.Minus,   Imugenc  Charleston,   W.   Va. 
Mellinger,  Bcnton, Shaker   Heights 
Moore, Gilford White Plains,  N.Y, 
Morris,  Hernicc Grantsvillc, W. Va. 
Murtoit,   Kvclyn Rocky   Kiver 
Nadcl, Norman Rochester, N. Y. 
Norton,  Ceurge Bcrwyn,  III. 
Paige,   William Johnstown 
Parker, France-;  c rot wood, N. Y. 
Pearcc, Henry Washington, C. H. 
Petty, Nancy Hillsboro, N. H. 
Plum,   Elizabeth   Lancaster 
Pratt, Uuth ..Granville 
Mary  l.mi Chagrin  Falls 
Rader,  Jack Cincinnati 
Raymond. John   Oak   Park,   111. 
Reest.   Virginia. 
Rich, Helen. 
Robuck,  Martha   Virginia.. 
Rogge,   Charlotte.. 
 Lancaster 
.Olean, N, Y. 
 Gomer 
 Dayton 
Rowland,   Charlotte Granville 
Scheidegger.   Esther -™. Pataskala 
Schmitf,  William Indianapolis,  Ind. 
Elizabeth Birmingham, Mich. 
Shelton, Susie Charleston, w.  \ a. 
Shepard, Alice Granville 
Janet Granville 
Shepardson,  Martha  Ann Granville 
Sheppard, Annabelle Marraysville, W. Va. 
oaker,  Elizabeth Ann.. 
Short, Mary Catherine  
Shryock,   Pauline  
Shumaker, Eleanor  
Sivertsen, Warren  
Smith,  Cither  
Smith,   Philip  
Smith,  William  
llrstcr  
Snyder, Phyllis  
Spring, Ernest  
Spring,  Mary... 
Martins Kerry 
..St.   Paul, Minn. 
Man '   d 
Granville 
Orange, N. J. 
Newark 
 Granville 
..Marion 
l.eonia.   N. J. 
 North   Fairfield 
Granville 
 Granville 
Granville 
 Granville 
.Worcester, Uass. 
. Granville 
 Fly 
....Alexandria 
Stewart, Betty  
Stewart,   John  
Stickney, Kleanor  
Streeter,   Mary  
Charlotte  
Ruth  M  
I itiriga, Nickie  
I el elhart,  Mack  
Vanderbilt, Jessie  
Vorhis,   Robert  
Warner.  I ouisc  Winnetka.   111. 
Walker. Margaret Gates Mills 
Walther,  Janet Shaker   Heights 
..Hazel   Park,  Mich. 
 Canton 
Chicago.  III! 
..Mid.;: 
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Ware,   Mildred 
tt   ■ 
. 
\\ Mam 
i 
Witter    \'tn 
v. 
.  U 
Wo       Franklh 
V 
V, 
V.    . 
WoodMock,   111. 
Pithian,   111. 
Wyoming 
Granville 
Granville 
Granville 
Granville 
.. . Granville 
. I.,r 
Wa hington C   ll. 
Schcncctady, N. Y. 
Granville 
 Granville 
Granville 
.Granville 
Chicago, III. 
Spencerville 
Granville 
Itcllevue.   Ky. 
 Granville 
. Granville 
Zimnu r.  Carl AfJanu   Mills 
AD!.. ENROLLMENT  FOR SECOND SEMESTER mi-M 
ol   February,  19J4) 
      Newark 
!  Amarillo,   Texas 
Zancsville 
Toledo 
Granville 
Chicago,   111. 
 Trinway 
Mansfield 
Urban 
m,  Harriet  
Gray, Mai 
Bacon, N, Y. 
 Granville 
Wilkhuburg, Pa. 
New York, N. V. 
rVspUlWIlll,   Pa. 
i CnwfordeviUe,  Ind. 
Ouincy 
 Grannl.c 
 Maditoa 
Pataskala 
McKay,   [ulk   Canton 
1 Newark 
Nor'   •  Bcrwyn,   111. 
' lit,   Mil  Dayton 
Rochester.   N.   V. 
Smith,  Alice Granville 
Southard,   Jam.- Toledo 
Stewart,  Bettj  Granville 
Stewai Granville 
Swiiher,  Mr.   Elizabeth    Newark 
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Weyburn. Ralph  Oak Park. I!!. 
Whitehead, William GranrUIe 
\\ i\ \.   Konald <ii anvillc 
Williams.   Paul Wilmelte,   111. 
GEOGRAPHICAL CENSUS 
(Km Semester 1<>34-1935) 
Men 
Alabama   
■ ii u; 
District of  Columbia.. 
Illinois   
Indiana  
Iowa    
1 
59 
3 
Kentucky      3 
Maryland   
Massachusetts        4 
Michigan    13 
Minnesota        2 
Missouri      2 
Mew   Hampshire  
New  JcrM-y       4 
I    Y.>rk         24 
North   Dakota  
 244 
I Vniisylvania       12 
Rhode [stand  
Tennessee  
West  Virginia      4 
Wisconsin       3 
Total 
1 1 
2 3 
1 1 
M. W 
4 7 
1 1 
1 4 
1 1 
3 ~ 
10 23 
2 4 
2 
1 1 
11 15 
26 50 
1 1 
242 486 
20 32 
1 1 
1 1 
1 2 
14 18 
2 5 
Grand Total (full-lime) .379 .582 701 
Fan-lime student      3 
Conservatory  (non-college)-     4 
Extension students      6 
10 
21 
26 
13 
25 
32 
Grand Total (exclusive of repetition) 392 439 831 
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SUMMARY OF STUDENH   \: rENDANCE 
i 
Mtn               Worn» Total 
70 1 :.\ 
Juniur.                                                         57                         ; i|8 
113 225 
. " 283 
382 ;.il 
in u 
51                     f' 1.16 
4                       _'l 25 
2 .12 
foul                                        443                      524 %7 
Gnu                                                                      439 831 
SERVATORY   REGISTRATION   1934-1935 
•Senior. 5 20 
12 
11 21 ■lr, 29 32 
,ic 4 21 
55 106 
u!. REGISTRATION    1934 
68 65 
1 4 
Grai    • tal 70 69 
25 
18 
32 
•1 
25 
161 
133 
6 
139 
Grand total 65 133 
illegiate rank. 
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